
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST 
 

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
 

Second Quarter 
 

April, May, & June 2013 
 

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WLOX in order  
 
to serve the community to and act in the public service interest as set forth by the  
 
Federal Communications Commission: 
 
 
(Please see below the community issues that WLOX will have addressed in this report) 
 

1. Education     
2. Economy/Taxes 
3. Crime 
4. Health Care/Care for the Elderly/Child Care 
5. Environment 
6.  Drugs & Alcohol  
7. Housing Shortage Affordable Housing 
8. Roads/Traffic/Drainage 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST 
 

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
(Listed below is WLOX local programming that contains community issues) 
 
PROGRAM                                                  DAYS                                       TIMES 
 
WLOX GMM                                  MONDAY - FRIDAY                4:30AM - 7:00 AM 
WLOX MIDDAY NEWS               MONDAY - FRIDAY                11:00-11:30AM 
WLOX 4 O’CLOCK NEWS          MONDAY - FRIDAY                4:00PM - 4:30PM 
WLOX NEWS @ 5 PM                  MONDAY - FRIDAY                 5:00PM - 5:30PM 
WLOX NEWS @ 6 PM                  MONDAY - FRIDAY                 6:00PM - 6:30PM 
WLOX-CBS NEWS @ 6:30 PM   MONDAY – FRIDAY      6:30PM – 7:00PM  
WLOX NEWS @ 10PM                 MONDAY - SATURDAY           10:00-10:30PM 
WLOX NEWS @ 10PM           SUNDAY                                      10:00-11:00PM 
WLOX NEWS THIS WEEK         SATURDAY                                   5:00-5:30PM                                         
  
     All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix 
of  news , weather, sports, and issue-related feature stories.  Issue-responsive 
program segments are usually one to three minutes in duration, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
 
(WLOX airs a locally produced report that deals with community issues) 
 
Our Local View 
 
WLOX’s General Manager presents editorials on local  and  national stories of  
 
interest and personal observations. 
 
(WLOX broadcasts the following syndicated and ABC network programs on 13.1) 
 
Good Morning America       -     Monday - Friday     -      7:00-9:00 AM                           
Good Morning America       -     Saturday                  -      7:00 - 8:00 AM 
Good Morning America       -     Sunday                     -      7:00-  8:00 AM 
This program provides the latest in international and domestic news, weather,  
reports  and  interviews and newsmakers from the world of politics, business, media,  
entertainment and sports.  WLOX provides two local five minute news updates at  
7:25am  and  8:25am. 
20/20  -    Fridays   -  9:00-10:00 PM 
 
(WLOX broadcasts the following CBS Network programs on 13.2) 
Face the Nation  - Sundays - 9:30-13:00 AM 
60 Minutes 



  
 
  
 
America Now                      Monday - Friday      -         3:00-4:00 PM 
 
This news programs presents news that you can use. 
 
WLOX airs Public Service Announcements which we feel in good faith and 
judgment provide information and education that are directed to the issues 
that are listed in this cover sheet. 
 
Also, attached, is a description of the  Public Affairs  programming  from ABC and  
CBS  that aired over WLOX/ABC and WLOX/CBS 
 
 
 
  



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration
Children's Issues 4/1/2013 4pm Show SML APRIL South Mississippi Living prints 15-thousand copies each month 

capturing the magic of living along the, and April is no exception. Here 
to give us a sneak peak of the magazine's latest edition which features 
the terrific teen of the year is Editor

3:00

Children's Issues 4/17/2013 4pm Show MS CHILDREN'S HOME 
SERVICES

Helping children with behavioral issues including mental illness is the 
goal of the Mississippi Children's Home Services.    It is a not for profit 
group that has helped children for the past 100 years.   We welcome 
Mississippi Children's Home Services C-E-O John Damon.

3:30

Children's Issues 4/18/2013 4pm Show CHEF & CASA In the kitchen today we are cooking for a cause.   Our friend David 
Kidd is over from Lil' Rays along with Roy Kitchell from CASA.  And 
David, in honor of the great work CASA is doing in Harrison County to 
help abused children, this month you are doing a fundraiser and it has 
to do with Po-boys.

3:30

Children's Issues 4/22/2013 4pm Show WINGS More than 300 talented young performers take to the stage this week 
at the Beau Rivage Theatre for a musical tribute to the great state of 
Mississippi.  It's the annual Dreams show from the Lynn Meadows 
Discovery Center.  And we're happy to have two of the performers 
with us today

3:30

Children's Issues 4/24/2013 6pm News HOOD FACEBOOK There's estimated to be more than than 618-million daily active users 
on Facebook. The social phenomenon is a fun way for people to stay 
connected but it can also be dangerous.     Michelle Lady sat down with 
Attorney General Jim Hood to talk about his new online safety 
campaign with facebook.

2:04

Children's Issues 4/24/2013 630pm News CBS FACEBOOK Attorney General Jim Hood wants parents and teens to be aware of the 
dangers of social media.   He says the most prevalent problem with 
teens and social media is bullying and predators trying to get young 
girls to send nude pictures of themselves.  

0:22

Children's Issues 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS VOLUNTEER Today is the last day of National Volunteerism Week.  So tonight we 
feature two people who give their time, energy and love to help 
abused and neglected children in Harrison County have a voice in 
court.  These volunteers also, in many cases help re-unify families. 

2:08

Crime 3/31/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Back in October a student at George County High School, Austin 
Stokes who has Cerebral Palsy and is legally blind was taunted, then 
punched by another student. The injuries were pretty serious. 

5:33

Crime 4/5/2013 5pm News JAX PD FOLO Flags at Jackson Police Headquarters are flying at half staff today.. in 
honor of a Police Detective gunned down in an interrogation room.  
Today, authorities say it's a case of murder-suicide.   

0:46

Crime 4/10/2013 6pm News CONTRABAND You've probably seen the stunning video from inside the Orleans Parish 
Prison. Inmates brandishing guns, drugs and cash seemingly traded 
openly between prisoners.  It may seem unbelievable, but contraband 
of many kinds gets into jails everyday. Just yesterday WLOX reported 
on a crackdown at the Harrison County jail.

2:24

Crime 4/11/2013 6pm News ANIMAL FOLO Animal control officers, staff and volunteers of the Hancock County 
Animal Shelter have been busy today transporting the remaining 
animals seized from a house in the Kiln yesterday evening.   Michelle 
Lady was there and has the latest on the animals.  

2:04



Crime 4/11/2013 6pm News ACTION REPORT A man who served his country with the Marine's for 8 years has settled 
back home in South Mississippi, but he has a problem.     He told 
Action Reporter AJ Giardina that he spent thousands on a 
manufactured home, a home he's not allowed to live in.

2:19

Crime 4/12/2013 5 00 am GMM ACTION REPORT 6 A man who served his country with the Marine's for 8 years has settled 
back home in South Mississippi... But now he's facing a big problem.   
This marine told Action Reporter AJ Giardinathat he spent thousands of 
dollars on a manufactured home that he's now not allowed to live in.

2:21

Crime 4/14/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL If things had gone right, Jackson police Detective Eric Smith should 
have been in court last week doing what he did best, keeping the 
worst of criminals off the street.Detective Smith should have been 
testifying against a murder suspect.   But instead on April 4th, things 
went terribly wrong.

1:01

Crime 4/15/2013 6 00 GMM EDITORIAL MON&THUR If things had gone right, Jackson police Detective Eric Smith should 
have been in court last week doing what he did best, keeping the 
worst of criminals off the street.Detective Smith should have been 
testifying against a murder suspect.   But instead on April 4th, things 
went terribly wrong. 

1:01

Crime 4/16/2013 4pm Show MARATHON Some of our local runners in the Boston Marathon arrived home just 
hours ago.   Rebecca Powers was at the airport for the arrival of some 
of the runners. 

0:46

Crime 4/16/2013 5pm News 1ST RESPONDERS President Obama spoke of the great acts of bravery in the midst of 
tragedy. Among the heroes were first responders who ran into chaos 
to save lives.   Danielle Thomas spoke to some South Mississippi 
firefighters who say for first responders  sometimes the aftermath of 
tragedy is just devastating.

1:46

Crime 4/16/2013 630pm News CBS BOMB DOG Security has increased all across the United States following the deadly 
attack.  Bomb-sniffing dogs are also out helping alert law enforces of 
any suspicious devices.  Patrice Clark caught up with the Jackson 
County Sheriff's Department's K-9 team to find out how they help sniff 
out danger.

1:35

Crime 4/16/2013 10pm News PRAYER RUN A show of solidarity here on the coast tonight,  for the people killed 
and injured at the Boston marathon yesterday.  In Gulfport, At six 
o'clock this evening an estimated 320 people gathered, just off Cowan 
Lorraine Road.  There were there for a 5-K"Prayer-Run" 

2:09

Crime 4/17/2013 430 GMM PRAYER RUN 10 South Mississippians gathered to pay their respects In their own 
unique way.  More than 300 people gathered just off Cowan Lorraine 
Road last night.  For that 5-K "prayer run" we first told you about on 
GMM yesterday.   The run was organized by city councilman  R. Lee 
Flowers.

2:13

Crime 4/17/2013 5 00 am GMM PRAYER RUN 10 They were running to remember.  IN a show of solidarity.. Some 300 
people from south Mississippi turned out in Gulfport to honor the 
people killed and injured at the Boston marathon.  They gathered off 
Cowan Lorraine Road last night for the 5-K "Prayer-Run" we told you 
about yesterday on GMM.

2:16

Crime 4/17/2013 6 00 GMM PRAYER RUN 10 South Mississippians gathered to pay their respects to the victims of 
the Boston bombing. More than 300 people gathered just off Cowan 
Lorraine Road last night.  For that 5-K "prayer run" we told you about 
on GMM yesterday.  

2:14



Crime 4/17/2013 630pm News CBS SCRUGGS APPEAL Disbarred Mississippi attorney Richard "Dickie" Scruggs is going back 
to federal prison.  After being freed on a $2 million dollar bond in 
December, the former trial lawyer has been ordered to report to 
Federal Prison Camp in Montgomery, Alabama.   

0:34

Crime 4/17/2013 630pm News CBS WICKER Fear is spreading throughout capitol hill after two letters have tested 
positive for the poison known as ricin.     Several letters sent to 
lawmakers have been flagged suspicious packages.

1:31

Crime 4/18/2013 5 00 am GMM SCRUGGS APPEAL 630 Disbarred Mississippi attorney Richard "Dickie" Scruggs is headed back 
to federal prison.   After being freed on a 2 million dollar bond in 
December, the former trial lawyer has been ordered to report to 
Federal Prison Camp in Montgomery.  

0:33

Crime 4/18/2013 5pm News FIRE PRAYERS And some of that support is coming from the Gulf Coast.    Firefighters 
in south Mississippi are keeping close tabs on their fellow firefighters. 
Some of whom are still missing. Doug Walker reports, it's times like 
these when first responders close ranks.

1:55

Crime 4/18/2013 630pm News CBS BASEBALL ARREST A former professional baseball player from Gulfport has been arrested.   
Matt Lawton is being held without bond in a pending case involving an 
apparent family matter.  According to a news report, the 41-year-old is 
being held at the Harrison County Jail. 

0:22

Crime 4/20/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

FIRST RESPONDERS The heroes of that day when a bomb went off at the Boston Marathon 
were the first responders and other volunteers who rushed in to help 
the injured  In crisis the first responders are the people who help save 
lives.

9:26

Crime 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS HOSPITALS EVACUATED Now to news in Alabama an escaped inmate is back behind barsand is 
now considered a person of interest for bomb threats made to three 
hospitals in the northern part of the state.       Police say Jeremy Lang 
was arrested this morning at a roadblock.     

0:38

Crime 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS SUSPICIOUS LETTERS No ricin was found in the home of the Mississippi manaccused of 
mailing poisoned letters to President Barack Obama and Senator Roger 
Wicker.  According to an FBI agent, investigators searched Paul Kevin 
Curtis' house in Corinth, Mississippi, but were unable to expose ricin or 
any other ingredient.

0:31

Crime 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS 3 DOORS DOWN Three Doors Down has canceled their four scheduled appearances in 
the U.S. this spring. The Mississippi band's bassist, Todd Harrell was 
arrested over the weekend. Harrell was taken into custody Friday night 
and charged with vehicular homicide by intoxication. 

0:33

Crime 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS BARIA BOSTON Last Thursday, when the firefight between Boston police and the two 
suspects happened, State Representative David Baria and his family 
were in Boston.   The Barias were stuck in a hotel just a block away 
from where the bombs went off during the Marathon. 

2:00

Crime 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS HANCOTEACHER A former Hancock high teacher charged with having sex with a student 
now faces an additional charge.  The male teacher was arrested earlier 
this month in Hancock County on a sexual battery charge.  

0:32



Crime 4/23/2013 5 00 am GMM HOSPITALS EVACUATED 630 An escaped inmate is back behind bars in Alabama and is now 
considered a person of interest for bomb threats made to three 
hospitals in the northern part of the state.  Police say Jeremy Lang was 
arrested YESTERDAY at a roadblock. Lang escaped from a police 
department Sunday night. 

0:37

Crime 4/23/2013 6 00 GMM HANCOTEACHER  630 A former Hancock high teacher charged with having sex with a student 
now faces an additional charge.  The male teacher was arrested earlier 
this month in Hancock County on a sexual battery charge. 

0:29

Crime 4/23/2013 6 00 GMM BARIA BOSTON 630 Last Thursday, when the firefight between Boston police and the two 
suspects happened, State Representative David Baria and his family 
were in Boston.   The Barias were stuck in a hotel just a block away 
from where the bombs went off during the Marathon.  

1:59

Crime 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS PAPJOHNROBBERY Laurel police are still looking for the robber who made off with a pizza 
palor's bank bag.    They've release surveillance video from Sunday's 
robbery, hoping someone will recognize the man who walked into a 
Papa Johns.

0:26

Crime 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS RAPPERMURDER A Baton Rouge rapper is behind bars. Samuel Nicholas known as 
"Mista Cain" was arrested Monday night by US Marshals in Corinth, 
Mississippi.   Nicholas has been wanted since January, accused of the 
shooting death of one man. 

0:26

Crime 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS CHILDSHOT Vicksburg police are investigating a shooting that left a 10-year-old in 
critical condition. Police say Gerald Tucker Junior was found in a home 
with a single gun shot wound to the head last night. 

0:36

Crime 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN UPDATE Charges have been dropped against a Mississippi man accused of 
sending ricin laced letters to President Barack Obama and Senator 
Roger Wicker.     Paul Kevin Curtis was released from custody today 
after an FBI agent testified in court that no evidence of ricin was found 
at his Corinth home.     Hour...

0:34

Crime 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS HARRELL UPDATE Three doors down bassist Todd Harrell is out of jail...     Authorities 
confirmed the musician was released today after posting 100-thousand 
dollar bond.     Harrel was taken into custody Friday in Nashville, 
Tennessee on a charge of vehicular homicide by intoxication after an 
accident.

0:25

Crime 4/24/2013 5 00 am GMM CHILDSHOT 630 Vicksburg police are investigating a shooting that's left a 10-year-old 
in critical condition.  Police say Gerald Tucker Junior was found in a 
home with a single gun shot wound to the head TUESDAY NIGHT.  Lt. 
Sandra Williams says the boy was found laying on the living room 
floor.

0:36

Crime 4/24/2013 6 00 GMM CHILDSHOT 630 A 10 year old boy vicksburg is in critical condition this morning.     
Police say Gerald Tucker Junior was found in a home with a single gun 
shot wound to the head TUESDAY NIGHT.   Lt. Sandra Williams says 
the boy was found laying on the living room floor in a Park Avenue 
home.

0:34

Crime 4/24/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF Attorney General Jim Hood has filed lawsuits in both state and federal 
courts against BP in an effort to recover more damages from the 2010 
oil spill.  Hood said he tried to reach a settlement but BP has not 
cooperated. Hood says the disaster caused the state to sustain huge 
losses. 

2:32



Crime 4/24/2013 6pm News HALAT FREE After 15 years, 9 months and 7 days, Pete Halat, the one time mayor 
of Biloxi, is a free man.   At 8:00 this morning, Halat walked out of 
Hattiesburg halfway house where he's spent the last six months.  Only 
WLOX News was there when he was released. 

0:38

Crime 4/24/2013 630pm News CBS child shot in head FOLO Sad news out of Vicksburg,  The 10-year-old who was shot in the head 
Monday night has died.  Vicksburg police confirm, fourth grader Gerald 
Tucker Junior died in a hospital from his injuries.    

0:27

Crime 4/24/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN LATEST The investigation continues to find the culprit behind the Ricin-laced 
letters.  Today, authorities searched a small retail space, where 
neighboring business owners say 41-year-old Everett Dutschke used to 
operate a martial arts studio.     Dutschke's home in Tupelo was 
raided.

0:29

Crime 4/24/2013 630pm News CBS HALAT FREE After a decade a half away from his family and friend Pete Halat is now 
home.  The former Biloxi Mayor was released from prison in March of 
2012.

0:46

Crime 4/24/2013 630pm News CBS MANHUNT Also in Louisiana, The Tangipahoa Parish Sheriff's Department has 
announced the two day manhunt for a teen accused of murder ended 
this afternoon.  18-year-old Ryan Pouricau (poo-show) is in custody.  
The high schooler was reportedly found in the subdivision where he 
allegedly gunned down April.

0:32

Crime 4/25/2013 5 00 am GMM HALAT FREE 6 Former Biloxi Mayor Pete Halat is a waking up this morning a free 
man.  After 15 years, 9 months and 7 days, Halat walked out of a 
Hattiesburg Halfway house yesterday.   It was a very emotional day 
for the Halat family and only WLOX News was there when he was 
released. 

2:08

Crime 4/25/2013 5 00 am GMM child shot in head FOLO 630 Here's a follow up on a story we first told you about yesterday on 
Good Morning Mississippi.  The ten year-old Vicksburg boy shot in the 
head Monday night has died.  Fourth grader Gerald Tucker Junior was 
found in the living room of his home.  A small caliber handgun was 
also recovered.

0:24

Crime 4/25/2013 6 00 GMM HALAT FREE 6 Former Biloxi Mayor Pete Halat is a waking up this morning a free 
man.  After 15 years, 9 months and 7 days, Halat walked out of a 
Hattiesburg Halfway house yesterday.     It was a very emotional day 
for the Halat family and only WLOX News was there when he was 
released.      

2:42

Crime 4/25/2013 6 00 GMM child shot in head FOLO 630 The ten year-old Vicksburg boy shot in the head Monday night has 
died.  Fourth grader Gerald Tucker Junior was found in the living room 
of his home. A small caliber handgun was later recovered.

0:24

Crime 4/25/2013 5pm News VICTIMS RIGHTS Imagine a loved one being taken from you through an act of violence.  
This is National Crime Victims' Rights Week.  A ceremony was held at 
First Baptist Church in Gulfport to remember victims and help surviving 
family members deal with grief.  Victims can be frustrated and 
angered.

2:09

Crime 4/25/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN LATEST Authorities are still searching for Everett Dutchske, the primary 
suspect in the ricin investigation has been under surveillance but 
managed to slip away.  Today, local, state, and federal investigators 
searched a house in Itawamba County.

0:33



Crime 4/25/2013 630pm News CBS CHILD SHOT An update on a story we've been following out of Vicksburg.     Two 
people have been charged with manslaughter in the fatal shooting of 
10-year-old Jerald Tucker Junior.  The child's brother, 20-year-old 
Willie Louis Willis and 21-year-old Joshua Ryan Coffee were arrested 
yesterday.

0:37

Crime 4/26/2013 430 GMM RICIN LATEST 630 The new suspect in the ricin laced letter scandal is missing.    Right 
now, authorities are searching for Everett Dutchske.    The primary 
suspect in the ricin investigation has been under surveillance but, 
managed to slip away.  Local, state, and federal investigators searched 
a house in Itawamba County

0:40

Crime 4/26/2013 430 GMM CHILD SHOT 630 Here's an update on a story we've been following out of Vicksburg.   
Two people are now charged with manslaughter in the shooting death 
of 10-year-old Jerald Tucker Junior.   The child's brother, 20-year-old 
Willie Louis Willis and 21-year-old Joshua Ryan Coffee were arrested 
Wednesday.

0:33

Crime 4/26/2013 5 00 am GMM VICTIMS RIGHTS This is National Crime Victims' Rights Week.   A ceremony was held in 
Gulfport to remember victims and help surviving family members.   
Victims can be frustrated and angered by the criminal justice system.   
And as David Elliott reports, observances like this let victimsthey are 
not alone.

2:04

Crime 4/26/2013 5 00 am GMM RICIN UPDATE The investigation into the Ricin Letter case has taken another strange 
twist.  His house appears quiet but this investigation is anything but.  
It seems Dutschke fell on the FBI's radar last night finally his 
whereabout are known.

2:02

Crime 4/26/2013 5 00 am GMM CHILD SHOT 630 An update on a story we've been following out of Vicksburg     Two 
people have been charged with manslaughter in the fatal shooting of 
10-year-old Jerald Tucker Junior.   The child's brother, 20-year-old 
Willie Louis Willis and 21-year-old Joshua Ryan Coffee were arrested 
Wednedsay.

0:37

Crime 4/26/2013 5pm News DUI PROGRAM The statistics are staggering. According to the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, there were 149 DUI related car fatalities in 
Mississippi in 2011 of that number 17 of them were under the age of 
21. 

3:23

Crime 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS HUNTSVILLE MAIL There was A scare for employees at a postal distribution center in 
Huntsville today.  They had to evacuate after leaking package was 
discovered this morning.  The worry was the package contained 
potentially hazardous material.  

0:20

Crime 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN LATEST The search for Everett Dutschke continues.  Investigators have been 
unable to locate the prime suspect in the ricin-laced letters case since 
earlier this week.  Kirk Kitchen, a friend of the suspect, says he's 
trying to escape the media spotlight.

0:35

Crime 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS TIGER News from Louisiana tonight puts the Tony the Tiger's future in 
jeopardy.  You may remember previous stories on Tony, the Truck 
stop tiger who's a big draw for business outside Baton Rouge.  We'll 
the state permit allowing Tony to live there's been a court battle for 
quite a while. 

0:38

Crime 4/28/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Attorney General Jim Hood has filed lawsuits in both state and federal 
courts against BP  in an effort to recover more damages from the 2010 
oil spill.  Hood said he tried to reach a settlement but BP has not 
cooperated.

5:33

Crime 4/29/2013 630pm News CBS MS TERRORISM STATE LAW IS ABOUT TO GET AN UPDATE WHEN IT COMES TO WHAT 
CRIMES FALL UNDER THE SENTENCE FOR A DEATH PENALTY.  
ALTHOUGH STATE LEADERS HOPE THE ADDITION WILL NEVER NEED 
TO BE USED, THEY AT LEAST WANT IT IN PLACE.  Mike McDaniel 
explains from the state capitol.

1:29



Crime 4/29/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN CASE The Mississippi man accused of sending Ricin-laced letters to the 
President and other officials appeared in court today.   James Everett 
Dutschke was arrested over the weekend and is being charged with 
posses…

0:47

Crime 4/30/2013 5 00 am GMM MS TERRORISM 630 STATE LAW IS ABOUT TO GET AN UPDATE WHEN IT COMES TO WHAT 
CRIMES FALL UNDER THE SENTENCE FOR A DEATH PENALTY.   
ALTHOUGH STATE LEADERS HOPE THE ADDITION WILL NEVER HAVE 
TO BE USED, THEY AT LEAST WANT IT IN PLACE.  Mike McDaniel 
explains.

1:27

Crime 4/30/2013 5 00 am GMM RICIN CASE 630 The Mississippi man accused of sending Ricin-laced letters to the 
President and other officials will remain in prison until his next court 
appearance on Thursday.     James Everett Dutschke was arrested 
over the weekend and is being charged with possession and use of a 
biological agent as a weapon.

0:47

Crime 4/30/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 1 The Mississippi man accused of sending Ricin-laced letters to the 
President and other officials will remain in prison until his next court 
appearance on Thursday.  James Everett Dutschke was arrested over 
the weekend and is being charged with possession and use of a 
biological agent as a weapon.

0:47

Crime 4/30/2013 5pm News SHOOTING More on those stories in a moment, but we begin tonight In Waveland, 
where authorities are investigating a shooting that left one man dead, 
and his young son injured. The shooting happened last night at the 
Coast Inn and Suites Hotel off Highway 90.

0:43

Crime 4/30/2013 6pm News SHOOTING Waveland investigators are trying to put together the pieces of 
shooting that left a young father dead and his infant son fighting for 
his life.  Few officials details have been released, but a source has told 
WLOX News the baby was shot in the head he is expected to survive.  

0:28

Crime 4/30/2013 630pm News CBS WAVELAND SHOOTING A little boy from Waveland is fighting for his life tonight in a New 
Orleans hospital. The child's father is dead. Police were called to a 
hotel on Highway 90 last night about 8-30.  

0:43

Crime 4/30/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN UPDATE Ricin has been found on items belonging to James Everett Dutschke. 
Federal prosecutors have filed documents saying the deadly poison 
was found on items dumped by the suspect charged in the 
investigation of ricin-laced letters sent to President Barack Obama, 
Senator Roger Wicker.

0:52

Crime 4/30/2013 630pm News CBS MANNING EXECUTION Willie Jerome Manning is set to face the death penalty by lethal 
injection on May 7th but could he get out of it?   The Mississippi 
Innocence Project and Innocence Project New Orleans filed a motion 
today asking the state Supreme Court to let them support Manning's 
effort to avoid execution.

0:46

Crime 4/30/2013 630pm News CBS SHOTGUNGRABBER We begin in New Orleans with a crime caught on video.     Watch what 
the surveillance cameras recorded early Saturday morning.   A man 
walking down Burgundy Street was approached by another man with a 
shotgun. he victim says the gunman put the gun in his face.

0:38

Drugs & Alcohol 4/4/2013 Midday COP ASSAULTS Law officers across the country are on high alert right now.     Another 
top official has been killed, this time, in West Virginia.     Sheriff 
Eugene Crum was shot and killed outside a county courthouse 
Wednesday.    Crum was well known for cracking down on the drug 
trade.

0:45



Drugs & Alcohol 4/18/2013 4pm Show MADD Did you know that about 30 percent of all 8-th graders have tried 
alcohol?   Teen alcohol use kills about five thousand people each year.   
This Sunday you can make a difference and hopefully reach young 
people about the dangers of alcohol 

0:30

Drugs & Alcohol 4/19/2013 4pm Show DRUG TAKE BACK In the past five years, the DEA has collected more than a thousand 
tons of  prescription drugs across the country.  Each year, they get 
more of these dangerous drugs off the streets through a national 
prescription drug take-back day.

0:20

Drugs & Alcohol 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS DRUG TAKEBACK Rates of prescription drug abuse in the U-S have sky-rocketed, but this 
weekend people all along the gulf coast will have the opportunity to 
prevent that abuse.     It's the sixth annual "drug take back day," put 
on by the Drug Enforcement Administration.    

0:37

Drugs & Alcohol 4/29/2013 630pm News CBS JEREMY HILL ARREST Over in Louisiana, L-S-U football is taking a pretty big hit.     The 
team's leading running back, Jeremy Hill, has been indefinitely 
suspended.    Coach Les Miles broke that news today.     Hill was 
arrested over the weekend after a bar fight near the campus.   He's 
charged with simple battery.

0:30

Drugs & Alcohol 4/29/2013 630pm News CBS HINDS DRUG BUST Thank you Rebecca. We begin tonight in Near the state capitol.. where 
Hinds County authorities says they've made one of the largest drug 
busts in over a year.   166 pounds of marijuana are off the streets.     
And two suspects behind bars.      Authorities say a tip alerted them of 
the drugs.

0:31

Drugs & Alcohol 4/30/2013 5 00 am GMM HINDS DRUG BUST 630 It's a big drug bust for Hinds County.   Matter of fact, one the largest 
drug busts in over a year.  Officers there took 166 pounds of 
marijuana are off the streets and out two suspects behind bars after 
receiving a tip about the drugs.      Officers stopped the suspects on I-
55.   

0:23

Drugs & Alcohol 4/30/2013 6 00 GMM HINDS DRUG BUST 630 It's a big drug bust for Hinds County.   Matter of fact, one the largest 
drug busts in over a year.   Officers there took 166 pounds of 
marijuana are off the streets and out two suspects behind bars after 
receiving a tip about the drugs.      Officers stopped the suspects on I-
55. 

0:23

Drugs & Alcohol 4/30/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 2 It's a big drug bust for Hinds County.   Matter of fact, one the largest 
drug busts in over a year.  Officers there took 166 pounds of 
marijuana are off the streets and out two suspects behind bars after 
receiving a tip about the drugs.    Officers stopped the suspects on I-
55.      

0:23

Economy/Taxes 3/31/2013 10pm Sunday AQUACULTURE The future of aquaculture can be found tucked away in the woods of 
Stone County. That's where a growing company called "Aqua Green" is 
located.  The operation is currently raising fish commercially in very 
large tanks.

2:26

Economy/Taxes 4/1/2013 430 GMM AQUACULTURE 10 The future of aquaculture can be found tucked away in the woods of 
Stone County.  That's where a growing company called "Aqua Green" 
is located.  The operation is currently raising fish commercially. in very 
large tanks.  

2:26

Economy/Taxes 4/1/2013 5 00 am GMM AQUACULTURE 10 The future of aquaculture can be found tucked away in the woods of 
Stone County.    Inside this facility are some very large tanks where 
the   company is breeding and raising fish for commercial production.    
And, as Steve Phillips reports, this fish farm is uniquely positioned for 
growth.

2:23

Economy/Taxes 4/1/2013 6 00 GMM AQUACULTURE 10 The future of aquaculture can be found tucked away in the woods of 
Stone County.   That's where a growing company called "Aqua Green" 
is located.  The operation is currently raising fish commercially in very 
large tanks. 

2:26



Economy/Taxes 4/1/2013 4pm Show CASINO A proposed casino development south of Racetrack Road is at the top 
of D'iberville's  City Council agenda tomorrow.  D'Iberville's leaders are 
looking to amend a final agreement between the city and Land 
Holdings One. 

0:22

Economy/Taxes 4/4/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF Mississippi's unemployment rate is 10 percent which is much higher 
than the national average of 7.7 percent.    It can be tough for a 
skilled worker to find a job.    Doug Walker went out to put a face on 
the numbers and see who is looking for work.   He joins us now via 
Skype,

0:16

Economy/Taxes 4/4/2013 6pm News JOBLESS Unemployment in south Mississippi is at or near 10 percent.     The U-
S Labor Department says the number of Americans seeking 
unemployment aid is at a four month high.   That makes finding a job 
tough because hiring has just about stopped. 

1:59

Economy/Taxes 4/5/2013 5 00 am GMM JOBLESS 6 Right now, unemployment in south Mississippi is at or near 10 percent.   
The U-S Labor Department says the number of Americans seeking 
unemployment aid is at a four month high.       That makes finding a 
job tough because hiring has just about stopped.  

1:59

Economy/Taxes 4/5/2013 6 00 GMM JOBLESS 6 Unemployment in south Mississippi is at or near 10 percent.     The U-
S Labor Department says the number of Americans seeking 
unemployment aid is at a four month high   That makes finding a job 
tough because hiring has just about stopped.  Doug Walker visited a 
local Labor Finders.

1:59

Economy/Taxes 4/5/2013 5pm News KESSLER WINS There's reason to celebrate at Keesler Air Force Base today    The base 
has been named the best in the U.S. Air Force.     Terrance Friday 
joins us live from the base with more.   

0:10

Economy/Taxes 4/6/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BIGGER PLANES Some good news if you plan to fly from home this summer.   Some of 
the airlines that fly out of the Gulfport Biloxi International Airport are 
adding flights.   Gulfport Biloxi International Airport Executive Director 
Clay Williams is here to talk about it.

7:15

Economy/Taxes 4/9/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF DANIELLE Earlier this year, Governor Phil Bryant pledged to help veterans find 
jobs.  Today, the second of three job fairs aimed at putting our war 
heroes to work was held in Biloxi.  Danielle Thomas was there and 
joins us with details.

0:13

Economy/Taxes 4/9/2013 5pm News HERO JOBS Concern about the large number of veterans going from the front line 
to the unemployment lineis the motivating force behind a job fair 
today in Biloxi.  In fact the unemployment rate for post 9-11 vets.. is 
higher than the national average.  

1:47

Economy/Taxes 4/9/2013 5pm News VT LAUNCH VT Halter Marine shipbuilders  Christened and launched  their newest 
multimillion dollar creation today.   The HOS  Commander is a  
Offshore Supply Vessel.   It will be used transport supplies to the oil 
platform and return other cargo to shore.  

0:22

Economy/Taxes 4/10/2013 5 00 am GMM HERO JOBS CONCERNS ABOUT UNEMPLOYED VETERANS TOPS OUR NEWS THIS 
MORNING. he growing number of jobless veterans was the motivating 
force of a major job fair yesterday in Biloxi.     In fact the 
unemployment rate for post 9-11 vets is higher than the national 
average.  

1:49

Economy/Taxes 4/10/2013 5 00 am GMM VT LAUNCH V-T Halter Marine has christened and launched its latest multi-million 
dollar creation.  The HOS Commander is an Offshore Supply Vessel 
that will be used to transport supplies to oil platforms and return other 
cargo to shore.    Hornbeck Offshore Services contracted V-T Halter to 
build ten ships.

0:21



Economy/Taxes 4/10/2013 6 00 GMM HERO JOBS CONCERNS ABOUT UNEMPLOYED VETERANS TOPS OUR NEWS THIS 
MORNING.   The growing number of jobless veterans was the 
motivating force of a major job fair yesterday in Biloxi.       The 
unemployment rate for post 9-11 vets.. is higher than the national 
average.   

1:50

Economy/Taxes 4/10/2013 6pm News PORT COMPLETE More on that bust in just a moment but first tonight it is the largest 
economic development project in Mississippi.   And today the State 
Port at Gulfport hosted an event to celebrate a milestone in the 
ongoing port expansion.

2:35

Economy/Taxes 4/11/2013 5 00 am GMM PORT COMPLETE 6 It is the largest economic development project in Mississippi.     The 
State Port at Gulfport hosted an event yesterday to celebrate a 
milestone in the ongoing port expansion.     The celebration included a 
"ceremonial" truck-load of dirt to mark the completion of filling-in 
more than 80 acres.

2:15

Economy/Taxes 4/11/2013 6pm News PORT MEETING One day after celebrating a milestone at the Port of Gulfport it was 
back to business today for those who oversee the port expansion.     
Port commissioners held their regular monthly meeting this morning.     
As Steve Phillips reports, future construction plans and job creation 
were on the agenda.

1:59

Economy/Taxes 4/12/2013 5 00 am GMM PORT MEETING 6 The celebration was over and it was back to business as usual at the 
State Port at Gulfport for those who oversee the port expansion 
project.     Port commissioners held their regular monthly meeting 
yesterday and as Steve Phillips reports, future construction plans and 
job creation were on the agenda.

2:00

Economy/Taxes 4/13/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

XGR The Mississippi legislature wrapped up the 2013 regular session this 
week, leaving some work undone.  Medicaid was not reauthorized.

10:21

Economy/Taxes 4/14/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Gulfport is close to entering into lease agreements with two separate 
operators to run a pair of city owned buildings. Historic Grass Lawn on 
highway 90 was destroyed by Katrina, as was the old Leisure Services 
building on Courthouse road. Gulfport has settled legal problems with 
the contractor.

5:31

Economy/Taxes 4/16/2013 10pm News DHEAD ZONING A long-time Hancock County company is looking to expand its business 
foot-print into Diamondhead and help defend our country at the same 
time.  N-Vision Solutions has plans to purchase an old school building 
in Diamondhead and convert it into its headquarters.

2:14

Economy/Taxes 4/17/2013 5 00 am GMM DHEAD ZONING 10 A long-time Hancock County company is looking to expand its business 
foot-print into Diamondhead and help defend our country at the same 
time.  N-Vision Solutions has plans to purchase an old school building 
in Diamondhead and convert it  into its headquarters. 

2:14

Economy/Taxes 4/17/2013 6 00 GMM DHEAD ZONING 10 A long-time Hancock County company is looking to expand its business 
foot-print into Diamondhead and help defend our country at the same 
time.  N-Vision Solutions has plans to purchase an old school building 
in Diamondhead  and convert it into its headquarters.

2:14

Economy/Taxes 4/18/2013 630pm News CBS OIL SPILL TRIAL After nearly two months of hearings, phase one of the trial regarding 
the 2010 rig explosion has come to a close.     Testimony concluded 
yesterday evening as B-P wrapped up its defense.   U-S District Judge 
Carl Barbier didn't rule on any claims in the litigation.   

0:22



Economy/Taxes 4/18/2013 630pm News CBS SUPERBOWL MONEY The numbers are in, and Super Bowl 47 left quite an economic 
footprint in the city of New Orleans.  The 2013 Super Bowl Host 
Committee announced today that the big game brought a whopping 
480-million dollars to the crescent city and the surrounding region.   

0:26

Economy/Taxes 4/20/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

KEESLER It is the best of times and also the worst of times at Keesler Air Force 
Base.   First the good,  Keesler Air Force Base recently won the  
Commander In Chief Installation Excellence Award making it the best 
base in the air force.   And the worst--  federal cuts at Keesler due to 
sequestration. 

8:18

Economy/Taxes 4/21/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL We recently saw Congress stop the U-S postal service from doing 
something that would helped the post office come a lot closer to 
breaking even.  It seems the postmaster general understands that the 
huge decline in mail volume because of email and other digital 
communication means less revenue.

0:52

Economy/Taxes 4/21/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA The new law transforms the Harrison County Tourism Commission into 
the "Mississippi Gulf Coast Regional Convention and Visitors Bureau".   
It will consist of nine members from Harrison County, three from 
Hancock County, and three from Jackson County.  

4:57

Economy/Taxes 4/21/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL We recently saw Congress stop the U-S postal service from doing 
something that would helped the post office come a lot closer to 
breaking even.  It seems the postmaster general understands that the 
huge decline in mail volume because of email and other digital 
communication means less revenue and a...

0:52

Economy/Taxes 4/22/2013 5pm News FAA BUDGET For air travelers already aggravated by high prices and lack of 
services. Add add flight delays to that toxic brew of growing 
frustration.  And the reason behind these hold-ups? is the sequester 
those automatic budget cuts that kicked in earlier this year.     

1:43

Economy/Taxes 4/22/2013 6pm News CENTENNIAL You can expect to see more construction work soon at "Centennial 
Plaza" in Gulfport.   That's the old VA property the city has been trying 
to develop for several years now.     As Steve Phillips reports it may 
not look any different but the project is moving forward.

1:54

Economy/Taxes 4/22/2013 6pm News AIRPORTS Travelers across the country experienced longer waits at airports today 
including the Gulfport-Biloxi international airport.     That's because the 
F-A-A imposed furloughs on air traffic controls.     Hannah Moseley 
joins us in the studio with more.      As part of the budget 
sequestration.

2:27

Economy/Taxes 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS AIRPORTS Hannah Moseley went to the Gulfport- Biloxi International airport to 
see how the cuts are affecting south Mississippi travelers.

1:03

Economy/Taxes 4/23/2013 5 00 am GMM AIRPORTS 6 Travelers across the country are experiencing longer waits at airports 
including, Gulfport-Biloxi International.   That's because the The 
Federal Aviation Administration has imposed furloughs on air traffic 
controls as part of the budget sequestration.      The furloughs went 
into effect MONDAY.

2:18

Economy/Taxes 4/23/2013 6 00 GMM AIRPORTS 630 Speaking of the airport Hannah Moseley went to the Gulfport- Biloxi 
International to see how the sequester cuts are affecting south 
Mississippi travelers.

1:05



Economy/Taxes 4/23/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF Lt. Governor Tate Reeves spoke to the monthly meeting of the Gulf 
Coast Business Council today.   Reeves reviewed the 2013 legislative 
session and talked about a tourism bill that was passed for South 
Mississippi.   He also addressed the upcoming special session expected 
to be called by Governor Phil Bryant.

2:44

Economy/Taxes 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS KEMPER Mississippi Power needs another 600 million dollars to complete its 
controversial Kemper County power plant.  Today the company 
announced the cost of the plant has climbed again.     It's tonight's top 
story.

1:00

Economy/Taxes 4/23/2013 10pm News KEMPER Mississippi Power needs another 600 million dollars to complete its 
controversial Kemper County power plant.   Today the company 
announced the cost of the plant has climbed again.   As construction 
enters its final year, the price tag for the lignite gasification facility has 
jumped to 3-point-42 billion.

0:54

Economy/Taxes 4/24/2013 5 00 am GMM KEMPER 10 Mississippi Power needs another 600 million dollars to complete its 
Kemper County lignite plant.  However, the company will not pass on 
the growing construction costs to customers.   The price tag for the 
lignite gasification facility has jumped to 3-point-42 'billion' dollars. 

0:46

Economy/Taxes 4/24/2013 6 00 GMM KEMPER 10 Another 600 million is needed for Mississippi Power  to complete its 
Kemper County lignite plant.   Luckily... the company says it will not 
pass on the growing construction costs to customers.   The price tag 
for the lignite gasification facility has jumped to 3-point-42 'billion' 
dollars. 

0:46

Economy/Taxes 4/25/2013 630pm News CBS WORK CENTER The Mississippi Department of Corrections plans to close four 
community work centers, one of those is in George County and as 
Michelle Lady reports it has many people worried.

1:18

Economy/Taxes 4/26/2013 5pm News FAA FURLOUGHS Those enormous delays at the airport will be coming to an end.      
Congress approved a bill today that would allow the FAA to shift funds 
so it can avoid furloughing thousands of air traffic controllers.      The 
deal to avoid the sequester cuts could have closed the tower at Stennis 
Airport.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS AL GROCERY TAX In Alabama, it looks like the sales tax on groceries will remain.   A bill 
to remove the 4 percent tax on groceries passed a Senate committee, 
but it's unlikely to pass the full Senate.   There are only  five meeting 
days remaining in the legislative session. 

0:23

Economy/Taxes 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS SPECIAL SESSION Mississippians can expect about 500 new jobs to open up in our state 
thanks to new legislation approved in today's special legislative 
session.     West Point will now be home to world leading tire 
manufacturer.

0:40

Economy/Taxes 4/27/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

TOURISM A new law will transform the Harrison County Tourism Commission into 
the "Mississippi Gulf Coast Regional Convention and Visitors Bureau".    
It will consist of nine members from Harrison County, three from 
Hancock County, and three from Jackson County-- all appointed by the 
board of supervisors in each county.   Gulf Coast Convention and 
Visitors Bureau Director Beth Carriere is here to talk about it.

10:24

Economy/Taxes 4/27/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

SMOKIN THE SOUND High powered boats are roaring across the Mississippi Sound this 
weekend.    It's Smokin The Sound, an international, offshore 
powerboat racing competition.    In our studio to talk about about what 
this event means to our economy, Smokin' The Sound Director  Woody 
Bailey.

0:16



Economy/Taxes 4/29/2013 6pm News PORT DIRECTOR The Mississippi State Port Authority board of commissioners today 
hired a new executive director to oversee the Port at Gulfport. 
Jonathan Daniels received the unanimous support of the board.  He's 
currently a port director in upstate New York with a background in 
economic development.

0:20

Economy/Taxes 4/29/2013 630pm News CBS ONLINE TAXES The days of getting a sales tax break when you purchase items from 
an on-line retailer could be coming to an end because of a debate 
currently underway in Congress.     Doug Walker tonight with a story 
that's new at 6:30.

1:26

Economy/Taxes 4/29/2013 630pm News CBS GE AVIATION PLANT News now in Auburn Alabama.   A new company  is expected to create 
hundreds of jobs.    Governor Robert Bentley helped cut the ribbon at 
G-E Aviation's 50-million dollar factory.   The new factory will make 
parts for G-E jet engines.    The governor took the opportunity to 
praise the state's work.

0:28

Economy/Taxes 4/30/2013 5 00 am GMM PORT DIRECTOR 6 Now that we know who is taking on the top job at the State Port at 
Gulfport, we can begin to  look ahead.    Port commissioners have 
hired Jonathan Daniels to oversee operations at the Port.      Daniels 
received the unanimous support of the board YESTERDAY.     

0:25

Economy/Taxes 4/30/2013 6 00 GMM PORT DIRECTOR 6 Now that we know who is taking on the top job at the State Port at 
Gulfport, we can begin to  look ahead.    Port commissioners have 
hired Jonathan Daniels to oversee operations at the Port.      Daniels 
received the unanimous support of the board YESTERDAY.      He 
currently serves as port director.

0:25

Economy/Taxes 4/30/2013 6 00 GMM ONLINE TAXES 630 The days of getting a sales tax break when you purchase items from 
an on-line retailer could be coming to an end because of a debate 
currently underway in Congress.    Doug Walker talked to local 
merchants and consumers about this proposal. 

1:28

Economy/Taxes 4/30/2013 630pm News CBS ANCHOR SQUARE Pascagoula is basking in the success of its small business incubator 
while trying to figure out how to help owners ready to take the next 
step.   A recent economic impact study shows business is good at 
Anchor Square.  And City officials say some tenants have built enough 
customer base to expand.

2:00

Education 4/3/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF The Bay St. Louis Police Department kicked off a new child safety 
program this week.   Officers are creating identification cards for 
thousands of children across Hancock County.    Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham Bui was there as students were getting 
fingerprinted and photographed.

0:17

Education 4/3/2013 5pm News OIL SPILL TRIAL Today a federal judge heard testimony from two witnesses for 
Halliburton, BP's cement contractor.     BP plans to call on its first 
witness Monday.     The trial plans to identify causes of the the April 
2010 well blowout    And assign fault to companies involved.     U.S 
District Judge Carl Ba...

0:22

Education 4/4/2013 5 00 am GMM OIL SPILL TRIAL The B-P oil spill trial is dragging on.     We are now about a month into 
the federal trial.    Yesterday, the judge heard testimony from two 
witnesses for Halliburton, the cement contractor for the Deepwater 
Horizon site.    B-P plans to call its first witnesses Monday.

0:15

Education 4/4/2013 6 00 GMM OIL SPILL TRIAL The BP oil spill trial continues in New Orleans.     The federal judge 
heard testimony from two witnesses for Halliburton, YESTERDAY.     
Halliburton was the cement contractor for BP at the Deepwater Horizon 
site.     BP plans to call its first witnesses Monday.

0:15



Education 4/4/2013 6pm News CONSTRUCTION As soon as school lets out this summer in Hancock County expect to 
see construction crews moving in.   Hancock County Schools are 
getting a major makeover 16-million dollars worth.  Assignment 
Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui is in our studio tonight with details 
about the improvement.

2:14

Education 4/5/2013 5 00 am GMM CONSTRUCTION 6 As soon as school lets out this summer in Hancock County... expect to 
see construction crews moving in.  Hancock County Schools are getting 
a major makeover... 16-million dollars worth...   That bond, approved 
by voters last September, will pay for additions and upgrades... at 
every campus in the di...

2:08

Education 4/7/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Time for a quick history lesson.   During the Civil War, the Louisiana 
Native Guard was stationed on Ship Island.   On April 9th, 1863 the 
company launched an attack on Pascagoula.   It was one of the first 
union troop combat engagements involving black soldiers.  

6:01

Education 4/17/2013 6pm News ED BILLS Big changes to education are now officially a part of state law.          
Mike McDaniel from the capitol city tonight on how this will impact 
everything from teacher qualifications  to allowing students to pass the 
third grade.

1:55

Education 4/17/2013 6pm News TEACHER OF YEAR It's been one surprise after another this month for Hancock High 
teacher Josh Lindsey.   The biggest surprise came yesterday... when 
Lindsey was named "Mississippi's Teacher of the Year".    Assignment 
Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui  caught up with him today. 

2:11

Education 4/17/2013 630pm News CBS TEACHER OF THE YEAR Hancock High teacher Josh Lindsey received quite a warm welcome 
when he returned to work this morning.  That's because he brought 
home... a very prestigious state education award.   Assignment 
Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight with the story.

1:14

Education 4/18/2013 5 00 am GMM TEACHER OF YEAR 6 Remember us telling you about Hancock High teacher Josh Lindsey 
being named "Mississippi Teacher of the Year".    It's been one 
surprise after another this month for Lindsey  Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui caught up with him to get his reaction.

1:50

Education 4/18/2013 5 00 am GMM ED BILLS 6 New laws signal big changes for education in Mississippi.    As Mike 
McDaniel reports, these laws will impact everything from teacher 
qualifications to allowing students to pass the third grade.

1:53

Education 4/18/2013 5pm News BULLY MOVIE It's been in the news a lot lately stories of teens who've been 
emotionally scarred by bullies.   These days, much of that bullying 
happens on-line so many parents probably don't realize their child may 
be involved.   Tonight, one Gautier group is hosting a movie night to 
raise awareness

2:29

Education 4/18/2013 630pm News CBS INDIA Five men from India have spent the past several weeks in Mississippi 
and Louisiana with Rotary International as part of a group study 
exchange.     Michelle Lady spent the afternoon with them.

2:00

Education 4/18/2013 630pm News CBS STUDENTS IN THE ARTS Students across south Mississippi can now get a free membership. to 
the Mary-C O'Keefe Arts and Cultural Center in Ocean Springs.   This 
week, the Mary-C and area schools kicked-off a partnership called the 
"Young Ambassadors Program".   Every school-age child from Pre-K 
through high school.

0:30



Education 4/19/2013 5 00 am GMM STUDENTS IN THE ARTS 630 Students across south Mississippi can now get a free membership to 
the Mary-C O'Keefe Arts and Cultural Center in Ocean Springs. This 
week, the Mary-C and area schools kicked-off a partnership called the 
"Young Ambassadors Program."   Every school-age childb from Pre-K 
through high school.

0:30

Education 4/19/2013 5 00 am GMM INDIA 630 Five men from India have spent the past several weeks in Mississippi 
and Louisiana with Rotary International as part of a group study 
exchange.    Michelle Lady spent the afternoon with these foreign 
visitors as they explored the U-S and our southern culture.

2:02

Education 4/19/2013 6 00 GMM STUDENTS IN THE ARTS 630 Students across south Mississippi can now get a free membership to 
the Mary-C O'Keefe Arts and Cultural Center in Ocean Springs.   This 
week, the Mary-C and area schools kicked-off a partnership called the 
"Young Ambassadors Program."   Every school-age child from Pre-K 
through high school.

0:30

Education 4/19/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 2 Students across south Mississippi can now get a free membership to 
the Mary-C O'Keefe Arts and Cultural Center in Ocean Springs.   This 
week, the Mary-C and area schools kicked-off a partnership called the 
"Young Ambassadors Program."   Every school-age child... from Pre-K 
through high school.

0:30

Education 4/19/2013 4pm Show TEACHER OF YEAR In Mississippi--  Top honors for Hancock High teacher Josh Lindsey this 
week.  He was named the state's teacher of the year for 2013.   We 
welcome Josh Lindsey to the 4 O'clock Show-- Congratulations!...

0:11

Education 4/22/2013 6pm News POVERTY STUDY Some Gulfport High students are learning why some neighborhoods 
are considered "upscale"... while others are "low income".   Today, 
they hit the road to get a different perspective of life... of ten well-
known Gulfport neighborhoods.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang 
Pham-Bui   shows us a view o...

2:02

Education 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS POVERTY STUDY 24-Gulfport High students took part in a unique economics lesson 
today.   Instead of just learning about wealth and poverty in Gulfport... 
they boarded a bus and took a tour of various neighborhoods in the 
city.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui tonight... with 
the details....

1:21

Education 4/22/2013 630pm News CBS TOPS BILL In Louisiana, lawmakers are looking to bring some of the bayou state's 
best and brightest home.  A bill under consideration there would 
expand the state's scholarship program called TOPS.   If passed, 
Louisiana high school grads who go to college out of state could use 
the TOPS scholarship to help p...

0:29

Education 4/23/2013 5 00 am GMM POVERTY STUDY 6 Some Gulfport High students are learning about the differences in 
"upscale" and "low income" neighborhoods.     To do that, they visited 
ten well-known neighborhoods.     Assignment Education Reporter 
Trang Pham-Buishows us a view of wealth and poverty through the 
eyes of those Gulfport High student...

1:58

Education 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS ONLINE SAFETY #VALUE! 0:00



Education 4/24/2013 4pm Show MGCC GALA More than 10 thousand students are getting a higher education at 
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College.   Later this month you are 
invited to a scholarship fundraiser for the college.   Here with 
information on the Centennial Scholarship Gala, Silent Auction and 
Celebrity Roast are MGCCC Presiden...

0:21

Education 4/24/2013 630pm News CBS STATE TESTING The Biloxi School District unveiled new strategies today... to help 
students who are at-risk of failing, dropping out, and children who've 
missed too many days of school.   Assignment Education Reporter 
Trang Pham-Bui... has more on "Mission Graduation"....

1:31

Education 4/25/2013 5pm News LIBRARIES Public Library Directors from all over the State are on a fact finding 
mission..  Forty library directors and other library staffers toured 3 
libraries today..  The group is touring libraries on the Coast this week 
that have successfully bounced back from hurricane Katrina..   They 
hope to learn how...

0:25

Education 4/25/2013 630pm News CBS CYBERLEARN SOME OF THE STATE'S EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS ARE WORKING 
TO MAKE SURE TODAY'S STUDENTS ARE EQUIPPED WITH TODAY'S 
TECHNOLOGY.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, IT'S AN EVER 
CHANGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT...

1:49

Education 4/25/2013 630pm News CBS SCIENCE LAB Hundreds of students at Cherokee Elementary in Pascagoula have a 
new state of the art science lab thanks to Department of Marine 
Resources.It's part of a grant the school received..Patrice Clark 
explainsin this story that's new at 6:30....

1:06

Education 4/26/2013 5 00 am GMM LIBRARIES Right now, Public Library Directors from across the state are on a fact 
finding mission hoping to learn how to recover from a disaster like 
Hurricane Katrina.  Forty library directors and other library staffers 
toured three coast libraries YESTERDAY that have successfully bounced 
back.   What these...

0:22

Education 4/26/2013 6 00 GMM SCIENCE LAB 630 Hundreds of students at Cherokee Elementary in Pascagoula have a 
new state of the art science lab thanks to Department of Marine 
Resources.It's part of a grant the school received..Patrice Clark 
explains...

1:04

Education 4/26/2013 6 00 GMM CYBERLEARN 630 SOME OF THE STATE'S EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS ARE WORKING 
TO MAKE SURE TODAY'S STUDENTS ARE EQUIPPED WITH TODAY'S 
TECHNOLOGY.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, IT'S AN EVER 
CHANGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT...

1:49

Education 4/26/2013 6 00 GMM LIBRARIES Right now, Public Library Directors from across the state are on a fact 
finding mission hoping to learn how to recover from a disaster like 
Hurricane Katrina.  Forty library directors and other library staffers 
toured three coast libraries YESTERDAY that have successfully bounced 
back.   What these...

0:22

Education 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS BLUE ANGELS Although automatic budget cuts have grounded their air shows for the 
rest of the year... the Navy's famed Blue Angels are keeping busy.   
Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui...      tells us how they 
carried on their mission... at a Jackson County school today....

1:22



Education 4/26/2013 630pm News CBS CIVITAN AWARD A big surprise today for two St. Martin High students... who've devoted 
their time to making their community better.   Abby Small and Joshua 
Broussard were called to the school library.   When they arrived... the 
"North Bay Civitan Club of D'Iberville and St. Martin" honored them 
with a CiviSTAR med...

0:30

Education 4/30/2013 5pm News MPACT AUDIT The state's college savings program known as m-pact could cost a little 
more for new enrollees when it's re-opened...      That's one of the 
recommendations of a full-scale audit.      It's taken months to 
complete and as Mike McDaniel explains, the hope is to keep the 
program operating....

1:57

Education 4/30/2013 6pm News GPT INSTITUTE Dramatic changes are coming to Gulfport High.   Today, the Gulfport 
School District announced plans to re-design the high school 
curriculum... to better prepare students for college and careers.   It's a 
move that will affect "all" Gulfport High juniors and seniors.    
Assignment Education Reporter...

2:05

Education 4/30/2013 630pm News CBS GPT INSTITUTES The Gulfport School District is the first in Mississippi to adopt a 
program... that will change the way it educates high school juniors and 
seniors.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui... has the 
details....

1:17

Environment 4/2/2013 4pm Show DOLPHIN DEATHS The number of dolphins dying in the Gulf of Mexico is way up, 
especially baby dolphins.    Steve Phillips went out to investigate the 
problem, Steve what did you find out?...

0:09

Environment 4/6/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

DOLPHIN DEATHS There's been a spike in the number of dead dolphins found in 
Mississippi waters this year.      30 dead dolphins  have been found 
along our shore in 2013... and 22 of those were baby dolphins.    
Joining us with his insight,.. from the Institute of Marine Mammal 
Studies Dr. Moby Solangi....

8:46

Environment 4/9/2013 4pm Show RIVER FESTIVAL Pascagoula is spot-lighting nature this weekend with the Pascagoula 
River  Festival.   You can do everything from take a Marsh Tour to 
exploring local birds and gardening.    Here with details of all that is 
planned are Pascagoula Parks and Recreation's Kristi Ducote and 
Scranton Nature Center Tour...

0:19

Environment 4/16/2013 5pm News OIL SPILL PRESSER Environmental and social justice groups held a news conference in 
Biloxi today... talking about the ongoing impact of the BP oil spill that 
happened three years ago this week.     As Steve Phillips reports, 
representatives from those groups... not only looked at the damage 
done... they also offered...

1:52

Environment 4/16/2013 10pm News DMR BOATS Two large boats that have been leased by the Department of Marine 
Resources for the past several years could soon belong to the agency.  
That's because a deal has been worked out between the DMR, the 
state auditors office, and the controversial foundation that actually 
owns the boats.  Doug Walker w...

2:03

Environment 4/17/2013 6pm News DISASTER Emergency managers and first responders from throughout Mississippi 
are discussing disaster preparedness in Biloxi this week.     Steve 
Phillips is here with details about this statewide convention.      It just 
so happens the "Mississippi Preparedness Summit" was scheduled for 
this week at the coli...

2:01

Environment 4/17/2013 630pm News CBS GAUTIER REC city leaders in Gautier...have  approved a proposal that would help 
improve the parks and playgrounds around town.  If the city's voters 
approve it as well...a 2 percent tax would be placed on prepared 
food..and motel rooms. Patrice Clark reports... from Gautier....

1:09



Environment 4/18/2013 5 00 am GMM DISASTER 6 Emergency managers and first responders from all over Mississippi are 
discussing disaster preparedness in Biloxi this week.     It just so 
happens the "Mississippi Preparedness Summit" is being held this week 
in Biloxi at the coliseum convention center.    And with the disaster in 
Boston, and now an...

2:00

Environment 4/18/2013 630pm News CBS SPILL RESEARCH Saturday marks the three year anniversary of the BP oil spill in the 
Gulf of Mexico.    This week we've been taking a closer look at the 
impact of that disaster... three years later.    Tonight... Steve Phillips 
has more on some of the scientific research that's still underway....

1:23

Environment 4/20/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

DMR This week two large boats that  the Department of Marine Resources 
has been leasing for the past several years could soon belong to the 
agency.  That's because a deal has been worked out between the DMR, 
the state auditors office, and the controversial foundation that actually 
owns the boats.    Her...

8:14

Environment 4/23/2013 6pm News NATURE TOURS There's a new organization in Jackson County that wants to increase 
opportunities for "nature tourism" and environmental education.      
It's called "Coastal Nature Destinations Group".      As Steve Phillips 
reports... group leaders discussed those goals today... during a tour of 
the picturesque Pa...

2:18

Environment 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS NATURE TOURS There's a new group on the coast that's dedicated to increasing 
"nature tourism" and environmental education.      Steve Phillips has 
the details from Jackson County....

1:14

Environment 4/23/2013 630pm News CBS TOOMER'SOAKS And over in Alabama.    It's the end of an era at Auburn University.   
Those trees that Auburn fans traditionally rolled with toilet paper after 
a big win are coming down.      Crews began removing the beloved 
oaks at Toomer's corner today.      The removal comes after the trees 
were poisoned.

0:26

Environment 4/23/2013 10pm News FIRE PIT Keeping our beaches clean is a daily task that requires cooperation 
from everyone but what if a common hobby is the cause of the mess?  
There's something new coming to the beaches of Harrison County that 
may help.  Terrance Friday tonight explains what it is.

1:56

Environment 4/24/2013 430 GMM NATURE TOURS 6 A new organization in Jackson County wants to increase opportunities 
for "nature tourism" and environmental education.      It's called the 
"Coastal Nature Destinations Group".    As Steve Phillips reports group 
leaders discussed those goals during a tour of the picturesque 
Pascagoula River.

2:17

Environment 4/24/2013 5 00 am GMM TOOMER'SOAKS 630 It's the end of an era at Auburn University.      The famous Toomer's 
Oaks that Auburn fans traditionally rolled with toilet paper after a big 
win are coming down.      Crews began removing the beloved oaks at 
Toomer's corner YESTERDAY morning.

0:27

Environment 4/24/2013 5 00 am GMM NATURE TOURS 630 There's a new group on the coast that's dedicated to increasing 
"nature tourism" and environmental education.      Steve Phillips has 
the details from Jackson County.

1:14

Environment 4/24/2013 6 00 GMM NATURE TOURS 6 A new organization in Jackson County wants to increase opportunities 
for "nature tourism" and environmental education.      It's called the 
"Coastal Nature Destinations Group".      As Steve Phillips reports 
group leaders discussed those goals during a tour of the picturesque 
Pascagoula River.

2:17



Environment 4/25/2013 630pm News CBS ZOO ANIMALS A klipz-springer has been killed at the Jackson zoo    According to zoo 
spokeswoman Angela Shepard, three dogs attacked the antelope-like 
animal early yesterday morning.     Security officers say they heard 
commotion coming from the African Savannah Exhibit and rushed to 
the scene.    

0:32

Environment 4/26/2013 6 00 GMM ZOO ANIMALS 630 Meanwhile, a klipz-springer has been killed at the Jackson zoo.     
According to a zoo spokeswoman, three dogs attacked the antelope-
like animal WEDNESDAY morning.     Security officers say they heard 
commotion coming from the African Savannah Exhibit and rushed to 
the scene.

0:30

Environment 4/29/2013 6pm News HANCO RECYCLE Students at Our Lady Academy are behind a push to bring curbside 
recycling back to Hancock County.  The Curbside service was stopped 
there after hurricane Katrina and was never re-established.  Tonight as 
Al Showers reports.. the students are hoping a petition drive will 
convince county leaders.

2:05

Environment 4/30/2013 6pm News BRIDGE OPENS It was built for fishermen but is also attracting exercise walkers, bird 
watchers and photographers.  The City of Biloxi today officially opened 
and dedicated the new fishing bridge at Point Cadet.    

0:18

Health 4/8/2013 CBS 10pm News HLN: LYMPHEDEMA HEAVINESS AND DISCOMFORT THAT'S HOW PATIENTS    WITH 
LYMPHEDEMA DESCRIBE THEIR CONDITION.       IT'S A CONDITION 
THAT CAUSE SWELLING BECAUSE OF DAMAGED LYMPH NODES... AND 
IT CAN AFFECT ANYONE.    RAYCOM NEWS NETWORK'S  ELIZABETH 
VOWELL HAS MORE

1:54

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/1/2013 4pm Show RELAY FOR LIFE A projected one and a half million people will die of cancer in 2013 in 
the U-S alone with more than 15 thousand of those deaths coming 
from Mississippi, according to the American Cancer Society.   But the 
Grand Biloxi is doing its part to help and the folks there need your 
help.     

0:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/2/2013 4pm Show MS DRUG CARD The Mississippi Drug Card program has been in effect for five and half 
years now helping people purchase their prescriptions when they   
don't have prescription drug insurance.  Here with an update on this 
program is Mississippi Drug Card Program Director Lila Cedotal.

0:16

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/7/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL Another South Mississippi city, Pascagoula, is considering a stronger 
law limiting smoking.    We consider that good news.   Dozens of cities 
already have partial smoking bans. And plenty of businesses banned 
smoking on their own.

1:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/9/2013 4pm Show MENDED HEARTS Imagine if you had to help your little one overcome a heart  defect or 
heart disease.    It is a time when you definitely need support and that 
is what the organization Mississippi Gulf Coast Mended Little Hearts 
does to help parents and families.   

0:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/16/2013 4pm Show TRIAGE One of the most telling comments after the blasts yesterday was that 
the triage area "looked like a war zone."  We have doctors at Keesler 
Medical Center who can appreciate what war zone injuries look like.   
They are experts in triage and are very familiar with the types of  
horrific wounds being t...

2:59

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/16/2013 4pm Show GMA KIDS TERROR Just like after 9-11 and the shootings at Sandy Hook, parents in South 
Mississippi and across the country are grappling with questions:   How 
much do you tell your kids about the deadly explosions in Boston?   
Or, do you tell them at all? .

2:17



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/16/2013 630pm News CBS CLINIC INJUNCTION THE STATE'S ONLY ABORTION CLINIC IS KEEPING ITS DOORS OPEN 
FOR A BIT LONGER AND BOTH SIDES OF THE CONTROVERSY ARE 
WEIGHING IN.      THIS COMES ON THE HEELS OF A COURT RULING 
LATE YESTERDAY AFTERNOON AND NOW THE NEXT STEP WILL PUT 
THE CASE IN THE FEDERAL COURT SYSTEM.

2:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/16/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS What your heart rate can tell you about your risk of death.      And 
more evidence that being tired behind the wheel of a car is dangerous.     
Karen Abernathy has today's top health stories....

0:10

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/16/2013 10pm News KEESLER MEDICS The tragedy in Boston is yet another reminder.... that in life or death 
situations, first responders are so critical.    They train nearly every 
day...just to be prepared...for unexpected disasters.      Karen 
Abernathy joins us with that part of the story.          Emergency 
personnel kept referrin...

2:06

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/17/2013 5 00 am GMM KEESLER MEDICS 10 The tragedy in Boston is yet another reminder.... that in life or death 
situations... first responders are so critical.    As Karen Abernathy 
reports, these responders train nearly every day to prepare for the 
unexpected.          Emergency personnel kept referring to the carnage 
around the Boston M...

2:04

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/17/2013 5 00 am GMM CLINIC INJUNCTION 630 THE STATE'S ONLY ABORTION CLINIC IS KEEPING ITS DOORS OPEN 
FOR A BIT LONGER... AND BOTH SIDES OF THE CONTROVERSY ARE 
WEIGHING IN.      THIS COMES ON THE HEELS OF A COURT RULING 
LATE MONDAY AND NOW THE NEXT STEP WILL PUT THE CASE IN THE 
FEDERAL COURT SYSTEM.      Mike McDaniel has details from Jackso...

1:59

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/17/2013 4pm Show ASTHMA CAMP Spring flowers are beautiful-- but they usher in allergy season.   Next 
month is Asthma and Allergy Awareness Month.  Here with tips on 
ways in which children can protect themselves from allergies are:  
Respiratory, Cardiology, and Neurology Manager at Garden Park 
Medical Center... Stephanie Seymour...

0:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/17/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS New research says nearly half of all deaths from prostate cancer can 
be predicted before age 50 and babies with colic... may have headache 
troubles later.     Karen Abernathy has today's top medical stories....

1:48

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/17/2013 630pm News CBS ST JUDE WALK If you were driving along Highway 90 in Jackson County today, you 
may have noticed a man walking.   Nothing unusual about that you 
might think, but as Doug Walker reports, this was anything but an 
ordinary journey....

1:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/18/2013 10pm News GOULA SMOKE The turnout was poor tonight for Pascagoula's Smoking ban public 
hearing The Pascagoula council is proposing passing a smoke free 
ordinance that could affect restaurants, bars and public working 
places.   City leaders told Patrice Clark They need more input before a 
final decision is made.

1:56

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/18/2013 10pm News THURSHEALTH EYE Women are at higher risk for some eye diseases than men.  And while 
opthalmologists suggest that everyone over 40 gets a baseline exam, 
one group has designated April as Women's Eye Health and Safety 
Month. Karen Abernathy has details on tonight's healthwatch report.

1:21

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/19/2013 430 GMM GOULA SMOKE 10 The turnout was poor at Pascagoula's first public hearing to discuss a 
possible smoking ban.  The Pascagoula council is proposing passing a 
smoke free ordinance that could affect restaurants, bars and public 
working places.. 

1:57



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/19/2013 4pm Show AUTHOR Like a snowflake, every child is unique  especially one with Autism 
Spectrum disorder.   It is perhaps one of the most misunderstood and 
difficult diagnosis' a young parent can receive for their child. 

0:31

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/21/2013 10pm Sunday BLESSINGS If people are hungry, give them food.  That was the feeling when a 
Biloxi church launched a feeding ministry earlier this month.  The 
congregation didn't want people to feel uncomfortable or embarrassed 
about having to reveal a lot of personal information.

1:56

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/22/2013 5 00 am GMM BLESSINGS 10 If people are hungry, give them food.  That was the feeling when a 
Biloxi church launched a feeding ministry earlier this month.  The 
congregation didn't want people to feel uncomfortable or embarrassed 
about having to reveal a lot of personal information.

1:56

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/22/2013 4pm Show HLN: RUNNER COLON Imagine being in constant pain... unable to eat and no doctor can give 
you an answer.   That was the life of one Baton Rouge Louisiana 
woman  until she found relief through determination and an extreme 
surgery.  Elizabeth Vowell has her story.

2:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/22/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Which should come first, dieting or exercise? Plus a new study 
indicates which patients are most likely to have the most lethal form of 
prostate cancer.   Duarte Geraldino has the day's top health stories.

1:21

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/23/2013 630pm News CBS GOV RUNS ALSO HAPPENING IN JACKSON, GOVERNOR PHIL BRYANT IS URGING 
FOLKS TO LACE UP AND GET MOVING FOR A HEALTHY MISSISSIPPI 
AND EVERYONE IS INVITED.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL SHOWS US, THE 
GOVERNOR IS LEADING BY EXAMPLE.     It's a story that's new at 
6:30.

1:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/24/2013 5 00 am GMM GOV RUNS 630 GOVERNOR PHIL BRYANT IS URGING MISSISSIPPIANS TO LACE UP 
AND GET MOVING TO MAKE OUR STATE HEALTHIER.     AND 
EVERYONE IS INVITED.   AS MIKE MCDANIEL SHOWS US, THE 
GOVERNOR IS LEADING BY EXAMPLE.

1:28

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/24/2013 4pm Show MED MINUTE Malpractrice lawsuits have dramatically driven up the cost you pay for 
Healthcare.   But did you know that errors also are costing you  as 
well.

1:03

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/24/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A new way to get people to eat healthy in restaurants and another 
reason why air pollution is bad for your health.       Karen Abernathy 
has the day's top health stories.

0:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/24/2013 630pm News CBS GAUTIER WATER Gautier leaders say a water problem that's been plaguing the city for 
years will soon come to an end..  The city has completed the a pilot 
study and the design phase of a 7 million dollar water purification 
system..The will help remove the discoloration in the water.Patrice 
Clark has the story.

1:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/24/2013 630pm News CBS BOSTON RUN Every Wednesday evening at 6:01, The Irish Coast Pub Running Team 
laces up and hits the streets.   Today, members were running for a 
cause    The group dedicated tonight's run to victims of the Boston 
Marathon bombings and they had quite a turn-out.    

0:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/24/2013 630pm News CBS BODY DONORS SOME DECISIONS IN LIFE ARE BRINGING RECOGNITION TO THOSE 
WHO HAVE ALREADY PASSED AWAY.  AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, 
WHEN IT COMES TO THE MEDICAL FIELD, BODY DONATIONS ARE KEY 
PART OF THE FUTURE.  

1:39



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/25/2013 430 GMM BOSTON RUN 630 Every Wednesday, The Irish Coast Pub Running Team laces up and hits 
the streets.  Members met again last nigh but this time, they were 
running for a cause.  The group dedicated last night's run to victims of 
the Boston Marathon bombings and they had quite a turn-out.

0:41

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/25/2013 430 GMM BODY DONORS 630 THERE'S A GROUP OF PEOPLE GETTING SOME SPECIAL RECOGNITION 
THIS MORNING.  BEFORE THEY DIED, THEY DECIDED TO DONATE 
THEIR BODY FOR A GREATER GOOD.  

1:41

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/25/2013 5 00 am GMM BOSTON RUN 630 Hundreds of south Mississippians gathered once again To pay tribute to 
the victims of last week's bombing.   The Irish Coast Pub Running 
Team invited people to join their Wednesday night run last night For 
Boston.  They had quite a turn-out.

0:38

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/25/2013 5 00 am GMM GAUTIER WATER 630 Gautier leaders say a water problem that's been plaguing the city for 
years will soon come to an end.  The city has completed a pilot study 
and the design phase of a seven million dollar water purification 
system that will help remove the discoloration in the water.   

1:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/25/2013 6 00 GMM BOSTON RUN 630 This morning a group of coast runners are waking up feeling 
accomplished in their donation efforts for the Boston Bombing Victims.  
Every Wednesday evening at 6:01 The Irish Coast Pub Running Team 
laces up and hits the streets.   Members met again last night.

0:49

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/25/2013 6 00 GMM BODY DONORS 630 THERE'S A GROUP OF PEOPLE  GETTING SOME SPECIAL 
RECOGNITION THIS MORNING.    BEFORE THEY DIED, THEY DECIDED 
TO DONATE THEIR BODY FOR A GREATER GOOD.    

1:37

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/25/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS There may be a better way to screen for breast cancer and good news 
for autistic children who have trouble with speech.      Karen Abernathy 
has the day's top health stories.

0:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/26/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS There's a new development in the H-7-N-9 flu virus in China… and a 
new study sheds light on the negative consequences of being an 
overprotective parent.   Karen Abernathy has the day's top health 
stories.

0:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/29/2013 6pm News HEALTH ACTIVE KIDS Summer is right around the corner and that means longer day and 
more opportunities to spend time outdoors.     And it's important to 
get your kids outside where they can be more active.   Karen 
Abernathy has more on tonight's healthwatch report.  

1:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/29/2013 6pm News SILVER ALERT Imagine if your loved one who is suffering from Alzheimer's or 
Dementia wanders off,  What do you do?    And how do first 
responders handle these tense moments?  Jackson County TRIAD 
Council taught a safety senior course today and also pushed an 
important program to protect seniors.

2:05

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/29/2013 630pm News CBS SILVER ALERT Here is a staggering statistic  more than five-million people are 
suffering from Alzheimer's and Dementia across the United States..   
Many of them wander off and get lost Leaving it up to law enforcement 
to help locate them.

1:35

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/29/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS More women than ever are going under the knife to fix their arms…and 
scientists are working to put fat out in the cold in order to "burn" it 
away. Karen Abernathy takes a look at today's top health stories.

0:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/30/2013 5 00 am GMM HEALTH ACTIVE KIDS 6 Summer is right around the corner And that means longer days and 
more opportunities to spend time outdoors. With Mississippi's high 
obesity rate, getting kids off the couch and getting kids to play outside 
is more important than ever.

1:29



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

4/30/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Another reason for young men to lose weight…and which diet may help 
your memory.  Karen Abernathy has today's healthwatch report.

0:07

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

4/3/2013 5pm News PC HARBOR At the Pass Christian harbor, the winds created three to four foot 
waves.    Michelle Lady shows us the damage that was done.

1:33

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/3/2013 5pm News PC HARBOR Rough waves churned up by high winds pushed boats into piers, ripped 
canopies and tore sails. 

1:37

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/3/2013 5pm News HIGH WINDS This afternoon High winds and heavy Rainy covered the Mississippi 
coast. Take a look at this scene at the beach. The wind storm had 
trees blowing and stirring up the water.   And sand was taking over 
the roads as the strong winds blew it all over.

0:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/6/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

SPRING BREAK Spring break visitors are coming to South Mississippi beaches.      The 
event is next weekend and Biloxi police are making plans to deal with 
possible traffic congestion.   Joining us with details on what's being 
planned should traffic back up, Biloxi Police Department's Patrol 
Commander Jim Adamo.

9:07

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/23/2013 6pm News WHITE HOUSE Repair it or tear it down?   The ongoing debate over the fate of a long-
time eyesore in Biloxi is finally over.Today, the city announced that the 
White House Hotel is being sold and crews are already on site working 
to save the historic structure. 

2:16

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/24/2013 5 00 am GMM WHITE HOUSE 6 A beachfront eyesore is getting a makeover.  The old White House 
Hotel is being sold to a Ridgeland, Mississippi, company.    And when 
you drive past the Highway 90 property this morning, you'll notice 
crews are already on site working to save the historic structure.

2:10

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/24/2013 6pm News GAUTIER WATER The city of Gautier is moving closer to clearing up the discolored water 
that's been coming out your faucets for years. As Patrice Clark reports 
the purified plan will not cost taxpayers any extra cash.

1:58

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/25/2013 430 GMM GAUTIER WATER 6 Good news for Gautier residents.   The city is moving closer to clearing 
up the discolored water that's been coming out of your faucets for 
years.   As Patrice Clark reports the purified plan won't cost taxpayers 
any extra cash

1:58

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 4/30/2013 630pm News CBS BRIDGE OPENS The City of Biloxi today celebrates the "official" opening of the new 
fishing bridge at Point Cadet.   A ribbon-cutting was held late this 
morning at the FEMA-funded project located at the foot of Howard 
Avenue.   Steve Phillips reports.

1:17



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration
Children's Issues 5/8/2013 630pm News CBS AL ADOPTION LAW And Alabama foster families won't have to wait quite as long to adopt 

a child in their care.   Governor Robert Bentley has signed the Best 
Interest of the Child Act.

0:30

Children's Issues 5/9/2013 5 00 am GMM AL ADOPTION LAW 630 And Alabama foster families won't have to wait quite as long to adopt 
a child in their care.  Governor Robert Bentley has signed the Best 
Interest of the Child Act.

0:29

Children's Issues 5/9/2013 6pm News TORCH RUN Law enforcement and supporters from across Jackson County laced up 
their shoes to run while raising awareness for the special olympics 
movement. Pascagoula had one of the largest teams in the county. 
Patrice Clark talked with a few of the runners and their special honoree 
about the good cause.

1:54

Children's Issues 5/18/2013 5 30 Wkd News KIDS ID A missing child is every parent's worst nightmare.  At Walgreens in 
Pascagoula some parent's and guardians found out how they can help 
police in the unfortunate circumstance their child goes missing.

1:39

Children's Issues 5/31/2013 4pm Show SIGMA BETA CLUB Giving back to the community by mentoring a young adult can be a 
rewarding experience.    It's one thing that drives this next group of 
mentors. With us today are Rodney Pascley from The Sigma Beta club, 
and Jerprice Preston.

0:13

Crime 4/30/2013 10pm News SAMARITAN A Jackson man is crediting a woman here on the coast with saving his 
life.   Just weeks ago, Erik Rickman was traveling along Highway 90 on 
his motorcycle when an accident almost took his life. 

2:36

Crime 5/1/2013 430 GMM WAVELAND SHOOTING 630 A little boy from Waveland is recovering this morning in a New Orleans 
hospital.   The child's father is dead. Police were called to a Waveland 
hotel on Highway 90 around 8-30 Monday night.    There, they found 
22 year old Khiry Thomas dead from what police say appears to be a 
self inflicted.

0:38

Crime 5/1/2013 5 00 am GMM MANNING EXECUTION 630 Willie Jerome Manning is set to face the death penalty by lethal 
injection on May 7th  but could he get out of it?   The Mississippi 
Innocence Project and Innocence Project New Orleans filed a motion 
YESTERDAY asking the state Supreme Court to let them support 
Manning's effort to avoid execution.

0:46

Crime 5/1/2013 5 00 am GMM RICIN UPDATE Ricin has been found on items belonging to James Everett Dutschke.     
Federal prosecutors have filed documents saying the deadly poison 
was found on items dumped by the suspect charged in the 
investigation of ricin-laced letters sent to President Barack Obama, 
Senator Roger Wicker.

0:56

Crime 5/1/2013 5 00 am GMM WAVELAND SHOOTING 630 A one year boy from Waveland is recovering from a gunshot wound at 
Children's Hospital in New Orleans.   His young father is dead.  Police 
say it appears 22 year old Khiry Thomas died from a self inflicted 
gunshot wound to the head.

0:30

Crime 5/1/2013 5 00 am GMM SAMARITAN 10 We begin with the uplifting story of a good samaritan.     A Jackson 
man says a coast woman saved his life.  Just weeks ago, Erik Rickman 
was going down Highway 90 on his motorcycle when an accident 
almost took his life. 

2:33

Crime 5/1/2013 6 00 GMM MANNING EXECUTION 630 Willie Jerome Manning is scheduled to executed May 7th baring a last 
minute reprieve.   The "Innocence Projects" of Mississippi and New 
Orleans filed a motion YESTERDAY asking the state Supreme Court to 
let them support Manning's effort to avoid execution. 

0:38



Crime 5/1/2013 6 00 GMM RICIN UPDATE Ricin has been found on items belonging to James Everett Dutschke.  
Federal prosecutors have filed documents saying the deadly poison 
was found on items dumped by the suspect.    Dutschke is charged in 
the investigation of ricin-laced letters sent to President Obama, 
SenatorWicker, and a Mississippi judge.

0:47

Crime 5/1/2013 6 00 GMM WAVELAND SHOOTING 630 A little boy from Waveland is recovering this morning in a New Orleans 
hospital.  The child's father is dead.  Police were called to a Waveland 
hotel on Highway 90 around 8-30 Monday night.    There, they found 
22 year old Khiry Thomas dead from what police say appears to be a 
self inflicted gunshot.

0:38

Crime 5/1/2013 6pm News HANCO ROUNDUP Hancock County drug agents remain on the lookout for 6 suspected 
drug offenders 23 others were arrested in early morning roundup.  Of 
those arrested a handful of them are teens And the are still in high 
school.  Michelle Lady talked with sheriff's officials about drug problem 
in youth.

2:05

Crime 5/1/2013 6pm News SCHOOL DRUGS None of the juveniles arrested today were at school when they were 
taken into custody.  However, a South Mississippi school administrator 
says campuses are not immune to the drug problem.. And the worse 
thing educators can do is to put their heads in the sand. 

2:07

Crime 5/1/2013 630pm News CBS AMBER ALERT A 6-year-old girl who's been missing since yesterday has been located 
and taken to a hospital for observation.  The Mississippi Bureau of 
Investigation has confirmed that Jashayla Hopson was found in 
Lauderdale County. According to police, an Amber Alert was issued 
yesterday.

0:40

Crime 5/1/2013 10pm News MP CRIME Also in Jackson county, A major crime spree.      We just learned about 
a Sunday night heist where a truck and two ATVs were stolen from a 
Pascagoula tire store.  Police tell us they have video surveillance of the 
Kenneth Avenue crime.  But, they don't have any suspects.  

2:13

Crime 5/1/2013 10pm News MEETING HERO A motorcyclist was rescued by a woman whose identity has remained a 
mystery until tonight.   We told you his story yesterday and because of 
that report and numerous tips, we got a hold of the heroic woman.   
And this evening Hannah Moseley was there as the accident victim and 
heroine met.

1:44

Crime 5/2/2013 6pm News BABY SHOT The Waveland Police Department released some new information about 
that tragic double shooting Monday night at a Waveland hotel.  
Investigators say 22-year old Khiry Thomas, shot his one year old 
infant son in the head before turning the gun on himself.

2:28

Crime 5/2/2013 630pm News CBS JONES MURDER A follow-up on a story we first told you about almost two years ago.   
A murder trial has been set for Houston Jones.     Jones is charged 
with the murder of his grandfather, Leo Landrum, which is alleged to 
have occurred on May 24th, 2011.     Investigators believe the two got 
into an argument.

0:28

Crime 5/2/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN UPDATE James Everett Dutschke waived his detention hearing today in federal 
court.   Dutschke was accused of sending ricin-laced letters to 
President Obama, Senator Roger Wicker, and Lee County Judge Sadie 
holland.   According to a U-S District Court, the suspect will remain in 
jail without opportunity bond.

0:21



Crime 5/3/2013 5 00 am GMM JONES MURDER 630 A follow-up on a story we first told you about almost two years ago.    
A murder trial has been set for Houston Jones.     Jones is charged 
with the murder of his grandfather, Leo Landrum, which is alleged to 
have occurred on May 24th, 2011.     Investigators believe the two got 
into an argument.

0:28

Crime 5/3/2013 6 00 GMM JONES MURDER 630 A follow-up on a story we first told you about almost two years ago.   
A murder trial has been set for Houston Jones.     Jones is charged 
with the murder of his grandfather, Leo Landrum, which is alleged to 
have occurred on May 24th, 2011.     Investigators believe the two got 
into an argument.

0:28

Crime 5/3/2013 630pm News CBS METH ARRESTS We begin tonight here on the coast where three people are behind 
bars in connection to an active methamphetamine lab found on 
Orchard Road in Pascagoula.     According to authorities, Russel 
Eugene Boler and Brett Howard Harger were arrested and charged 
with manufacturing meth.

0:38

Crime 5/6/2013 6pm News LB SHOOTING A memorial service was held in Long Beach Monday morning to honor 
Steve Morgan and James Northcutt. The two former Long Beach Police 
Officers were killed in the line of duty in a shootout on May 6th, 1998. 
15 years after the incident police officers came together to remember 
their slain brothers. 

2:00

Crime 5/7/2013 5pm News MISSING Neighbors of the house where the three women were found in 
Cleveland say they've reported suspicious activity there before.   And 
it was neighbors who jumped into action to help rescue one of the 
missing women.   D'Iberville Police say this case is a prime example of 
how neighbors can help.

0:56

Crime 5/8/2013 6 00 GMM MISSING Neighbors of the house say they've reported suspicious activity there 
before.   And it was neighbors who jumped into action to help rescue 
one of the missing women.   D'Iberville Police say this case is a prime 
example of how neighbors can join forces with police to prevent and 
solve crimes.

0:48

Crime 5/8/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 4 Neighbors of the house Say they've reported suspicious activity there 
before.   And it was neighbors who jumped into action to help rescue 
one of the missing women.   D'Iberville Police say this case is a prime 
example of how neighbors can join forces with police to prevent and 
solve crimes.

0:48

Crime 5/8/2013 630pm News CBS FAKEOFFICER Authorities in Louisiana are searching for  an armed robber they say is 
posing as someone most people trust.  A police officer.      Baton 
Rouge police say they are looking for a man named Julius Williams, 
also known as Mario.  

0:28

Crime 5/9/2013 5 00 am GMM FAKEOFFICER  630 Authorities in Louisiana are searching for an armed robber they say is 
posing as as a police officer.     Baton Rouge police say they are 
looking for a man named Julius Williams, also known as Mario.  

0:29

Crime 5/9/2013 5pm News EDITORIAL Three kidnapped women were freed from a decade of captivity in their 
own neighborhood in Cleveland.   We have great praise for the 
neighbor who heard the screams and reacted.  But, there are still so 
many unanswered questions.  Why didn't the neighbors notice before 
now? 

1:00

Crime 5/9/2013 6pm News CONTRACTOR A  local business owner says a contractor started work, spent most of 
the money and left the job when he wanted more money.   The 
business owner has refused to pay in full until the job is complete.  
She contacted Action Reporter A-J Giardina.

2:44

Crime 5/9/2013 630pm News CBS MISSING JONES GIRL We begin tonight in Jones County, where the search for a missing 
Ovett girl is over.     Authorities have been looking for 15-year-old 
Courtney Dawn Beech since May 1st.   

0:42



Crime 5/10/2013 5 00 am GMM CONTRACTOR 6 A local business owner says a contractor started work, spent most of 
the money then left the job because the business owner refused to pay 
him in-full until the job was complete.     She contacted Action 
Reporter A-J Giardina for help.

2:43

Crime 5/10/2013 5 00 am GMM MISSING JONES GIRL 630 Here in Mississippi, a bond hearing will be held today in Jones County 
for a young man accused of kidnapping a teenage girl from Ovett.  
Authorities found 15-year-old Courtney Dawn Beech with Brandon 
Simon in a wooded area of Stone County.     She had been missing 
May 1st. 

0:28

Crime 5/13/2013 630pm News CBS PARADE SHOOTING We begin tonight in New Orleans where POLICE ARE LOOKING FOR UP 
TO THREE GUNMEN AFTER A SHOOTING AT A MOTHER'S DAY PARADE.     
AUTHORITIES SAY SHOTS WERE FIRED INTO A CROWD FROM 
MULTIPLE GUNS DURING THE CELEBRATION SUNDAY.

0:46

Crime 5/13/2013 630pm News CBS ROBBERY FOILED In Alabama authorities are looking for a would-be robber who got quite 
a surprise when he tried to steal drugs from this Athens pharmacy.    

0:36

Crime 5/14/2013 5pm News BURGLARIES The Hancock County Sheriff's Department is asking for your help in 
capturing a burglary suspect and his accomplice.   Investigators 
believe the duo have hit at least 7 businesses in Diamondhead, Bay St. 
Louis and the Kiln..  Tonight as Al Showers Reports.

3:51

Crime 5/14/2013 6pm News GEORGE INMATES The fight continues in George County to stop the "Mississippi 
Department of Corrections" from closing its community work center 
which provides inmate labor hours around town.     Last month, county 
leaders learned 4 of 17 centers across the state would close to save 
money.  

2:10

Crime 5/14/2013 630pm News CBS NOLA SHOOTING FOLO New Orleans police are still looking for the suspect in the Mother's Day 
shooting that left 19 people wounded.  They're calling on THIS MAN, 
19-YEAR-OLD AKEIN SCOTT, TO TURN HIMSELF IN.   Police say it was 
SCOTT who WAS CAPTURED ON SURVEILLANCE CAMERA VIDEO 
FIRING ON A CROWD SUNDAY.

0:40

Crime 5/14/2013 630pm News CBS POP GRENADE In Poplarville,an object found inside a pick-up truck towed to a car 
dealership back in December, caused quite a ruckus today. A World 
War Two era grenade was detonated behind Miller Auto Sales early this 
afternoon after someone cleaning the vehicle.

0:35

Crime 5/14/2013 630pm News CBS PICAYUNE SHOOTING A follow-up on the shooting in Picayune last week,    Two men shot last 
Thursday by Picayune police have been arrested along with a third 
person.   It all stemmed from a fight involving a gun at a Picayune 
service station.  Zetrick Greer reportedly attempted to flee the scene.

0:46

Crime 5/15/2013 430 GMM GEORGE INMATES The fight continues in George County to stop the "Mississippi 
Department of Corrections" from closing its community work center 
which provides inmate labor hours around town.   Last month, county 
leaders learned 4 of 17 centers across the state would close to save 
money.   

2:10

Crime 5/15/2013 5 00 am GMM BURGLARIES Hancock County deputies need your help this morning capturing a 
burglary suspect and his accomplice.   Investigators believe the two 
have hit at least seven businesses in Diamondhead, Bay St. Louis and 
the Kiln.    As Al Showers reports, deputies hope one of you will 
recognize the suspects.

3:49



Crime 5/15/2013 6 00 GMM GEORGE INMATES The fight continues in George County to stop the "Mississippi 
Department of Corrections" from closing its community work center 
which provides inmate labor hours around town.     Last month, county 
leaders learned 4 of 17 centers across the state would close to save 
money.   

2:10

Crime 5/15/2013 10pm News DUI CHANGES People who have just a drink or two with dinner could wind up behind 
bars if they get behind the wheel. That is "if" Mississippi and other 
states follow the National Transportation Safety Board's 
recommendations to lower the legal blood alcohol limit to point-oh-5.   

2:09

Crime 5/16/2013 430 GMM DUI CHANGES 10 People who have just a drink or two with dinner... could wind up 
behind bars if they get behind the wheel.  That is "if" Mississippi and 
other states follow the National Transportation Safety Board's 
recommendations to lower the legal blood alcohol limit to point-oh-5.    

2:10

Crime 5/16/2013 6pm News MATTRESS You know the old saying buyer beware.   A Gulfport couple shopping 
for a mattress says they paid cash for a mattress which a saleman 
promised could be customized to fit inside their mobile home.  It was 
the beginning of a battle that didn't end until they called  Action 
Reporter AJ Giardina.

2:50

Crime 5/16/2013 630pm News CBS MOM FIRES GUN Birmingham Police have arrested a mother accused of firing a gun at a 
middle school campus.  Cassandra Abrams has been charged with 
reckless endangerment and "certain persons forbidden to possess 
firearms."  According to authorities, Abrams' daughter attacked two 
students after class on Monday.

0:43

Crime 5/16/2013 630pm News CBS SHOOTING ARREST More arrests have been made in the case of the mass shooting at a 
Mothers Day parade in New Orleans. Mayor Mitch Landrieu gave an 
update in a news conference this afternoon.  19-year-old Akein Scott 
was taken into custody last night and today, police identified the 
second shooting suspect.

0:36

Crime 5/17/2013 5 00 am GMM MATTRESS 6 You know the old saying buyer beware.   A Gulfport couple paid cash 
for a mattress after a salesman reportedly promised them it could be 
customized to fit the bed in their  mobile home.     It was the 
beginning of a battle that didn't end... until they called Action Reporter 
AJ Giardina.

2:49

Crime 5/17/2013 630pm News CBS BANK ROBBERIES That robbery and today's are under investigation by the FBI along with 
two other unsolved bank robberies that have occured in South 
Mississippi in the last six months

0:00

Crime 5/20/2013 630pm News CBS HARCO ARRESTS Three men and a woman have been booked at the Harrison County 
Adult Detention Facility after an incident in Saucier over the weekend.   
Larry Presley, Devon Signorelli, Timothy Webb, and Jasmine 
Whitehead were arrested on the charges of aggravated assault, 
burglary of a dwelling and resisting arrest.

1:08

Crime 5/21/2013 6pm News DOG FOLO A Tylertown man is charged with animal cruelty tonight... in connection 
to that suspected puppy mill in Tylertown.   Walthall County Sheriff's 
officials say 72-year old James Thornhill turned himself in today... and 
was released on his own recognizance.   Trang Pham-Bui joins us 
tonight with the latest.

2:20



Crime 5/22/2013 5 00 am GMM DOG FOLO 6 This morning, a Tylertown man faces animal cruelty charges in 
connection with that alleged  puppy mill busted this week in Tylertown.   
Walthall County deputies say 72-year old James Thornhill turned 
himself in YESTERDAY and he was released on his own recognizance.  
Trang Pham-Bui tells us more.

2:02

Crime 5/22/2013 10pm News 2HALAT Tonight, we have more revelations from our exclusive interview with 
Pete Halat.   WLOX News Director Brad Kessie sat down with Biloxi's 
former mayor and talked to Halat about what he learned during his 
nearly 16 years in federal prison. 

6:03

Crime 5/23/2013 6 00 GMM 2HALAT THIS MORNING MORE revelations from our exclusive interview with 
Pete Halat.   WLOX News Director Brad Kessie sat down with Biloxi's 
former mayor and talked to Halat...about what he learned during his 
nearly 16 years in federal prison.

5:26

Crime 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS DOG BURNER A disturbing story with disturbing images from George County tonight.    
A dog, which authorities say was set on fire by his owner has died.     
This picture of the dog, named Socks, was sent to us several hours 
ago by the George County Sheriff's Department.    

0:46

Crime 5/24/2013 630pm News CBS LA GUN CONTROL Louisiana has the highest rate of gun violence in the nation.     That's 
according to a national study that also found the state has the weakest 
gun safety laws.   State lawmakers in the Bayou State are moving to 
expand the already permissive laws.    

0:34

Crime 5/24/2013 630pm News CBS DOG CHARGES George County Officials are seeking justice for the dog killed by his 
owner yesterday afternoon.     Brandon Pierce was charged   with 
aggravated animal cruelty, after investigators say he admitted he 
doused his dog, Socks, with a flammable substance and set him on 
fire.

0:42

Crime 5/27/2013 630pm News CBS DOLPHIN For two teenagers, Memorial Day included an attempt at rescuing an 
injured dolphin.    Beach goers watched as the teens swam out to 
rescue the animal.    Around ten this morning, Allyssa Cook, spotted 
the fin of the dolphin not far from shore. 

0:24

Crime 5/27/2013 630pm News CBS BABY THROWN Jeff, a four month old baby was injured early this morning in Clinton, 
Mississippi   Police say the baby and her mom had been locked out of 
their hotel room after a disagreement with the mom's boyfriend who is 
also the baby's father.

0:37

Crime 5/28/2013 430 GMM DOLPHIN 630 For two teenagers, a Memorial Day trip to the beach included an 
attempt at rescuing an injured dolphin.  Beach goers watched as the 
teens swam out to rescue the animal.  Allyssa Cook, spotted the fin of 
the dolphin not far from shore.   She swam out to pet it, then she 
realized it was in distress.

0:23

Crime 5/28/2013 6 00 GMM DOLPHIN 630 Two teenagers who set out to have some fun in the sun Memorial Day, 
ended up rescuing an injured dolphin.   When Allyssa Cook spotted the 
fin of the dolphin, not far from shore, she swam out hoping to touch it, 
and quickly realized it was in distress.  

0:31

Crime 5/28/2013 630pm News CBS MACHETEATTACK Authorities in Alabama say a love triangle is what sparked a machete 
attack on Memorial Day.   According to Mobile police, the victim 
accused 51-year-old Eric McFadden of dating his wife while he was in 
prison.   An argument escalated and police say that's when McFadden 
grabbed a machete.

0:25



Crime 5/29/2013 6 00 GMM MACHETEATTACK 630 Authorities in Alabama say a love triangle is what sparked a machete 
attack on Memorial Day.  According to Mobile police, the victim 
accuses 51-year-old Eric McFadden of dating his wife while he was in 
prison.    An argument escalated and police say that's when McFadden 
grabbed a machete.

0:25

Crime 5/29/2013 6pm News PRC FACEBOOK Leaders at the Pearl River County Sheriff's Department say the use of 
social media has become a vital tool to them.  They say they learned 
just how helpful Facebook could be during a manhunt for two 
Tennessee fugitives last week.

2:03

Crime 5/29/2013 6pm News BRANN A Jackson County family says justice has not been served in the death 
of their 16 year old daughter.  Kaytlynn Brann was struck by a truck 
while walking on Pointe Aux Chenes Road the evening of February 
22nd.  She died the next day.  The driver of the truck was an off duty 
Pascagoula police officer.

2:33

Crime 5/30/2013 5 00 am GMM BRANN 6 A Jackson County family says justice has not been served.      Their 16-
year old daughter, Kaytlynn Brann was hit by a truck  while walking 
along Pointe Aux Chenes Road in Ocean Springs the evening of 
February 22nd.   She died the next day.  The driver of the truck was 
an off duty Pascagoula police officer.

2:34

Crime 5/30/2013 6pm News ROYAL AUTO In November a young man purchased his first automobile at a local 
used car lot in Gulfport.   Richard Chamberlain says he's had nothing 
but problems from the first day he drove the car off the lot.   He 
decided to contact our action reporter A-J Giardina.

2:39

Crime 5/30/2013 630pm News CBS HOARDING FOLO A man has been charged in connection with the neglected animals 
rescued from Marion County yesterday.     Patrick LeJuene was 
charged with felony animal cruelty following yesterday's raid at his 
home to remove more than 200 neglected animals.   

0:36

Crime 5/30/2013 630pm News CBS PRISON LAWSUIT A FEDERAL LAWSUIT WAS FILED TODAY AGAINST A  MISSISSPPI 
PRISON in MERIDIAN...OVER THE ALLEGED CONDITIONS THERE.   
THE LAWSUIT SAYS MENTALLY ILL INMATES ARE CONFINED IN A 
CESSPOOL AND ARE AT GRAVE RISK.     A RALLY WAS STAGED TO 
BRING ATTENTION TO CONDITIONS AT THE EAST MISSISSIPPI 
CORRECTION center

0:35

Crime 5/30/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN Another ricin scare has been linked to the south.     A letter, possibly 
poisoned with ricin, was sent to President Obama.     The attack comes 
just days after poisoned letters were sent.

1:52

Crime 5/31/2013 5 00 am GMM HOARDING FOLO 630 A FOLLOW UP NOW ON A STORY WE TOLD YOU ABOUT YESTERDAY, A 
man has been charged in connection with the neglected animals 
rescued from a property in Marion County     Patrick LeJuene was 
charged with felony animal cruelty following Wednesday's raid at his 
home to remove more than 200 neglected animals.

0:39

Crime 5/31/2013 5 00 am GMM ROYAL AUTO 6 In November a young man purchased his first automobile at a local 
used car lot in Gulfport.  Richard Chamberlain says he's had nothing 
but problems from the first day he drove the car off the lot.   So, he 
decided to contact our action reporter A-J Giardina.

2:40



Crime 5/31/2013 6 00 GMM HOARDING FOLO 630 A FOLLOW UP NOW ON A STORY WE TOLD YOU ABOUT YESTERDAY,   
A man has been charged in connection with the neglected animals 
rescued from a property in Marion County.    Patrick LeJuene was 
charged with felony animal cruelty following Wednesday's raid at his 
home to remove more than 200 neglected animals.

0:39

Crime 5/31/2013 6 00 GMM PRISON LAWSUIT 630 A FEDERAL LAWSUIT has been filed AGAINST A  MISSISSPPI PRISON 
IN MERIDIAN OVER THE ALLEGED CONDITIONS THERE.  THE 
LAWSUIT SAYS MENTALLY ILL INMATES ARE CONFINED IN A 
CESSPOOL AND ARE AT GRAVE RISK.  A RALLY WAS STAGED TO 
BRING ATTENTION TO CONDITIONS AT THE EAST MISSISSIPPI 
CORRECTIONAL CENTER.

0:36

Crime 5/31/2013 630pm News CBS RICIN New developments in the investigation of the suspicious letters sent to 
President Obama and the Mayor of New York.     Though the three 
letters in question were all post marked in Shreveport, Louisiana, 
federal authorities have searched the home of a Texas man.  

0:30

Drugs & Alcohol 5/1/2013 630pm News CBS HANCO ROUNDUP 23 suspected drug dealers are off the streets in Hancock County this 
evening and deputies are looking for 6 more.     Early this morning 
deputies along with the help of several other agencies began knocking 
on doors.     Most of those arrested in Operation May Day are being 
charged with felonies.

0:22

Drugs & Alcohol 5/2/2013 430 GMM HANCO ROUNDUP 630 Also in Hancock County,  23 suspected drug dealers are off the streets 
THIS MORNING and deputies are still looking for 6 others.     Hancock 
County deputies along with the help of several other agencies began 
knocking on doors early YESTERDAY.    

0:24

Drugs & Alcohol 5/2/2013 5 00 am GMM HANCO ROUNDUP 630 23 suspected drug dealers are off the streets in Hancock County THIS 
MORNING and deputies are still on the look out for 6 more.   Hancock 
County deputies along with the help of several other agencies began 
knocking on doors early YESTERDAY.    

0:24

Drugs & Alcohol 5/2/2013 6 00 GMM HANCO ROUNDUP 630 Also in Hancock County. 23 suspected drug dealers are off the streets 
THIS MORNING and deputies are still looking for 6 others.     Hancock 
County deputies  along with the help of several other agencies began 
knocking on doors early YESTERDAY.   

0:24

Drugs & Alcohol 5/2/2013 MORNING CUT INS HANCO ROUNDUP 630 Also in Hancock County, 23 suspected drug dealers are off the streets 
THIS MORNING and deputies are still looking for 6 others.  Hancock 
County deputies along with the help of several other agencies began 
knocking on doors early YESTERDAY.   

0:24

Drugs & Alcohol 5/13/2013 630pm News CBS MARIJUANABILL Louisiana lawmakers are debating a bill that aims to ease up on those 
caught with pot.   The issue of marijuana possession hit the house 
floor at Louisiana's Capital today.   Representative Austin Badon of 
New Orleans created the bill. 

0:28

Drugs & Alcohol 5/15/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF DUI There is talk of the legal limit of the blood alcohol content being 
lowered from .08 to .05.   WLOX'S Michelle Lady spoke with local law 
enforcement today on their thoughts of the issue.

0:11

Drugs & Alcohol 5/17/2013 4pm Show ELLA'S LIGHT One family is turning tragedy into a positive group of support.      On 
January 25 of this year, 5-year-old Ella Formby was killed in a drunk 
driving collision.   Through her loss, her family has started Ella's Light 
Children's Ministry.      The kick-off event for the ministry is tomorrow 
in Picayune.

0:23



Drugs & Alcohol 5/18/2013 5 30 Wkd News BODY FOUND The body of a missing boater in Moss Point has now been found and 
late today, authorities confirmed marijuana was found on the boat.   
Details in tonight's top story    Timothy Gordon's body was recovered 
from the Escatawpa River around noon today.

0:45

Drugs & Alcohol 5/20/2013 4pm Show MED MINUTE Our Medical Minute today sheds some light on binge drinking among 
college students.   The latest research says it's a bigger problem for 
females than for their male classmates.     ABC's senior medical 
contributor -- Doctor Timothy Johnson -- explains.

1:12

Drugs & Alcohol 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS METH ARRESTS A Jackson County man is behind bars charged with manufacturing 
methamphetamine.   Jackson County's Narcotics task for say they 
arrested   Ronald "ghost" Allen as he was in the process of cooking 
meth in his home on Coda road.    Investigators says the 37-year-old 
ran away, but they quickly captured...

0:24

Drugs & Alcohol 5/24/2013 430 GMM METH ARRESTS 630 In Jackson County... another man is behind bars charged with 
manufacturing methamphetamine.   Members of the Jackson County 
Narcotics task force say they arrested Ronald "ghost" Allen as he was 
in the process of cooking meth in his home on Coda road.   

0:26

Drugs & Alcohol 5/24/2013 5 00 am GMM METH ARRESTS 630 In Jackson County another man is behind bars charged with 
manufacturing methamphetamine.   Members of the Jackson County 
Narcotics task force say they arrested Ronald "ghost" Allen as he was 
in the process of cooking meth in his home on Coda road.   

0:26

Drugs & Alcohol 5/24/2013 6 00 GMM METH ARRESTS 630 In Jackson County  another man is behind bars charged with 
manufacturing methamphetamine.   Members of the Jackson County 
Narcotics task force say they arrested Ronald "ghost" Allen as he was 
in the process of cooking meth in his home on Coda road.   

0:26

Drugs & Alcohol 5/24/2013 630pm News CBS METH ADDICTION A South Mississippi drug and alcohol rehabilitation center says meth is 
an epidemic that is destroying lives. Today Home of Grace Christian 
Recovery Center in Vancleave held a graduation ceremony.  People 
come here seeking treatment for a variety of addictions.

0:23

Drugs & Alcohol 5/31/2013 630pm News CBS JAX CO ARRESTS We begin tonight in Jackson county, where four men are behind bars 
after a run in with the Narcotics Task Force.   Shortly after noon today, 
agents received a tip about drug activity at a car wash.

0:54

Economy/Taxes 5/1/2013 6pm News PORT TOURS A group of state lawmakers will spend two days touring the various 
port facilities in South Mississippi.      Senator Brice Wiggins chairs the 
"Ports and Marine Resources" committee and helped organize the 
legislative field trip.    

0:19

Economy/Taxes 5/1/2013 630pm News CBS LAtourism It looks like tourists just couldn't stay out of the Bayou State last year.   
According to a study from the University of New Orleans Hospitality 
Research Center,   in 2012 they broke a 2003 tourism record with 26 
point 6 million visitors.   The study says visitors spent 10 point 7 billion 
dollar.

0:36

Economy/Taxes 5/2/2013 430 GMM PORT TOURS 6 A group of state lawmakers will again spend their day today touring 
the various port facilities in South Mississippi.      Senator Brice 
Wiggins chairs the "Ports and Marine Resources" committee and helped 
organize the legislative field trip.   

0:21



Economy/Taxes 5/2/2013 6 00 GMM PORT TOURS 6 Barring any weather complications, some state lawmakers will continue 
touring area ports today.     As Steve Phillips reports the first stop 
yesterday was a tour of the ongoing expansion work at the Port of 
Gulfport.

0:13

Economy/Taxes 5/6/2013 630pm News CBS TOURISM WEEK Despite the major tragedy in Pascagoula, the community is coming 
together to give guests arriving in south Mississippi this week... an 
extra warm welcome.     Tourism staff members have stationed 
themselves at several welcome centers to greet visitors.  

1:59

Economy/Taxes 5/7/2013 5pm News DVILLE MAYOR Today is election day in cities across South Mississippi.      There are a 
number of contested mayoral and city council races along the coast.      
One city where the races are heating-up is D'Iberville  and Steve 
Phillips has spent much of the day there.

1:00

Economy/Taxes 5/7/2013 5pm News 1ST ELECTION Election day 2013 is a history making day for the city of 
Diamondhead..   And turnout is pretty good in the first ever city-wide 
election held in the coast's newest city.    Late afternoon numbers 
showed 33 percent of the registered voters had cast ballots there.  

1:23

Economy/Taxes 5/8/2013 630pm News CBS MS TOURISM AS PART OF NATIONAL TRAVEL AND TOURISM WEEK THE STATE 
LEADERS ARE LETTING FOLKS ACROSS THE NATION KNOW WHAT 
MISSISSIPPI HAS TO OFFER.      Mike McDaniel explains in a story 
that's new at 6:30.

1:47

Economy/Taxes 5/8/2013 630pm News CBS GAMING SUMMIT Hundreds of gaming industry executives have converged on the coast 
this week with an eye on the future. Doug Walker tonight with the 
story.

0:08

Economy/Taxes 5/9/2013 430 GMM MS TOURISM 630 AS PART OF NATIONAL TRAVEL AND TOURISM WEEK... state LEADERS 
ARE LETTING FOLKS ACROSS THE NATION KNOW WHAT MISSISSIPPI 
HAS TO OFFER.      Mike McDaniel THIS MORNING explains.

1:47

Economy/Taxes 5/9/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF Stone County officials went before the  Mississippi State Port Authority 
to talk about two roads they say are being damaged by heavy trucks 
hauling to and from the port.   Danielle Thomas was there and joins us 
with the latest on this controversy.

0:14

Economy/Taxes 5/9/2013 4pm Show GPT MUSIC FEST In less than 24 hours music will be rocking Jones Park again.  It's the 
third annual Gulfport Music Festival.  Just a little while ago I was down 
at Jones Park to find out all you need to know about what's planned 
and where to park.

2:48

Economy/Taxes 5/9/2013 6pm News AMM COFFEE A small business in Long Beach is branching out roasting, grinding, and 
packaging its own coffee and tea.    The products are shipped to 
restaurants and coffee shops across south Mississippi and New 
Orleans.    Trang Pham-Bui tells us about its humble beginning and 
what else is brewing at this.

2:36

Economy/Taxes 5/9/2013 630pm News CBS FEST PREPS Downtown businesses hope they will be able to cash in on the music 
festival this weekend as well.     Several restaurants have put extra 
workers on schedule and have created several specials to entice 
visitors.     Workers at Bacchus and Irish Coast Pub say they were 
busy during last year's festival.

0:26

Economy/Taxes 5/9/2013 10pm News GAMING  More on those stories in a moment  But first tonight  casino 
executives from around the country discussed the future of their 
industry in Biloxi this week.     The 20th annual "Southern Gaming 
Summit" concluded today at the coliseum convention center.  

1:56



Economy/Taxes 5/9/2013 10pm News BUYOUTS After years of talking about it  Hancock County's buy-out program has 
finally gotten off the ground.  Some repetitive loss homes in the 
Pearlington community are currently in the process of being purchased 
through the MEMA funded program.   

2:05

Economy/Taxes 5/10/2013 430 GMM FEST PREPS 630 The Gulfport Music Festival gets underway today at 3:00   And 
Downtown businesses are hoping they'll be able to cash in on the 
crowds again this year.     Several restaurants have put extra workers 
on schedule and created several specials to entice visitors.    

0:28

Economy/Taxes 5/10/2013 430 GMM GAMING 10 Casino executives from around the country discussed the future of 
their industry in Biloxi this week.     The 20th annual "Southern 
Gaming Summit" concluded yesterday at the coliseum convention 
center.   

1:54

Economy/Taxes 5/10/2013 5 00 am GMM AMM COFFEE 6 A small business in Long Beach is branching out.     It's roasting, 
grinding, and packaging its own coffee and teas.    The products are 
then shipped to restaurants and coffee shops across south Mississippi 
and New Orleans.    Trang Pham-Bui tells us about its humble 
beginning. 

2:37

Economy/Taxes 5/11/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

PRIMARIES  We begin with a look at the results from Tuesday's municipal 
primaries where voters tossed a number of incumbents from office.

9:34

Economy/Taxes 5/11/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

GAMING SUMMIT Gaming leaders gathered in South Mississippi for the 20th annual 
Southern Gaming Summit.    So what is the state of our casino 
industry right now and what are the prospects for the future?     
Joining us from the Gulf Coast Business Council, gaming consultant 
Scott King.

8:32

Economy/Taxes 5/11/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BILOXI There have been developments recently with several high profile 
properties Biloxi leaders have called blighted or eyesores.   Biloxi 
Community Development Director Jerry Creel joins us with the latest.

7:26

Economy/Taxes 5/12/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL There's good news to report this week on the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Economy.   Gulf Coast Business Council research shows growing 
Confidence.  85% of Company Owners and CEO's plan to either 
maintain current staffing levels or hire additional workers. 

1:09

Economy/Taxes 5/12/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA With the 20th annual Gaming Summit in town this past week, several 
issues inside the casino industry are connected to the Mississippi 
Legislature. Lawmakers in the capital city do play a role in determining 
some laws, rules and regulations that impact gaming. 

5:15

Economy/Taxes 5/12/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL There's good news to report this week on the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Economy.   Gulf Coast Business Council research shows growing 
Confidence.  85% of Company Owners and CEO's plan to either 
maintain current staffing levels or hire additional workers.

1:09

Economy/Taxes 5/13/2013 6pm News TAX BREAKS The issue of granting tax exemptions for industry sparked some lively 
debate once again at the Harrison County supervisors meeting.     
Dupont-Delisle recently spent 53 million dollars on plant improvements 
and asked the boa...

2:22

Economy/Taxes 5/13/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH ZONE A new law creates a "Health Care Industry Zone" around William Carey 
University's Tradition Campus.   It's expected to create 22-hundred 
jobs  and have an economic impact of about 380-million dollars over 
ten years.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui has more.

1:31



Economy/Taxes 5/13/2013 630pm News CBS HARCO DEVELOP How effective is the Harrison County development commission in 
attracting new industry to the area?        That question will be 
addressed in a new study approved by county supervisors at today's 
board meeting.  

0:25

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 430 GMM HEALTH ZONE 630 A new law creates a "Health Care Industry Zone" around William Carey 
University's Tradition Campus.   It's expected to create about 22-
hundred jobs and have an economic impact of about 380-million 
dollars over ten years.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-
Bui this morning with details.

1:32

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 430 GMM HARCO DEVELOP 630 How effective is the Harrison County development commission in 
attracting new industry to the area?    That's the question Harrison 
County leaders want answered.     Development commission director 
Bill Hessel asked the board's approval to spend up to 29-thousand 
dollars on such a review.

0:26

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 5 00 am GMM TAX BREAKS 6 The issue of granting tax exemptions for an existing industry has 
sparked some lively debate among Harrison County Supervisors.   
Dupont-Delisle recently spent 53 million dollars on plant improvements 
and asked the board for a tax break that amounts to 250 thousand 
dollars

2:11

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 5 00 am GMM HARCO DEVELOP 630 How effective is the Harrison County development commission in 
attracting new industry to the area?     We'll find out when the results 
are released from a new study that will look at the "competitiveness" 
of the county's development commission.    

0:23

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 6 00 GMM TAX BREAKS 6 We brgin this morning with     The issue of granting tax exemption for 
an existing industry which has sparked some lively debate among 
Harrison County Supervisors.      Dupont-Delisle recently spent 53 
million dollars on plant improvements and asked the board for a tax 
break that amounts to $250,000.

2:11

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 6 00 GMM HARCO DEVELOP 630 Just how effective is the Harrison County development commission 
when it comes to attracting new businesses?    That's the question 
Harrison County leaders want answered.   

0:24

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 6 00 GMM HEALTH ZONE 630 A new law creates a "Health Care Industry Zone" around William Carey 
University's Tradition Campus.  It's expected to create about 22-
hundred jobs for Harrison county and have an economic impact of 
about 380-million dollars over ten years.   Assignment Education 
Reporter Trang Pham-Bui this morning.

1:33

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 2 How effective is the Harrison County development commission in 
attracting new industry to the area?    That's the question Harrison 
County leaders want answered.   Development commission director Bill 
Hessel asked the board's approval to spend up to 29-thousand dollars 
on such a review.

0:26

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 6pm News BLX CAPITAL Biloxi is looking to borrow 14 million dollars for drainage 
improvements.   But just 'how' to divide that money is sparking debate 
among city councilmen.   Some told Danielle Thomas today they 
believe the fairest way to split the money isn't the most practical..

1:53

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 630pm News CBS LPGA GOLF TOUR Alabama golf fans have a reason to rejoice todayas the L-P-G-A golf 
tour returns to Prattville in 2014.   The announcement came today in 
Mobile as "that" city prepares for the L-P-G-A Mobile Bay Classic. 

0:26



Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 630pm News CBS BILOXI CAPITAL Biloxi leaders are considering whether some areas of the city should be 
willing to make sacrifices for the sake of other areas.  The city is 
considering borrowing 14 million dollars for drainage improvements.

1:22

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 630pm News CBS USM SALARIES SOME OF the lowest paid employees at USM will get a pay raise this 
summer.   SOUTHERN MISS STAFF MAKING LESS THAN A YEARLY 
SALARY OF 21-THOUSAND DOLLARS WILL HAVE THEIR SALARIES 
RAISED TO THAT AMOUNT.  

0:59

Economy/Taxes 5/14/2013 10pm News BLX BASEBALL For years, there has been talk about bringing minor league baseball to 
Biloxi.   Now after all the speculation. It looks like that 'talk' took a 
step toward becoming a reality.  The Biloxi City Council voted 5 to 2 in 
favor of a resolution outlining the council's intent to secure more than 
$21 million in bonds.

2:09

Economy/Taxes 5/15/2013 5 00 am GMM USM SALARIES 630 SOME OF the lowest paid employees at USM ARE ABOUT TO GET A 
RAISE.    THIS SUMMER  SOUTHERN MISS STAFF MAKING LESS THAN 
21-THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR  WILL GET BUMPED UP TO THAT 
LEVEL.   

0:58

Economy/Taxes 5/15/2013 5 00 am GMM BLX CAPITAL Meanwhile, Biloxi is looking to borrow 14-million dollars for drainage 
improvements.   How to divide that stirring up quite a debate about 
city council members. Some told Danielle Thomas they believe the 
fairest way to split the money Isn't necessarily the most practical.

1:54

Economy/Taxes 5/15/2013 6 00 GMM BLX BASEBALL10 For years, there has been talk about bringing minor league baseball to 
Biloxi.   Now after all the speculation. It looks like that 'talk' took a 
step toward becoming a reality.   The Biloxi City Council voted 5 to 2 in 
favor of a resolution outlining the council's intent to secure more than 
$21 million in bonds

2:09

Economy/Taxes 5/15/2013 6 00 GMM USM SALARIES 630 SOME OF the lowest paid employees at USM ARE ABOUT TO GET A 
RAISE.    THIS SUMMER SOUTHERN MISS STAFF MAKING LESS THAN 
21-THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR WILL GET BUMPED UP TO THAT 
LEVEL.    

0:58

Economy/Taxes 5/15/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 4 SOME OF the lowest paid employees at USM ARE ABOUT TO GET A 
RAISE.    THIS SUMMER  SOUTHERN MISS STAFF MAKING LESS THAN 
21-THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR WILL GET BUMPED UP TO THAT 
LEVEL. 

0:58

Economy/Taxes 5/16/2013 6pm News POWERBALL 550-million dollars!  That's how much the Powerball jackpot climbed to 
today.  While many of us are dreaming of buying that lucky ticket.. 
What some people may not realize is the chances of having all six 
winning numbers  are extremely slim.  

1:57

Economy/Taxes 5/16/2013 6pm News PORT JOBS Port commission chairman. Jim Simpson says the "Steps Coalition" and 
"Mississippi Center for Justice" have tried to block the port expansion 
project As he puts it "at every turn".  His remarks came at a press 
conference this afternoon.

2:30

Economy/Taxes 5/16/2013 630pm News CBS PORT JOBS Here on the coast, a report from HUD which raises concerns about job 
creation numbers with the port expansion project  was the subject of 
two news conferences in Gulfport this afternoon.    Port commissioners 
took issue with what they say are serious "flaws" in the HUD review. 

0:33

Economy/Taxes 5/16/2013 630pm News CBS POWERBALL The Powerball jackpot took quite a leap today bringing the grand total 
to a whopping 550-million dollars.     Danielle Thomas drove to Slidell 
to talk to Mississippians trying to get in on the action.  

0:41



Economy/Taxes 5/17/2013 5 00 am GMM PORT JOBS 6 The debate over new jobs that are supposed to created by the port 
expansion in Gulfport is heating up.    Port commission chairman, Jim 
Simpsonsays the "Steps Coalition" and "Mississippi Center for Justice" 
have tried to block the port expansion project, as he puts it "at every 
turn".  

2:19

Economy/Taxes 5/17/2013 5 00 am GMM POWERBALL 6 It's at 550-million dollars and the Powerball jackpot is still growing.    
Most people dream of buying that lucky ticket, and even though 
someone wins eventually, the chances of hitting all six winning 
numbers are slim.    Danielle Thomas drove to Slidell, where she found 
many Mississippians playing the lottery.

1:55

Economy/Taxes 5/17/2013 6 00 GMM PORT JOBS 6 The debate over new jobs that are supposed to created by the port 
expansion in Gulfport is heating up.    Port commission chairman, Jim 
Simpsonsays the "Steps Coalition" and "Mississippi Center for Justice" 
have tried to block the port expansion project, as he puts it "at every 
turn".    

2:19

Economy/Taxes 5/17/2013 630pm News CBS CAR SALES One of the biggest industries in the country is finally on the verge of a 
comeback.  Doug Walker tonight with the story.

1:01

Economy/Taxes 5/17/2013 630pm News CBS POWERBALL The powerball is breaking records.     Today, the jackpot climbed to 
600-million dollars the highest ever for the game, according to the 
Multi-State Lottery Association.  

0:27

Economy/Taxes 5/18/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BASEBALL The cry "Play Ball" could be coming to Biloxi.    This week, the city 
council voted in favor of issuing 21 million dollars in bonds to help pay 
for a baseball stadium downtown with the goal of attracting a double-A 
team to Biloxi.   

8:49

Economy/Taxes 5/18/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

PORT Advocacy groups say two HUD reports back up what they've been 
saying for years... that the Port of Gulfport is 'not' creating the jobs it 
promised it would when it received nearly 600 million dollars in federal 
funds after Hurricane Katrina.  

8:08

Economy/Taxes 5/20/2013 6pm News TAX EXEMPTION Harrison County may soon have a new policy for granting "tax 
exemptions" to business and industry.     That issue of tax breaks has 
sparked some lively debate among county supervisors in recent 
months.     But as Steve Phillips explains new procedures in the works 
could make future decisions.

1:45

Economy/Taxes 5/20/2013 630pm News CBS TAX EXEMPTIONS Harrison County may soon have a new policy and procedure for 
dealing with tax exemptions for business and industry.      Steve 
Phillips has details.

1:11

Economy/Taxes 5/20/2013 630pm News CBS TAXFREEHURRICANE With Hurricane season less than two weeks away, people in Louisiana 
are getting an incentive to prepare early.      This Saturday and 
Sunday, is the Louisiana Hurricane Preparedness Sales Tax Holiday.      
Shoppers at Louisiana stores can save a little money while stocking up 
on supplies.

0:26

Economy/Taxes 5/21/2013 6pm News RUNOFF Today is primary run-off election day in several coast cities. In some 
cases where there is no opposition in the general election. those races 
will be  decided this evening.  Despite those high political stakes 
turnout can only be described as poorAbout ten percent in many 
precincts. 

2:08

Economy/Taxes 5/22/2013 10pm News GPT MUSEUM "Study the past if you would define the future."      Those words were 
once said by Confucious And those are the words the historical society 
of Gulfport strives toward for its city.     Today, that society got a new 
home.; The old courthouse on courthouse road.

2:02



Economy/Taxes 5/23/2013 430 GMM GPT MUSEUM 10 "Study the past if you would define the future."      Those words were 
once said by Confucious And those are the words the historical society 
of Gulfport strives toward for its city.     That society now has a new 
home,  The old courthouse on courthouse road. 

2:02

Economy/Taxes 5/23/2013 6pm News CRUISE SHIP It's a voyage that helps introduce tourists to those small waterfront 
towns  they may not ordinarily think to visit.  A cruise ship docked in 
Biloxi last night.  Today passengers visited several attractions including 
the Biloxi lighthouse and the visitors center.

0:30

Economy/Taxes 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS HAT JOBS The Hattiesburg public school district could be down 20 teachers by 
next school year.     The superintendent is proposing to eliminate a 
majority of a hefty budget shortfall by cutting 20 teaching positions.     
The plan must first be approved by the board of trustees.

0:25

Economy/Taxes 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS HIRING VETS Walmart is known for taking bold initiatives.  That's one reason why 
the company has become the world's largest retailer.  The company's 
latest move may be the boldest yet.  Any veteran who has been 
honorably discharged in the past 12 months and needs a job can get 
one at Walmart. 

1:47

Economy/Taxes 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS NEW BARNS A multi-million dollar expansion of the Harrison County Fairgrounds got 
underway today.     Five new barns will be constructed bringing the 
facility to a new level and bringing revenue to Harrison County.     
Dave Elliott was at todays groundbreaking.

1:18

Economy/Taxes 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS CRUISE SHIP The Mississippi Gulf Coast is in the cruise ship business.  Today the 
Grande Caribe docked at Point Cadet Marina in Biloxi while her 
passengers set off to explore the city.  Danielle Thomas tells us how 
this is helping introduce more tourists to our area.

1:08

Economy/Taxes 5/24/2013 430 GMM CRUISE SHIP 630 The Mississippi Gulf Coast is now in the cruise ship business.      The 
Grande Caribe (Cah-reeb) docked at Point Cadet Marina in Biloxi 
YESTERDAY while her passengers set off to explore the city.  Danielle 
Thomas tells us how it's helping introduce more tourists to our area.

1:08

Economy/Taxes 5/24/2013 5 00 am GMM HIRING VETS 630 Walmart is known for taking bold initiatives.   The latest move is a plus 
for the world's largest retailer and the nations veterans.    As Doug 
Walker reports, the retailer says beginning Monday, Memorial Day, any 
veteran who has been honorably discharged in the past 12-months 
and needs a job can get a job.

1:46

Economy/Taxes 5/24/2013 6 00 GMM CRUISE SHIP 630 The Mississippi Coast is welcoming cruise ships these days.     The 
Grande Caribe docked at the Point Cadet Marina in Biloxi YESTERDAY 
and the passengers set off to explore the city.  Danielle Thomas tells 
us how it's helping introduce more tourists to our area.

1:08

Economy/Taxes 5/24/2013 6 00 GMM NEW BARNS 630 A multi-million dollar expansion of the Harrison County Fairgrounds 
has gotten underway      Five new barns will be constructed bringing 
the facility to a new level and bringing revenue to Harrison County.     
Dave Elliott was at todays groundbreaking.

1:18

Economy/Taxes 5/24/2013 630pm News CBS PORT CONTRACT News today about the Port of Gulfport's expansion project.      As 
Steve Phillips explains a major construction contract has been awarded 
to a South Mississippi firm.

1:16



Economy/Taxes 5/25/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

MS POWER  we begin with the shakeup at Mississippi Power.  
  There was an announcement early this week that Mississippi Power 
president Ed Day was retiring effective immediately.

9:24

Economy/Taxes 5/25/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

TOURISM This holiday weekend is the traditional start of summer tourism.    So 
how is this season kicking off.    Joining us with her insight, Hotel and 
Lodging Association Executive Director Linda Hornsby.

8:36

Economy/Taxes 5/26/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL It appears business for tourism destinations is picking up.    A recent 
tourism survey indicates 86 % of Americans are planning a leisure trip 
this summer, that's seven percent higher than last summer.

1:20

Economy/Taxes 5/26/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL It appears business for tourism destinations is picking up.    A recent 
tourism survey indicates 86 % of Americans are planning a leisure trip 
this summer, that's seven percent higher than last summer.  

1:20

Economy/Taxes 5/27/2013 6pm News STENNIS DRONES South Mississippi leaders are hoping to land the next big business in 
aviation unmanned aircraft or drones.    Potentially, it's a 90 billion 
dollar industry with hundreds of thousands of jobs nationwide.    Al 
Showers reports, Mississippi is competing to become a commercial 
drone testing site.

3:16

Economy/Taxes 5/27/2013 630pm News CBS BILOXI HARBOR Customers can look forward to buying fresh catch at a popular place in 
downtown Biloxi.  The Biloxi Commercial Harbor is finally back in 
business.   A project to rebuild the Katrina-damaged harbor has 
wrapped-up and some shrimp boats have returned.  

1:13

Economy/Taxes 5/28/2013 430 GMM BILOXI HARBOR 630 Customers can look forward to buying fresh catch at a popular place in 
downtown Biloxi. The Biloxi Commercial Harbor is finally back in 
business.  A project to rebuild the Katrina-damaged harbor has 
wrapped-up and some shrimp boats have already returned.

1:15

Economy/Taxes 5/28/2013 5 00 am GMM STENNIS DRONES 6 South Mississippi leaders are hoping to land the next big business in 
aviation  unmanned aircraft  or drones.    Potentially, it's a 90-billion 
dollar industry with hundreds of thousands of jobs nationwide.    As Al 
Showers reports, Mississippi is competing to become a commercial 
drone testing.

3:16

Economy/Taxes 5/28/2013 6 00 GMM BILOXI HARBOR 630 The Biloxi Commercial Harbor is finally back in business and some of 
the shrimp boats that once docked there, have returned.   Trang Pham-
Bui this morning with details.

1:07

Economy/Taxes 5/29/2013 6pm News BASEBALL STADIUM Governor Phil Bryant will be in Biloxi tomorrow to discuss plans for a 
baseball stadium.  As WLOX News first reported two weeks ago, Biloxi 
leaders are discussing borrowing 21 million dollars for the project.  We 
expect more details to be revealed tomorrow.

1:32

Economy/Taxes 5/30/2013 6pm News FURLOUGHS Thousands of civilian workers at area military bases have received 
"furlough" notices.  It's likely they'll be facing 11 days off without pay 
beginning July 8th it is all because of the federal government's  
sequestration.  

1:50

Economy/Taxes 5/30/2013 630pm News CBS BLX BASEBALL Governor Phil Bryant made his way to Mississippi today to unveil plans 
for a new baseball stadium in downtown Biloxi.     Hannah Moseley 
joins us now with more.

0:09



Economy/Taxes 5/30/2013 630pm News CBS MARKET FEST Today wasn't your typical day at the Biloxi Farmer's Market.  It was 
the first of four market festivals scheduled for this summer.  Doug 
Walker takes us there in a story that's new tonight at 6:30.

1:38

Economy/Taxes 5/30/2013 630pm News CBS FURLOUGHS Commanders of military bases on the coast are working to minimize 
the impact of expected "furloughs".     Both the Seabee base in 
Gulfport and Keesler Air Force base in Biloxi will be affected by the 
furloughs.   Some 14 hundred civilian workers at Keesler and 600 at 
the Seabee base will be require to take unpaid days.

0:35

Economy/Taxes 5/31/2013 5 00 am GMM MARKET FEST 630 It wasn't your typical day at the Biloxi Farmer's Market.  Yesterday 
was the first of four market festivals scheduled for this summer.  Doug 
Walker this morning Takes us there.

1:37

Economy/Taxes 5/31/2013 6 00 GMM MARKET FEST 630 It wasn't your typical day at the Biloxi Farmer's Market.  Yesterday 
was the first of four market festivals scheduled for this summer.  Doug 
Walker this morning Takes us there.

1:37

Economy/Taxes 5/31/2013 6 00 GMM FURLOUGHS 6 We begin with those thousands of civilian workers at area military 
bases who have received "furlough" notices.    It's likely they'll be 
facing 11 days off without pay beginning July 8th it is all because of 
the federal government's  sequestration.   

1:53

Economy/Taxes 5/31/2013 630pm News CBS STUDENT LOANS College graduates hitting the job market may have more than the 
struggling economy to worry about  the payment on their student 
loans could go up.   Interest rates are scheduled to jump from 3-point 
4 percent to 6 point 8 percent on July 1st, if the President and 
Republicans don't find a compromise.

1:54

Economy/Taxes 5/31/2013 630pm News CBS EFFECTS ON MS Just to give you an idea of how that would affect Mississippians.      
The total subsidized stafford loan amount in our state is approximately 
237-point five million dollars.    Some 66-thousand students will 
borrow money this year. 

0:24

Economy/Taxes 5/31/2013 630pm News CBS ATTRACTIONS And speaking of baseball, several businesses say bringing a minor 
league team to Biloxi will boost revenues for family attractions on the 
Mississippi Coast.   Trang Pham-Bui tonight has more.

1:13

Education 5/1/2013 5pm News GCRL FUNDS Good news this evening for the Gulf Coast Research Lab in Ocean 
Springs.     The lab has received a check for more than 430-thousand 
dollars from the secretary of state's office as part of a land dispute 
settlement that originated back in 2002.  To date, GCRL has received 
almost thee million dollars.

2:00

Education 5/1/2013 630pm News CBS SCHOOL DRUGS A coast school district says schools cannot turn a blind eye when it 
comes to problems of illegal drugs.  Biloxi school officials say that's 
why they take a proactive approach to keeping the high school and 
junior high school campuses drug free. 

1:08

Education 5/1/2013 630pm News CBS TRAUMA ED Medical and emergency personnel are in Biloxi this week training on 
how to deal with incidents of mass casualties like the Boston 
bombings.   Organizers of the "Trauma Symposium" staged a mock 
bomb explosion with dozens of young people killed or injured.  

0:30

Education 5/2/2013 5 00 am GMM TRAUMA ED 630 As we reported yesterday on GMM Medical and emergency personnel 
are in Biloxi this week training on how to deal with incidents of mass 
casualties like the Boston bombings.   Organizers of the "Trauma 
Symposium" staged a mock bomb explosion with dozens of young 
people killed or injured.

0:33



Education 5/2/2013 6 00 GMM TRAUMA ED 630 As we reported yesterday on GMM  Medical and emergency personnel 
are in Biloxi this week  training on how to deal with incidents of mass 
casualties like the Boston bombings.   Organizers of the "Trauma 
Symposium" staged a mock bomb explosion with dozens of young 
people killed or injured. 

0:33

Education 5/2/2013 630pm News CBS LB PRAYER The rainy weather didn't stop Long Beach residents from      going to 
the Town Green for an hour of prayer.   In honor of National Day of 
Prayer several pastors took turns saying a different prayer for our 
elected officials, military, church, family and even the media.  

0:20

Education 5/3/2013 430 GMM LB PRAYER 630 The rainy weather didn't stop Long Beach residents from going to the 
Town Green for an hour of prayer.    In honor of National Day of 
Prayer  several pastors took turns saying a different prayer for our 
elected officials, military, church, family and even the media.    

0:21

Education 5/3/2013 5 00 am GMM LB PRAYER 630 The rainy weather didn't stop Long Beach residents from going to the 
Town Green for an hour of prayer.     Thursday was "National Day of 
Prayer"   Several local pastors took turns leading the group in prayer 
for our elected officials, the military, families and even the news 
media.  

0:21

Education 5/3/2013 6 00 GMM LB PRAYER 630 The rainy weather didn't stop Long Beach residents from going to the 
Town Green for an hour of prayer.     Thursday was "National Day of 
Prayer"     Several local pastors took turns leading the group in prayer 
for our elected officials, the military, families and even the news 
media.   

0:29

Education 5/3/2013 630pm News CBS NASA TOUR NASA's deputy administrator was in Hancock County today to talk with 
employees about the 2014 budget  and to take a tour of one of the 
test stands where major renovations are underway to test the next 
generation of spacecraft. 

0:17

Education 5/10/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF This rainy Friday was a busy day for educational opportunities at the 
Institute for Marine Mammal Studies in Gulfport.    Steve Phillips was 
there and joins us to explain what was going on.

0:11

Education 5/10/2013 4pm Show GOAL Finding the money to pay for higher education is never easy, that's 
why so many students rely on scholarships.   Many community 
organizations have scholarship programs to help deserving students.   
Linda Gleber with on of those groups in Hancock County called GOAL 
which stands for Graduates Obtain.

0:20

Education 5/15/2013 6pm News SUBSTITUTE It's a profession that doesn't always get the respect it deserves.   But 
one Biloxi teacher has shown that substitute teachers can contribute so 
much to enrich the lives of young people.   Today, he was named the 
"National Substitute Teacher of the Year".   

2:40

Education 5/16/2013 5 00 am GMM SUBSTITUTE 6 It's a profession that doesn't always get the respect it deserves, but 
one Biloxi teacher has shown that "substitute teachers" can also enrich 
the lives of young people.   Ron Bean has been named "National 
Substitute Teacher of the Year" 

2:38

Education 5/16/2013 4pm Show HISTORIAN ERIN GREENWALD The story of a Frenchman's adventure to the Gulf Coast in 1729 is 
shared in a book. That has been centuries in the making.  It's an 
uncensored account of the French colonial world  The narrative of this 
journey was just recently discovered and is considered a significant 
historic find. 

0:23



Education 5/16/2013 630pm News CBS LYNN MEADOWS Chef Emeril Lagasse's Foundation is making another contribution to the 
Lynn Meadows Discovery Center.   Assignment Education Reporter 
Trang Pham-Bui   tells us about the latest grant and how the money 
will be used.

1:23

Education 5/17/2013 430 GMM LYNN MEADOWS 630 Chef Emeril Lagasse's Foundation is making another contribution to the 
Lynn Meadows Discovery Center.   Assignment Education Reporter 
Trang Pham-Bui   tells us about the latest grant and how the money 
will be used.

1:23

Education 5/17/2013 6 00 GMM LYNN MEADOWS 630 The foundation set up by famed chef, Emeril Lagasse, is making 
another large contribution to the Lynn Meadows Discovery Center in 
Gulfport.   Assignment Education Reporter Trang Pham-Bui  tells us 
about the latest grant, and how the money will be used.

1:25

Education 5/20/2013 6pm News SUPPORT An update tonight on Natalie Hightower's condition.   The 12-year old 
Vancleave girl took another walk today and she is draining fluids on 
her own.   Her family is still trying to decide what steps to take after 
they learned the tumor removed from Natalie's brain last week was 
cancerous. 

2:21

Education 5/21/2013 430 GMM SUPPORT 6 An update THIS MORNING on Natalie Hightower's condition.   The 12-
year old Vancleave girl took another walk YESTERDAY and she is 
draining fluids on her own.   Her family is still trying to decide what 
steps to take after they learned the tumor removed from Natalie's 
brain last week was cancerous.

2:21

Education 5/24/2013 630pm News CBS GEORGE CO BONDS Big changes coming to George County Schools seven million dollars 
worth of changes.     Voters have approved a bond issue that would 
allow the school to make some long-awaited improvements.   An exact 
timeline for the work has yet to be revealed, but Superintendent 
Debbie Harrell says Central.

0:31

Education 5/24/2013 630pm News CBS UMMC GRADS University of Mississippi Medical Center celebrated it's     LARGEST 
GRADUATING CLASS EVER today.   STUDENTS PUT ON THEIR CAPS 
AND GOWNS AND TOOK THE WALK FOR THEIR DIPLOMAS AT THE 
MISSISSIPPI COLISEUM in jackson THIS MORNING.   THIS WAS U-M-
M-C'S 57TH COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY.  

0:31

Education 5/27/2013 630pm News CBS BEAUVOIR LIBRARY In one week The 11 and a half million dollar Jefferson Davis 
Presidential Library will be opened to the public at Beauvoir.     On 
Monday, June 3rd the ribbon will be cut and a dream will be realized.     
Dave Elliott is at Beauvoir with a preview.

1:30

Education 5/27/2013 630pm News CBS JSU new campus Jackson State University will open its newest campus tomorrow in 
Madison.  The Institutions for Higher Learning approved 42 courses at 
the new location.   J-S-U officials say they'll be able to accommodate 
traditional and non-traditional students with classes offered during the 
day.

0:24

Education 5/28/2013 6 00 GMM BEAUVOIR LIBRARY 630 In one week The 11 and a half million dollar Jefferson Davis 
Presidential Library will be opened to the public at Beauvoir.     On 
Monday, June 3rd the ribbon will be cut and a dream will be realized.     
Dave Elliott went to Beauvoir  for  a preview.

1:30

Education 5/28/2013 630pm News CBS FIELD STUDIES U-S-M's Gulf Coast Research Lab today marked a major milestone for 
marine education.     The first new building since Hurricane Katrina 
was dedicated on the Ocean Springs campus.     Steve Phillips has the 
story.

1:12

Education 5/28/2013 630pm News CBS MATH WHIZ He's being called a first grade math whiz throughout Pascagoula School 
district.     According to school officials student John Dogulas has 
mastered all 56 levels of the district's Renaissance program "Math 
Facts in a Flash." 

1:17



Education 5/29/2013 5 00 am GMM MATH WHIZ 630 He's being called a first grade math whiz.     According to officials with 
the Pascagoula School district John Dogulas has mastered all 56 levels 
of the district's Renaissance program "Math Facts in a Flash."     As 
Patrice Clark reports the student credits his incredible math abilities to 
his father.

1:16

Education 5/29/2013 6 00 GMM MATH WHIZ 630 He's being called a first grade math whiz.   According to officials with 
the Pascagoula School district John Dogulas has mastered all 56 levels 
of the district's Renaissance program "Math Facts in a Flash."    

1:16

Education 5/29/2013 6 00 GMM FIELD STUDIES 630 U-S-M's Gulf Coast Research Lab today marked a major milestone for 
marine education.     The first new building since Hurricane Katrina 
was dedicated on the Ocean Springs campus.     Steve Phillips has the 
story.

1:12

Environment 5/1/2013 5pm News TRAUMA ED The Boston bombings and the fertilizer plant explosion in Texas are 
recent events that raise the question:  Are medical and emergency 
personnel across the country prepared to handle a similar crisis?   This 
week, about 400 doctors, nurses and first responders across 
Mississippi are in Biloxi.

2:08

Environment 5/1/2013 6pm News COLLAPSING Unless something is done soon, owners of two duplexes in Gulfport will 
be watching those homes collapse into Flat Branch Creek.   One of the 
owners contacted Action Reporter A-J Giardina.

2:54

Environment 5/2/2013 5 00 am GMM COLLAPSING 6 Unless something is done soon, owners of two duplexes in Gulfport will 
be watching those homes  collapse into Flat Branch Creek.   One of the 
owners contacted Action Reporter A-J Giardina.    This morning, A-J 
tells us what's being done about it.

2:57

Environment 5/2/2013 630pm News CBS BP CLEANUP OVER Here in Mississippi, after more than three years of B-P oil spill clean-up  
the effort may be coming to a close.   Gulf Islands National Seashore 
has announced that the clean-up will transition to the National 
Response Center.   

0:31

Environment 5/3/2013 5 00 am GMM BP CLEANUP OVER 630 A LOOK NOW AT HEADLINES FROM AROUND THE REGION.    It's been 
three years since the B-P oil spill.    Now the clean-up may be coming 
a close.    Gulf Islands National Seashore has announced that the clean-
up will transition to the National Response Center. 

1:11

Environment 5/3/2013 6 00 GMM BP CLEANUP OVER 630 A LOOK NOW AT HEADLINES FROM AROUND THE REGION.    It's been 
three years since the B-P oil spill.    Now the clean-up may be coming 
a close.   Gulf Islands National Seashore has announced that the clean-
up will transition to the National Response Center.  

1:11

Environment 5/3/2013 MORNING CUT INS ABC 825 TAKING A LOOK AT HEADLINES FROM AROUND THE REGION THIS 
MORNING.     After more than three years of B-P oil spill clean-up on 
our beaches. The effort may be coming to a close.     Gulf Islands 
National Seashore has announced that the clean-up will transition to 
the National Response Center.

1:17

Environment 5/3/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 3 TAKING A LOOK AT HEADLINES FROM AROUND THE REGION THIS 
MORNING    After more than three years of B-P oil spill clean-up on 
our beaches. The effort may be coming to a close.     Gulf Islands 
National Seashore has announced that the clean-up will transition to 
the National Response Center.

1:17

Environment 5/9/2013 630pm News CBS OIL SPILL It's been MORE THAN THREE YEARS since the OIL RIG explosion that 
killed 11 people and caused millions of gallons of oil to flow freely into 
the gulf.    B-P HAS WORKED TO CLEAN UP THE OIL SPILL OVER THE 
LAST 36 MONTHS. 

4:26



Environment 5/14/2013 4pm Show DEBRIEF Volunteers spent today cleaning up the Biloxi Bay.   It's all part of 
Mississippi Power Company's Renew Our Rivers clean-up campaign.  
Steve Phillips spent today with the folks cleaning up, and joins us with 
the latest.

0:12

Environment 5/14/2013 6pm News RENEW RIVERS Mississippi Power's "Renew our Rivers" clean-up campaign targeted 
Back Bay in Biloxi today.     A team of volunteers from the company 
and community spent the day removing all sorts of marine debris from 
the waters and shoreline.     Steve Phillips has the details.

1:51

Environment 5/14/2013 630pm News CBS RENEW RIVERS Volunteers from the community and Mississippi Power Company spent 
much of the day picking up marine debris in Biloxi Bay.     As Steve 
Phillips reports... it's the latest project in an ongoing effort to clean-up 
area waterways.

1:15

Environment 5/14/2013 10pm News LB HARBOR  Huge improvements "could" be coming to the Long Beach Harbor. 
"When" it might happen is the question though because they still need 
to find funding for the big project. Mayor Billy Skellie gives us the first 
look at the 40 million dollar master plan

1:50

Environment 5/15/2013 5 00 am GMM RENEW RIVERS Volunteers from the community and Mississippi Power Company spent 
much of the day picking up marine debris in Biloxi Bay.     As Steve 
Phillips reports it's the latest project in an ongoing effort to clean-up 
area waterways

1:54

Environment 5/15/2013 5 00 am GMM LB HARBOR10  Huge improvements "could" be coming to the Long Beach Harbor.   
"When" it might happen is the question though because they still need 
to find funding for the big project.
Mayor Billy Skellie gives us the first look at the 40 million dollar master 
plan

1:50

Environment 5/15/2013 10pm News PEARLINGTON Meanwhile some people in Pearlington want to see levees built there.   
In fact, many believe putting a levee around Pearlington is a better 
idea than a government buyout of flood prone properties.  

2:07

Environment 5/16/2013 5 00 am GMM PEARLINGTON 10 Meanwhile some people in Pearlington want to see levees built there.   
In fact, many believe putting a levee around Pearlington is a better 
idea than a government buyout of flood prone properties.  

2:09

Environment 5/16/2013 4pm Show AUDUBON ANIMAL INSTITUTE This Saturday is important day for zoos all over the country.      It's 
called Endangered Species day, and brings awareness to the 
decreasing number of different species around the world.      Here with 
me today to share more is Christine Taylor from the Audubon Nature 
Institute.

0:18

Environment 5/20/2013 4pm Show LEONARD BENTZ As we told you at the top of our news, there's a new man taking the 
helm at Mississippi Power Ed Holland.   Holland takes over immediately 
from CEO Ed Day.   WLOX News has confirmed Day's abrupt departure 
is connected to increasing questions about the construction at Kemper.

4:06

Environment 5/20/2013 630pm News CBS TORNADO PHONER A massive rescue effort is still underway after a multiple tornadoes 
tore through Oklahoma this afternoon.    One twister, reported to be 
as large as two miles wide, hit Briarwood Elementary school.   No 
deaths have been reported, but a Biloxi man says he believes his niece 
is still trapped.

0:20

Environment 5/21/2013 6pm News TORNADO LOSS A former Coast family is lucky to be alive, but left with nothing after 
the tornado ripped through their home in Moore, Oklahoma.    
Thousands of miles away family members in Gulfport tried their best to 
stay in contact with them during the storm.     Michelle Lady has the 
story.

2:05



Environment 5/22/2013 5 00 am GMM TORNADO LOSS 6 We first spoke to Gulfport resident Cynthia Casey live on Good Morning 
Mississippi yesterday and after hearing the story of her family's 
survival I was able to catch up with her to learn more.

2:00

Environment 5/22/2013 4pm Show OK TORNADO People are trying to put their lives back together after Monday's deadly 
tornado in Oklahoma.     The Oklahoma Insurance Department says 
the cost from the massive tornado could top two billion dollars.

0:43

Environment 5/22/2013 4pm Show TORNADO HELP Once again barbecue and businesses in south Mississippi are pitching 
in  to help feed the tornado victims in Moore, Oklahoma.    They are 
collecting food and other supplies to send to feeding stations in the 
disaster zone.  

0:15

Environment 5/22/2013 4pm Show LIVE OAKS The tree inventory and planting project is only a portion of the 
landscape work going on at Beauvoir.     Another major project is the 
ongoing work to create the "Varina Davis garden", located behind the 
main historic home.

0:24

Environment 5/22/2013 4pm Show PREPARE SOUTH MS Living in paradise in South Mississippi has its ups and downs The 
biggest down being hurricane season.     And we have had our fair 
share of devastating hurricanes along the Mississippi Gulf Coast.  
That's why the WLOX News is committed to making sure your family is 
ready.

0:30

Environment 5/23/2013 6pm News NATURE TOUR Its main mission is research and education.    But the Grand Bay 
National Estuarine Research Reserve is also a great spot for nature-
based tourism.   As Steve Phillips explains  that's why a group 
promoting eco-tourism hosted a field trip there today.

1:54

Environment 5/23/2013 6pm News AMM BIRDHOUSE A Waveland woman builds a house every week but, humans aren't 
allowed to move in.   Her houses are just for the birds.   And she's 
proud to say her birdhouses are "living" art and they're gracing 
thousands of backyards all over the country.          Trang Pham-Bui 
shows us her hand-craft.

1:59

Environment 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS DEADLY TORNADO Tonight, a group of South Mississippians are on the ground in the 
Oklahoma disaster zone, beginning their work to help however they 
can.   The arrived just after the town held the first of many funerals for 
the victims of Monday's devastating torando.

1:44

Environment 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS HURRICANES The 2013 hurricane season begins June First. a week from Saturday  
and it's looking to be a busy one.     Let's go over to meteorologist 
Carrie Duncan to hear what the experts are saying.

0:43

Environment 5/23/2013 630pm News CBS NATURE TOUR A group promoting eco-tourism in South Mississippi visited a nature 
reserve in Jackson County today.    As Steve Phillips reports a place 
that has been something of a secret is seeing an increase in visitors.

1:19

Environment 5/24/2013 430 GMM NATURE TOUR 6 Its main mission is research and education.     But the Grand Bay 
National Estuarine Research Reserve is also a great spot for nature-
based tourism.    As Steve Phillips explains that's why a group 
promoting eco-tourism hosted a field trip there this week.

1:54

Environment 5/24/2013 5 00 am GMM AMM BIRDHOUSE 6 A Waveland woman builds a house every week but no humans are 
allowed in.   Her houses are for the birds.   And she's proud to say her 
birdhouses are "living" art E259 and they're gracing thousands of 
backyards all over the country.         

1:59



Environment 5/27/2013 4pm Show RED CROSS HURRICANE Hurricane season officially starts this Saturday, and the time to start 
getting ready is now.     Here today is Jay Huffstatler from the 
American Red Cross in South Mississippi to give tips on how to get 
better prepared for hurricane season so you can be ready.

0:15

Environment 5/27/2013 6pm News DOLPHIN Some Biloxi beach-goers spent their Memorial day witnessing a dolphin 
rescue.  Caray Grace reports.

1:06

Environment 5/28/2013 5 00 am GMM DOLPHIN 6 Some folks who came out Memorial Day for for some fun in the sun at 
the beach in Biloxi, instead ended up taking part in a dolphin rescue.     
Caray Grace tells us more about efforts to save this marine mammal.

1:11

Environment 5/28/2013 630pm News CBS SEA LIONS The Institute for Marine Mammal Studies in Gulfport is now home to 
four orphaned sea lions.   Two of the young animals found stranded 
and starving in California arrived just two eeks ago.   Trang Pham-Bui 
tonight has the latest on their conditions.

1:21

Environment 5/28/2013 630pm News CBS GATOR SEASON We're a few months ahead of Mississippi's alligator hunting season. 
Those wanting to participate will need a permit, but there aren't 
enough to go around.     The Mississippi Department of Wildlife, 
Fisheries and Parks will issue 920 lottery based permits for seven 
hunting zones for the upcoming.

0:35

Environment 5/29/2013 6 00 GMM SEA LIONS 630 The Institute for Marine Mammal Studies in Gulfport is now home to 
four orphaned sea lions.   Two of the young animals found stranded 
and starving in California arrived just two weeks ago.   Trang Pham-
Bui has the latest on their conditions.

1:21

Environment 5/29/2013 6 00 GMM GATOR SEASON 630 We're just a few months ahead of Mississippi's alligator hunting 
season,    Those wanting to participate will need a permit, but there 
aren't enough to go around.     The Mississippi Department of Wildlife, 
Fisheries and Parks will issue 920 lottery based permits for seven 
hunting zones for the.

0:35

Environment 5/29/2013 4pm Show COAST TEAM Three years after the Gulf Oil Spill, there are still questions about the 
impact on our environment.    Volunteer citizen scientists have spent 
the last six weeks. studying how the oil spill has affected south 
Mississippi wildlife and waters.  

0:27

Environment 5/29/2013 6pm News TORNADO RELIEF A Jackson County woman went to Oklahoma, to deliver supplies and 
help with the tornado clean-up.   She came home over the weekend 
with images of destruction beyond her imagination.   Trang Pham-Bui 
tonight with that life-changing experience.

2:16

Environment 5/30/2013 5 00 am GMM TORNADO RELIEF 6 A Jackson County woman went to Oklahoma, to deliver supplies and 
help with the tornado clean-up.   She came home over the weekend 
with images of destruction beyond her imagination.   Trang Pham-Bui 
tells us more about her life-changing experience.

2:16

Environment 5/31/2013 4pm Show TRUDY FISHER Environmental leaders want your input to help restore the Gulf Coast's 
ecosystem and economy.     The long awaited "restore act" draft plan 
was released by The Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council this 
week.

0:21

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/2/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Why video games may be good for seniors and a new study about the 
risks of a very common antibiotic.       Karen Abernathy has the day's 
top medical stories.

0:08



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/3/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A big jump in the number of kids with food allergies and the 
government says adult suicides are on the rise.Karen Abernanthy has 
a look at today's top health stories.

1:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/6/2013 6pm News COSTELLO It's hard to learn that your newborn child has health issues; but 
imagine finding out that your baby has a disorder that fewer than 300 
people have around the world.   That's what happened to a 
Diamondhead family.  Karen Abernathy has more on tonight's 
healthwatch report.   

2:43

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/6/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS What you eat may affect your fertility and can flame retardants be 
dangerous for children.     Karen Abernathy has a look at some of 
today's top medical stories.

1:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/7/2013 5 00 am GMM COSTELLO 6 It's hard to learn that your newborn child has health issues; but 
imagine finding out that your baby has a disorder that fewer than 300 
people have around the world.       That's exactly what happened to a 
Diamondhead family.    It took almost two years for Amber McCue to 
get a diagnosis.

2:44

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/7/2013 6 00 GMM HEALTH NEWS 630 Did you know that what you eat may affect your fertility, and can 
flame retardants be dangerous for children?     Karen Abernathy takes 
a look at some of today's top medical stories.

1:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/8/2013 4pm Show GREEN HOUSE An alternative to the traditional nursing home environment is being 
built it South Mississippi.   It's the Green House Home and its goal is to 
de-institutionalize long term care.   Here to tell us about the concept 
are Ed Allen and Beth Joachim

0:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/8/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS The Government is concerned about victims of Hepatitis C and whether 
they're getting the care they need.     Karen Abernathy has a look at 
the day's top medical news.

0:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/9/2013 630pm News CBS LEGAL SERVICE HEALTH AND LEGAL ADVOCATES ARE TEAMING UP TO PROVIDE WHAT 
THEY SAY IS SOME MUCH NEEDED ASSISTANCE FOR FOLKS WHO ARE 
LIVING WITH H-I-V AND AIDS.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, IT'S 
A FIRST OF ITS KIND PROGRAM IN MISSISSIPPI WITH A BIG 
MISSION.     It's a story that's new at 6:30.

1:48

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/9/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Eating certain produce may help lower the risk of Parkinson's disease, 
and sunscreen alone may not be the best way to protect against skin 
cancer.      Karen Abernathy has a look at the day's top health stories.

0:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/10/2013 430 GMM LEGAL SERVICE 630 HEALTH AND LEGAL ADVOCATES ARE TEAMING UP TO PROVIDE WHAT 
THEY SAY.. IS SOME MUCH NEEDED ASSISTANCE FOR FOLKS WHO 
ARE LIVING WITH H-I-V AND AIDS.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, 
THE PROGRAM IS THE FIRST OF ITS KIND IN MISSISSIPPI AND IT 
HAS A BIG MISSION.

1:48

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/10/2013 5 00 am GMM LEGAL SERVICE 630 HEALTH AND LEGAL ADVOCATES ARE TEAMING UP TO PROVIDE WHAT 
THEY SAY IS SOME MUCH NEEDED ASSISTANCE FOR FOLKS WHO 
LIVING WITH H-I-V AND AIDS.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, THE 
PROGRAM IS THE FIRST OF ITS KIND IN MISSISSIPPI.

1:45

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/13/2013 6pm News WEIGHT LOSS New Jersey Governor Chris Christie made headlines last week when he 
announced that he recently had weight loss surgery in order to 
become healthier for his family.   Well a coast couple wanted to do the 
same.    Karen Abernathy has more on tonight's healthwatch report.   

2:47



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/13/2013 6pm News HEALTH ZONE A new state law could turn William Carey University's Tradition campus 
into a hub for health care industries.    That's expected to create 
thousands of jobs and inject about 380-million dollars into the local 
economy. 

1:58

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/13/2013 630pm News CBS BLUE CROSS THE STATE'S LARGEST PRIVATE INSURANCE PROVIDER IS ABOUT TO 
MAKE CUTS TO HOW MUCH REIMBURSEMENT MONEY IS PAID OUT TO 
SOME HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, 
IT'S AN EFFORT TO STAY AHEAD OF FINANCIAL CONCERNS THAT 
COULD END UP COSTING YOU MORE.  

1:55

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/13/2013 630pm News CBS BONE MARROW It's amazing how rubbing your gums with a cotton swab can possibly 
save someone's life.  Doug Walker tonight explains how that can 
happen.

0:08

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/13/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A new study shows using formula early on does not hurt 
breastfeeding.. in fact it may help.      Karen Abernanthy has that story 
and more in today's health wrap.

1:36

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/13/2013 630pm News CBS SKINNY BY SUMMER With summer time almost upon us, you might be trying to figure out 
how to fit into that swimsuit.     Raycom News Network's Elizabeth 
Vowell takes a look at the latest fad diets, fitness, and what you need 
to know to get skinny by summer.

2:48

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/14/2013 5 00 am GMM BLUE CROSS 630 THE STATE'S LARGEST PRIVATE INSURANCE PROVIDER IS ABOUT TO 
CUT BACK ON ITS REIMBURSEMENTS TO SOME HEALTH CARE 
PROVIDERS.      AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, IT'S AN EFFORT TO 
STAY AHEAD OF FINANCIAL CONCERNS... THAT COULD END UP 
COSTING YOU MORE.

1:53

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/14/2013 5 00 am GMM WEIGHT LOSS 6 New Jersey Governor Chris Christie made headlines last week when he 
announced that he recently had weight loss surgery Because he 
wanted to improve his health for his family.     Well a coast couple 
wanted to do the same.    

2:41

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/14/2013 4pm Show SENIOR HEALTH FAIR It's important for everyone, but especially seniors to be aware of any 
possible health issues they may have.     Healthcare screenings 
sometimes are not readily available to all seniors.    

0:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/14/2013 4pm Show MAD HATTER Angelina Jolie is making headlines today by speaking out about being 
proactive at preventing cancer before it starts.     But one Long Beach-
based organization is focusing on what others have to do who already 
have cancer.   We've talked about the Pink Heart Funds many times 
here on WLOX.

0:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/14/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS New research on non-smoking hotel rooms may have you rethinking 
your travel plans, and salt is still a problem in the foods we eat.       
Karen Abernathy has the day's top medical stories.

1:43

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/14/2013 630pm News CBS BOIL WATER State health officials say social media could help Mississippians know if 
their water is safe to drink.   Boil water notices go out nearly 
everyday, but few of the make the news on TV or  local newspapers.   
Mike McDaniel with a story that's new at 6:30.

1:51

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/15/2013 5 00 am GMM HEALTH NEWS New research on non-smoking hotel rooms... may have you rethinking 
your travel plans,and "salt" is still a problem in the foods we eat.     
Here's Karen Abernathy with today's top medical stories.

1:44

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/15/2013 6 00 GMM BOIL WATER 630 State health officials say social media could help Mississippians know if 
their water is safe to drink.   Boil water notices go out nearly 
everyday, but few of the make the news on TV or  local newspapers.

1:50



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/15/2013 4pm Show FAMILY PROMISE Homeless and low-income people in South Mississippi can find help and 
support from a group called Family Promise.     Here today is the local 
director, Jim Tooley, to tell us more about what this organization does.

0:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/16/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Too much soda can be bad for your kidneys, and a new drug  that 
could help some men with advanced prostate cancer.     Karen 
Abernathy has the day's top health stories.

1:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/17/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Scientists can tell which side of your brain is more dominant just by 
the way you answer your cellphone.     Karen Abernathy has the day's 
top health stories.

1:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/19/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Big battle in Jackson.At the center middle of the political struggle 
Medicaid. Here's one point of contention.As part of the Affordable Care 
Act, or Obamacare states are encouraged to expand Medicaid. 
Democrats say yes we should,

5:35

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/20/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A natural way to help people with asthma.. and a new approach to 
treat pre-diabetes.      Vinita Nair has a look at some of today's top 
health stories.

1:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/20/2013 630pm News CBS SUPPORT Family members say 12-year old Natalie Hightower is draining fluids 
on her own.   They are trying to determine what steps to take after 
doctors told them the tumor they removed from Natalie's brain last 
week was cancerous.    

1:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/23/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Researchers are comparing sugar cravings to drug addiction.     And 
there's a new strategy to help smokers stop.     Karen Abernathy has 
today's top health stories.

1:07

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/24/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A popular prescription could raise the risk of diabetes.      And some 
doctors may need to re-examine how they view their patients.      
Karen Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/27/2013 4pm Show HLN HEARING LOSS Welcome back to the 4 o'clock show.    Making sure you hear properly 
is one thing a lot of people neglect.      It's also something that affects 
all ages.     Raycom News Network's Elizabeth Vowell shows how one 
young girl is showing why the right hearing aid and the right attitude 
can make all the difference.

1:56

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/27/2013 630pm News CBS SUPERBUG THE C-D-C CALLS IT A NIGHTMARE BACTERIA THAT'S POPPING UP IN 
HOSPITALS NATIONWIDE.     Raycom News Network's RONDA 
ROBINSON TELLS US HOW DANGEROUS THIS BACTERIA CAN BE.

2:46

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/28/2013 630pm News CBS HURRICANE PREP It's that time of year again.     With Saturday marking the official start 
of Hurricane Season, the National Weather service has declared this 
week Hurricane Preparedness Week.     We go now to Chief 
Meteorologist Mike Reader for a few tips on how to make sure you are 
ready if a storm should come our way.

0:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/28/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS The American Academy of Neurology is out with a new guideline for 
people who take blood thinners.      Marlie Hall has the day's top health 
stories.

1:40

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/30/2013 630pm News CBS NEW VIRUS Health professionals are puzzled by a mysterious new respiratory 
virus.     The SARS-like illness has already taken the lives of at least 
30 people worldwide - its three latest victims dying in Saudi Arabia this 
week.     Dozens of others have become ill from the infection, called 
MERS for Middle Ea...

0:32



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/30/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS The health care reform law adds up to big savings for young adults, 
and a new study says 12 minutes of exercise per week may be enough 
for some people.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's Healthwatch 
Report.

1:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/31/2013 5 00 am GMM NEW VIRUS 630 Health professionals are puzzled by a mysterious new respiratory 
virus.  The SARS-like illness has already taken the lives of at least 30 
people worldwide - its three latest victims dying in Saudi Arabia this 
week.     Dozens of others have become ill from the infection, called 
MERS

0:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/31/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Do all those products that claim to help you to quit smoking really 
deliver results?    Karen Abernathy has the answer in tonight's 
Healthwatch Report.

1:10

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

5/31/2013 630pm News CBS ETHICS INFLUENCE A NEW LAYER OF POLITICAL TENSION IS BEING ADDED TO THE 
BATTLE OVER THE FUTURE OF MISSISSIPPI'S MEDICAID PROGRAM.      
AS MIKE MCDANIEL EXPLAINS, ALLEGATIONS AGAINST THE STATE'S 
TOP REPUBLICAN LEADER ARE CAUSING CONCERN WITHIN THE 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY. 

2:01

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

5/2/2013 630pm News CBS SHELTER Jackson County has opened its East Central Shelter for storm victims 
to hunker down until the flood waters recede.  Those residents told 
Patrice Clark while they are worried about their homes they're relieved 
to have safe place to stay.  

1:41

Housing Shortage/Affordable 
Housing

5/3/2013 630pm News CBS WOMEN BUILD For the next seven days, people needing homes across the country will 
be helped out by a special group of volunteers. Doug Walker tonight 
with the story.

1:12

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/1/2013 430 GMM BRIDGE OPENS 630 There's a new spot to cast a line in Biloxi. The City celebrated the 
"official" opening of the new fishing bridge at Point Cadet.    A ribbon-
cutting was held YESTERDAY at the FEMA-funded project located at the 
foot of Howard Avenue.

1:18

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/1/2013 6 00 GMM BRIDGE OPENS 630 There's a new spot to cast a line in Biloxi.  The City celebrated the 
"official" opening of the new fishing bridge at Point Cadet.   A ribbon-
cutting was held YESTERDAY at the FEMA-funded project located at the 
foot of Howard Avenue.   

1:18

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/1/2013 630pm News CBS RUPERT LACY As Carrie said, this rain will means rising river levels.   Harrison County 
Emergency Management Director Rupert Lacy is on the phone with us  
Rupert.

0:09

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/2/2013 6pm News BRIDGE The heavy rainfall overnight stranded one neighborhood in East 
Jackson County near the Alabama state line.     That's because the 
high water washed out the bridge leading into "Deer Creek Estates" in 
the Forts Lake community   

1:50

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/2/2013 630pm News CBS FORTS LAKE BRIDGE The heavy rains overnight washed out a creek crossing in the Forts 
Lake community in East Jackson County.      As Steve Phillips reports it 
left an entire neighborhood stranded for hours.   

1:25

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/3/2013 630pm News CBS SINKHOLE We begin tonight with the lingering effects of this weeks downpours. In 
Greene County a massive sinkhole has opened up along Stringfellow 
Road.     This video was shot by the deputy director of the Greene 
County Emergency management agency.  

0:37

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/6/2013 630pm News CBS SURPLUS SAND Harrison County will soon be sharing its "surplus sand" with Jackson 
County.     Harrison County supervisors today approved a resolution to 
donate sand to its neighboring county to the east.    The excess sand 
is the blown sand that's removed from the medians along the beach.  

0:25



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/6/2013 630pm News CBS GATEWAY The I-110 loop area in Biloxi is one of the major "gateways" for 
tourists who visit the Mississippi Gulf Coast.   And that busy spot is 
about to receive some major improvements.     Steve Phillips has 
details about a project unveiled at today's Harrison County board of 
supervisors meeting.

1:22

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/7/2013 5 00 am GMM SURPLUS SAND 630 Harrison County seems to have a surplus of sand.   Jackson County 
doesn't have enough.  So there appears to be a simple solution  
Harrison County will soon be sharing its "surplus sand" with their 
neighbors to the East.   .

0:33

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/7/2013 6 00 GMM SURPLUS SAND 630 Harrison County has a surplus of sand.   Jackson County doesn't have 
enough.   So, Harrison County has decided to share its surplus sand 
with its neighbors to the East.     Supervisors have approved a 
resolution to donate the sand to Jackson county. 

0:29

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/9/2013 6pm News STONE ROADS Good evening and thanks for joining us. Stone County officials say 
trucks hauling material to the Port of Gulfport are causing hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in road damage.  So today county officials went 
before port commissioners asking them to pay for part of the repair 
bill. 

2:06

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/9/2013 630pm News CBS SPEEDING A home in Pascagoula will need major repairs in the coming days and 
what caused the damage may surprise you. Doug Walker tonight with 
the story.

1:07

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/9/2013 630pm News CBS STONE ROADS Commissioners for the Mississippi State Port Authority are considering 
a request to chip in to repair two Stone County roads. Stone County 
officials made the request because they say hundreds of trucks hauling 
material for the port restoration project have put the roads under 
extreme wear and tear.

1:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/10/2013 5 00 am GMM STONE ROADS 6 We begin this morning in Stone County whereofficials say trucks, 
hauling material to the Port of Gulfport, are causing hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in road damage.   County officials went to port 
commissioners YESTERDAY and asked them to pay at least part of the 
repair bill.  

2:04

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/13/2013 6pm News LIGHTHOUSE For one and a half centuries, the "Round Island Lighthouse" stood tall 
and proud off the coast of Pascagoula.  That history came crashing 
down during Hurricane Georges in 1998.  But the lighthouse has been 
re-born, although in a different location.  A topping off ceremony was 
held today.

1:48

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/13/2013 630pm News CBS JONES PARK 25 thousand concert-goers and heavy rain caused some damage to the 
grounds at Jones Park during this weekend's Gulfport Music Fest.   
Today city workers are cleaning up and assessing the damage.  Foul 
weather nearly forced promoters to cancel the event.  

1:28

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/14/2013 6 00 GMM JONES PARK 630 25 thousand concert-goers in two days and lots of heavy rain going in, 
caused some damage at Jones Park.   The foul weather nearly forced 
promoters to cancel the Gulfport music fest.    

1:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/18/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

SAND   How to keep the sand off the beachfront Highway.   Believe it or not, 
there may be an answer.  An experimental project by the Harrison 
County Sand beach Authority to lower the profile of the beach seems 
to be a success.  Here to tell us about that, sand beach director Chuck 
Loftis.

9:01



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/20/2013 4pm Show HELLO The Mississippi Power board of directors elected a new president and C-
E-O today.  G. Edison Holland, or Ed, will be responsible for the 
operations of Mississippi Power, including overseeing the continued 
construction of the Kemper County energy facility.    Holland is 
replacing Ed Day.

0:21

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/21/2013 6pm News UNDERGROUND We've all heard the warning to call before you dig.  But for a city 
working to replace storm damaged and aging water an sewer lines, 
there's no one to call to find out what's underground. Danielle Thomas 
reports on how workers are unsure what they will find under the 
ground.

1:42

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/27/2013 630pm News CBS SINKHOLE SETTLEMENTS BIG NEWS FOR SINKHOLE-DISPLACED HOMEOWNERS IN Louisiana's 
BAYOU CORNE.    TEXAS-BRINE, THE COMPANY WHICH OWNS THE 
FAILED SALT CAVERN BLAMED FOR CAUSING THE HEADACHE, HAS 
STARTED MAKING SETTLEMENT OFFERS.   

0:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/31/2013 4pm Show SAND If you've driven down highway 90, you have probably driven through 
the piles of sand that are spread across the road.     The sand can lead 
to hazardous driving conditions.    WLOX's Steve Phillips went to 
highway 90 today and talked to authorities about what was being done 
to keep the sand off.

0:18

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 5/31/2013 630pm News CBS HWY 90 SAND MDOT crews are busy this spring trying to keep the blowing sand off 
Highway 90.     As Steve Phillips reports with steady southerly winds it 
has been an ongoing challenge lately.

1:13



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration
Children's Issues 6/3/2013 4pm Show WINDOW KING Are your windows able to withstand hurricane force winds?     Joining 

us today is Todd Cantor of Window King to demonstrate how powerful 
storm winds can be and how to better prepare your home against 
storm damage

0:12

Children's Issues 6/3/2013 630pm News CBS 15YOHEARTATTACK Here in mississippi, we have an update on 15-year-old Elijah 
Mitchellwho suffered a heart attack while playing basketball less than 2 
weeks ago.   Family friend Casey Street told me the Gulfport teen is 
doing well and is undergoing surgery today. 

0:34

Children's Issues 6/3/2013 630pm News CBS PC FEEDING South Mississippi Summer Feeding Programs are in full swing, but 
there is a new element to the Pass Christian Program this year.     
Caray Grace has more.

0:59

Children's Issues 6/4/2013 4pm Show BACKYARD DANGERS Summer is a great time to get the youngsters out of the house.       
But be careful.     Even your own backyard can pose dangers, 
especially to little ones.   What could possibly lurk on your property 
that may harm your children? 

1:36

Children's Issues 6/4/2013 4pm Show SPECIAL OLYMPICS MS One organization is hosting a special event this week to benefit young 
people with disabilities. The Special Olympics of Mississippi is hosting 
its 3rd annual  "tailgate-apoolza" to get you ready for football season 
and have a good time for a good cause

3:30

Children's Issues 6/13/2013 4pm Show CASA If you are looking for a way to volunteer for a meaningful cause, 
maybe you should consider CASA.  CASA is a group of volunteers who 
are advocates for the best interests of children in abused, neglected, 
and custody cases through their specialized trainings.     

3:15

Children's Issues 6/21/2013 6 00 GMM FOSTER CARE 10 For more information on how you can get involved , call 228-863-4992 
or go the Mississippi Children's Services website, www.mchcares.org

0:08

Children's Issues 6/27/2013 5pm News SIDEWALKS According to the national Safe Routes to School organization      250 
children between the ages of 5 and 15 were killed by cars last year 
while walking or biking to school.  Picayune leaders don't want any of 
their students to become one of those statistics.

1:59

Crime 6/3/2013 630pm News CBS SOLDIER STABBED  More on those stories in a moment, but we begin tonight in 
Hattiesburg, where two men are behind bars accused of killing a 
Mississippi soldier just back from Afghanistan. It's tonight's top story. 

0:57

Crime 6/3/2013 630pm News CBS SELMA SHOOTING news from Selma, Alabama.  where police say an officer shot and 
killed two people before turning the gun on himself on Sunday.    
SELMA'S POLICE CHIEF HAS CONFIRMED THAT DWIGHT MOORER 
WAS OFF DUTY WHEN HE SHOT AND KILLED HIS EX-GIRLFRIEND'S 
STEPFATHER.

0:39

Crime 6/3/2013 630pm News CBS DUTSCHKE INDICTED The mississippi ricin suspect has been indicted by a federal grand jury.  
41-YEAR-OLD JAMES EVERETT DUTSCHKE has been charged with 
developing, producing and stockpiling the poison ricin, threatening the 
president and others and attempting to impede the investigation. 

0:40

Crime 6/4/2013 5 00 am GMM DUTSCHKE INDICTED 630 In other news this morning, a five count federal indictment has been 
handed down for the Mississippi man accused of sending ricin laced 
letters to public officials.  41-YEAR-OLD JAMES EVERETT DUTSCHKE is 
charged with developing, producing, and stockpiling the poison, and   
threatening the president

0:41



Crime 6/4/2013 6 00 GMM DUTSCHKE INDICTED 630 The mississippi ricin suspect has been indicted by a federal grand jury.   
41-YEAR-OLD JAMES EVERETT DUTSCHKE has been charged with 
developing, producing and stockpiling the poison ricin, threatening the 
president and others and attempting to impede the investigation.

0:41

Crime 6/10/2013 630pm News CBS PREGNANT MURDER In Jackson a judge has denied bond to a 20-year-old man accused of 
the shooting death of his pregnant girlfriend on Saturday.   Police say 
Octavius Morrison claims the gun misfired while his 17-year-old 
girlfriend Octavia Shunta Love was holding it.      

0:33

Crime 6/10/2013 630pm News CBS ARRAIGNMENT A Moss Point woman accused of running over her husband over the 
weekend faces a 100-thousand dollar bond.    And her mother spoke 
out about the murder charge against her daughter.    

1:27

Crime 6/10/2013 630pm News CBS ZIMMERMAN JURY Police had to put up barricades today to contain demonstrators as the 
two-week jury selection began in the George Zimmerman murder trial.   
The former neighborhood watchman is on trial for shooting and killing 
unarmed teenager, Trayvon Martin last year. 

0:31

Crime 6/13/2013 630pm News CBS MARION GEN IED An explosive device was discovered at a hospital in Marion County 
today.   Authorities say they were responding to a call about a verbal 
altercation at Marion General Hospital when they determined a 
suspicious device on the premises.     Officers located the device and 
removed it from the scene..

0:36

Crime 6/13/2013 630pm News CBS GIRL SCOUT SCAM A Vicksburg woman is behind bars after authorities say she stole 1-
thousand dollars from people who thought they were ordering girl 
scout cookies.  According to the Warren County Sheriff's department, 
Paula Lynn Kelly went door-to-door in February and March, armed with 
a copy of a girl scouts cookie order form.

0:32

Crime 6/13/2013 630pm News CBS LOAN RANGER It sounds like an old western film, but it's actually a tri-state manhunt.     
The F-B-I announced today, they are offering a 10-thousand dollar 
reward for information leading to the arrest of the "loan ranger 
bandit".     The suspect has been linked to a string of bank robberies in 
Texas, Arkansas,

0:35

Crime 6/14/2013 430 GMM LOAN RANGER 630 It sounds like an old western film, but it's actually a tri-state manhunt.     
The F-B-I has announced, they are offering a 10-thousand dollar 
reward for information leading to the arrest of the "loan ranger 
bandit."     The suspect has been linked to a string of bank robberies in 
Texas, Arkansas.

0:35

Crime 6/14/2013 6 00 GMM LOAN RANGER 630 It sounds like an old western film, but it's actually a tri-state manhunt.     
The F-B-I has announced, they are offering a 10-thousand dollar 
reward for information leading to the arrest of the "loan ranger 
bandit."     The suspect has been linked to a string of bank robberies in 
Texas, Arkansas, a...

0:35

Crime 6/14/2013 MORNING CUT INS ABC 756 It sounds like an old western film, but it's actually a tri-state manhunt.     
The F-B-I has announced, they are offering a 10-thousand dollar 
reward for information leading to the arrest of the "loan ranger 
bandit."     The suspect has been linked to a string of bank robberies in 
Texas, Arkansas.

0:35

Crime 6/14/2013 630pm News CBS LOCKDOWN We begin tonight in Mississippi where      THE STATE PRISON AT 
PARCHMAN REMAINS UNDER LOCKDOWN AFTER AUTHORITIES SAY 
ONE INMATE FATALLY STABBED ANOTHER.  Earlier this week, 35 -
YEAR-OLD KELVIN BOWEN WAS ATTACKED WITH A SHARP 
INSTRUMENT.   

0:24



Crime 6/17/2013 630pm News CBS MEDICAL EXAMINER CONTROVERSY IS ONCE AGAIN SURROUNDING DR. STEVEN HAYNE, 
THE MAN WHO PERFORMED MOST OF THE STATE'S AUTOPSIES FOR 
more than 20 years.  THE MISSISSIPPI INNOCENCE PROJECT AND 
SOME DEFENSE ATTORNEYS ARE CALLING FOR A CLOSER LOOK INTO 
SOME COURTROOM RECORDS.    THE RAYCOM NEWS NETWORK'S... 
COURTNEY ANN...

2:11

Crime 6/17/2013 630pm News CBS FAMILY DOLLAR ROBBED And police are on the lookout tonight for the person responsible for an 
early morning robbery.  The break-in took place at a family dollar in 
North Jackson around 3:30 AM.   the ROBBER PRYED OPEN THE 
SHEETROCK ON THE SIDE OF THE BUILDING AND SQUEEZED INSIDE 
THROUGH A NARROW OPENING. 

0:21

Crime 6/17/2013 630pm News CBS PUGH The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear an appeal from Eddie 
James Pugh the Fourth.  You may remember Pugh was convicted for 
his role in a 2008 double kidnapping and slaying.     He was sentenced 
to life without parole in 2010 in Jackson County for capital murder a 
sentence upheld by the Mississiippi supreme court.

0:38

Crime 6/18/2013 430 GMM PUGH 630 The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear an appeal from Eddie 
James Pugh the Fourth.   You may remember Pugh was convicted for 
his role in a 2008 double kidnapping and slaying.     He was sentenced 
to life without parole in 2010 in Jackson County for capital murder.

0:38

Crime 6/18/2013 5 00 am GMM PUGH 630 The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear an appeal from Eddie 
James Pugh the Fourth.   You may remember Pugh was convicted for 
his role in a 2008 double kidnapping and slaying.     He was sentenced 
to life without parole in 2010 in Jackson County for capital murder a 
sentence upheld by the MS Supreme Court.

0:38

Crime 6/18/2013 5 00 am GMM MEDICAL EXAMINER 630 THE CONTROVERSY IS SWIRLING AGAIN OVER DR. STEVEN HAYNE, 
THE MAN WHO HAS PERFORMED MOST OF OUR STATES  AUTOPSIES 
FOR THE PAST TWENTY PLUS YEARS.   THE "MISSISSIPPI INNOCENCE 
PROJECT" AND SOME DEFENSE ATTORNEYS ARE CALLING FOR A 
CLOSER LOOK INTO SOME COURTROOM RECORDS.    

2:10

Crime 6/18/2013 6 00 GMM PUGH 630 The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear an appeal from Eddie 
James Pugh the Fourth.     You may remember Pugh was convicted for 
his role in a 2008 double kidnapping and slaying.     He was sentenced 
to life without parole in 2010 in Jackson County for capital murder.

0:38

Crime 6/18/2013 630pm News CBS ARSON PICAYUNE A Picayune woman is facing charges of felony arson following a fire at 
her home on Weems Street.   The fire last Wednesday came after an 
eviction notice and sent 47-year-old Inez Hinton to jail.    A witness 
reported seeing Hinton ride off on a bike shortly after the fire started.    

0:40

Crime 6/18/2013 630pm News CBS OS HIT AND RUN New developments in a hit and run that took place in Ocean Springs 
over the weekend.  A warrant for felony domestic violence has been 
issued for 44-year-old Chad Michael Brewster.  Police are still looking 
for Brewster after they say he hit his girlfriend at Lynchburg Landing 
on Sunday.

0:31

Crime 6/18/2013 630pm News CBS MISSING CHILD We begin tonight in Alabama where an Amber Alert has been issued.   
And authorities believe the accused abductor may be headed to 
Mississippi.    A baby was allegedly taken by a teenaged girl early 
Monday morning.     Police say 10-month-old De'Anthony Dejuan Kelly 
was abducted by 14-year-old...

0:33



Crime 6/19/2013 430 GMM OS HIT AND RUN 630 New developments in a hit and run that took place in Ocean Springs 
over the weekend.  A warrant for felony domestic violence has been 
issued for 44-year-old Chad Michael Brewster.     Police are still looking 
for Brewster after they say he hit his girlfriend at Lynchburg Landing 
on Sunday.

0:32

Crime 6/19/2013 5 00 am GMM OS HIT AND RUN 630 New developments in a hit and run that took place in Ocean Springs 
over the weekend.    A warrant for felony domestic violence has been 
issued for 44-year-old Chad Michael Brewster.     Police are still looking 
for Brewster after they say he hit his girlfriend at Lynchburg Landing 
on Sunday.

0:31

Crime 6/19/2013 5 00 am GMM ARSON PICAYUNE 630 A Picayune woman is facing charges of felony arson following a fire at 
her home on Weems Street.   The fire last Wednesday came after an 
eviction notice had been delivered.    Now  47-year-old Inez Hinton 
has been arrested for the blaze.  

0:39

Crime 6/19/2013 6 00 GMM OS HIT AND RUN 630 and now on to new developments in a hit and run that took place in 
Ocean Springs over the weekend. Police are looking for this man. 44-
year-old Chad Michael Brewster.  He's wanted for  felony domestic 
violence.  Ocean Springs Police tell us Brewster hit his girlfriend at 
Lynchburg Landing on Sunday.

0:33

Crime 6/19/2013 6pm News POLICE CHIEFS It's called Mississippi House Bill Two it goes into effect on July 1st it is 
also known as the "open carry law." Suffice to say..it is very 
controversial.   What it means is this, if you legally own a gun you can 
carry it around openly, in a holster, or even in your hand. 

1:49

Crime 6/19/2013 630pm News CBS POLICE CHASE A search is underway tonight in Harrison County here's the latest 
developments.   Authorities are on the lookout for a man who a 
witness says looks like a "skinny santa."     The suspect fled on foot 
after being pulled over for a traffic violation this afternoon near Canal 
road.  

0:40

Crime 6/19/2013 630pm News CBS MISSING BABY FOLO A follow-up on the 10-month old baby reported missing yesterday. 
Authorities say an Alabama teenager is charged in the abduction of 
De'Anthony Dejuan Kelly.     Police say 19-year-old Breanna Nicole 
Walker of Birmingham is charged with the kidnapping.     

0:29

Crime 6/20/2013 430 GMM POLICE CHIEFS 6 In less than 2 weeks Mississippi House Bill Two will take effect.  That's 
the "open Carry law" that's caused so much controversy.    It means if 
you legally own a gun, you can carry it around openly, in a holster, or 
even in your hand. 

1:46

Crime 6/20/2013 5 00 am GMM POLICE CHASE 630(update?) The search is still underway for the man being dubbed" the skinny 
santa"    Harrison county deputies say the so-called "skinny santa" 
took off running after being pulled over for a traffic violation yesterday 
afternoon near Canal road.    

0:41

Crime 6/20/2013 5 00 am GMM POLICE CHIEFS 6 In less than 2 weeks  Mississippi House Bill Two will take effect.  That's 
the "open Carry law" that's caused so much controversy lately.    It 
means if you legally own a gun, you can carry it around openly, in a 
holster, or even in your hand.  

1:48

Crime 6/20/2013 6 00 GMM POLICE CHASE 630(update?) This morning the search continues for the man police have dubbed " 
the skinny santa"    Harrison county deputies say the so-called "skinny 
santa" took off running after being pulled over for a traffic violation 
yesterday afternoon near Canal road.   

0:42



Crime 6/20/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 2 The search is still underway for the man being dubbed" the skinny 
santa"    Harrison county deputies say the so-called "skinny santa" 
took off running after being pulled over for a traffic violation yesterday 
afternoon near Canal road.    

0:41

Crime 6/22/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

GUN LAW The new gun law that takes effect July first has law enforcers worried 
their cities could become the wild west.

8:00

Crime 6/23/2013 10pm Sunday JOESPIERS A Cincinnati woman returned to south Mississippi this week to come to 
grips with a painful chapter in her life story.   On Tuesday, Sherry 
Sexton and her family took their first tour of the new Gulfport Police 
headquarters.   She wanted them learn about the police department 
where her husband.

3:57

Crime 6/24/2013 5 00 am GMM JOESPIERS 10 A Cincinnati woman has come back to South Mississippi trying to deal 
with a painful chapter in her life.   Tuesday, Sherry Sexton and her 
family took their first tour of the new Gulfport Police headquarters. 

3:55

Crime 6/25/2013 630pm News CBS MOBILESTABBING Over in Alabama, Mobile police say a stabbing suspect's charge has 
been upgraded to murder.    According to authorities, 36-year-old 
Ahmed Bryant was originally charged with Attempted Murder, but after 
the victim 19-year-old Wearby Caulton died today, that charge was 
changed to murder.  

0:31

Crime 6/26/2013 5 00 am GMM MOBILESTABBING 630 A LOOK NOW AT HEADLINES FROM AROUND THE REGION THIS 
MORNING.    In Mobile, the charge against a stabbing suspect has 
been upgraded to murder.    According to authorities, 36-year-old 
Ahmed Bryant was originally charged with Attempted Murder, but after 
the victim 19-year-old Wearby Caulton died.

0:31

Crime 6/27/2013 6pm News PORN CASE March 4th, 2011 is a day that 25 year old Layne Brushaber (brew-
shay'-ber)  of Pascagoula will never forget.  That was the day he was 
arrested on child pornography charges by Jackson County sheriff's 
investigators.  Two years later, this past April, the charges were 
dismissed because of a lack of evidence.

2:05

Drugs & Alcohol 6/19/2013 630pm News CBS MARIJUANA BUST Authorities say they've busted a multimillion dollar drug operation that 
was being run out of an apartment near the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham.     Officials say the suspects were manufacturing 
synthetic marijuana in the bathtub of the apartment.   

0:32

Drugs & Alcohol 6/20/2013 5 00 am GMM MARIJUANA BUST 630 Birmingham authorities say a multi-million dollar drug ring was being 
run out of an apartment near the University of Alabama.     In the 
bathtub, synthetic marijuana was being manufactured.    Narcotics 
agents believe the operation may have netted the group about 4-
million dollars a year

0:25

Drugs & Alcohol 6/20/2013 6 00 GMM MARIJUANA BUST 630 Birmingham authorities say a multi-million dollar drug ring was being 
run out of an apartment near the University of Alabama.     In the 
bathtub, synthetic marijuana was being manufactured.    Narcotics 
agents believe the operation may have netted the group about 4-
million dollars a year.  

0:25

Drugs & Alcohol 6/25/2013 630pm News CBS JACK SWAGGER Professional wrestler Jack Swagger was convicted today of driving 
under the influence in Gulfport Municipal Court.     You may remember, 
Swagger, whose real name is Donald Jacob "Jake" Hager Junior, was 
arrested back in February.    

0:40



Drugs & Alcohol 6/26/2013 5 00 am GMM JACK SWAGGER 630 It's probation and a fine for pro-wrestler Jack Swagger, but no jail 
time.   Swagger, whose real name is Don Hager, was convicted 
yesterday in Gulfport for driving under the influence of marijuana. The 
possession charge was dismissed, and Swagger was sentenced to six 
months probation.

0:34

Economy/Taxes 6/1/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

OS MAYOR Election day is Tuesday and probably the most hotly contested race is 
that for Ocean Springs Mayor, where incumbent Connie Moran faces 
challenger John McKay.

11:34

Economy/Taxes 6/1/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

2 OS MAYOR  Tuesday is the general election, in our studio we have  the Ocean 
Springs Mayoral Candidates Incumbent Mayor Connie Moran the 
Democrat and  Jackson County Supervisor John McKay the Republican.

8:35

Economy/Taxes 6/1/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BEAUVOIR LIBRARY Monday the Jefferson Davis Presidential Library at  Beauvoir will 
officially open.   Hurricane Katrina destroyed the original library, but 
now the 11-point-5-million-dollar presidential library has been rebuilt.    
Here with details, Beauvoir Executive Director Bertram Hayes-Davis.

5:15

Economy/Taxes 6/3/2013 630pm News CBS INGALLS CONTRACT Ingalls Shipyard has announced a huge new contract.   The Defense 
Department today selected Ingalls to build five new Aeigs Destroyers 
for the U.S. Navy a contract worth 3-point-3 'BILLION 'dollars.   
Workers at Ingalls have delivered 28 destroyers the most recent was 
the William Lawrence.

0:35

Economy/Taxes 6/4/2013 5 00 am GMM INGALLS CONTRACT 630 A huge contract for Ingalls Shipbuilding means more jobs for South 
Mississippi.   The 3.3 billion dollar defense contract calls for Ingalls to 
build five new Aegis destroyers for the Navy.    Ingalls has already 
delivered 28 destroyers, the most recent was the William Lawrence 
delivered in 2011. 

0:33

Economy/Taxes 6/4/2013 6 00 GMM INGALLS CONTRACT 630 A huge contract for Ingalls Shipbuilding means more jobs for South 
Mississippi.   The 3.3 billion dollar defense contract calls for Ingalls to 
build five new Aegis destroyers for the Navy.    Ingalls has already 
delivered 28 destroyers, the most recent was the William Lawrence 
delivered in 2011.   

0:33

Economy/Taxes 6/4/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 1 A huge contract for Ingalls Shipbuilding means more jobs for South 
Mississippi.   The 3.3 billion dollar defense contract calls for Ingalls to 
build five new Aegis destroyers for the Navy.    Ingalls has already 
delivered 28 destroyers, the most recent was the William Lawrence 
delivered in 2011.  

0:33

Economy/Taxes 6/5/2013 6pm News BEAUTIFICATION It is not always easy to find a work especially in a tough ecomony..  
But some lucky young people in Pascagoula have landed city jobs for 
summer.   Patrice Clark tonight on the  Urban Youth Corps Program 
and how it's providing  on-the-job training.

1:44

Economy/Taxes 6/6/2013 6pm News AMM CROOKED A Jackson County couple is turning their passion for "craft beers" into 
a successful business.     Just a few weeks ago Paul and Wanda 
Blacksmith opened "Crooked Letter Brewery" in Ocean Springs.     
Steve Phillips takes us inside the micro-brewery on tonight's "American 
made in Mississippi".

2:00

Economy/Taxes 6/7/2013 5 00 am GMM AMM CROOKED 6 A Jackson County couple is turning their passion for "craft beers" into 
a successful business.    Just a few weeks ago, Paul and Wanda 
Blacksmith opened "Crooked Letter Brewery" in Ocean Springs.  Steve 
Phillips takes us inside the micro-brewery for this week's  "American 
Made in Mississippi"

2:00



Economy/Taxes 6/8/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

GOLDEN NUGGET The first casino property to open on the Mississippi Gulf Coast almost 
21 years ago is offioially changing hands this week.  The Isle Casino 
will become The Golden Nugget Biloxi.

8:00

Economy/Taxes 6/8/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

DIAMONDHEAD Diamondhead has its first elected Mayor.  He's Tommy Schaeffer  More 
than 13-hundred Diamondhead voters cast their ballot for the 
Republican.    He is the founder and vice president of a construction 
company and he beat independent candidate John Fletcher with more 
than 70 percent of the vote.   We...

8:00

Economy/Taxes 6/8/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

GENERAL ELECTION Voters went to the polls Tuesday and chose the people who will lead 
their cities for the next four years.  In the General Election most 
incumbents were re-elected.  That was in sharp contrast to the 
Primaries.   Here to talk about what happened Tuesday, we welcome 
back Sun Herald Political Editor Michael Newsome.

8:00

Economy/Taxes 6/10/2013 630pm News CBS BUDGET BATTLE Supervisors in George County are at odds with Sheriff Dean Howell 
over the department's one point one million dollar budget.  Halfway 
through the fiscal year, the department is already 100-thousand 
dollars over budget. Because of that, supervisors voted 5-0 last week 
to cut all overtime pay.

0:25

Economy/Taxes 6/10/2013 630pm News CBS STEPS COALITION New developments in the effort to bring a baseball stadium coming to 
Biloxi.   The STEPS coalition is speaking out... about Biloxi's plan to 
issue a 21-million-dollar-bond to build a baseball stadium on land 
owned by Beau Rivage.     The group has started a petition to bring 
the issue to a vote.

0:32

Economy/Taxes 6/11/2013 5 00 am GMM STEPS COALITION 630 THERE ARE New developments in the effort to bring a baseball stadium 
coming to Biloxi.  Michelle Lady joins us now with more on that story.     
The STEPS coalition is speaking out. about Biloxi's plan to issue a 21-
million-dollar-bond to build a baseball stadium on land owned by Beau 
Rivage.

0:48

Economy/Taxes 6/11/2013 5 00 am GMM BUDGET BATTLE 630 Supervisors in George County are at odds with Sheriff Dean Howell 
over the department's one point one million dollar budget.  Halfway 
through the fiscal year, the department is already 100-thousand 
dollars over budget.  Because of that, supervisors voted 5-0 last week 
to cut all overtime pay.

0:25

Economy/Taxes 6/11/2013 6 00 GMM STEPS COALITION 630 THERE ARE New developments in the effort to bring a baseball stadium 
coming to Biloxi.   Michelle Lady joins us now with more on that story.     
The STEPS coalition is speaking out about Biloxi's plan to issue a 21-
million-dollar-bond to build a baseball stadium on land owned by Beau 
Rivage.

0:48

Economy/Taxes 6/11/2013 Midday STEPS COALITION 630 THERE ARE New developments in the effort to bring a baseball stadium 
to Biloxi.  In a news conference that wrapped up just minutes ago... 
The steps coalition spoke out about Biloxi's plan to issue a 21-million-
dollar-bond to build a baseball stadium on land owned by Beau Rivage.  

0:59

Economy/Taxes 6/12/2013 630pm News CBS WORK CENTERS INT More on those stories in a minute, but we begin tonight with a closer 
look at the potential closing of 4 community work centers in Mississippi 
the closest to us being the 80-inmate center in George County.

0:44

Economy/Taxes 6/12/2013 630pm News CBS COURT FUNDING THERE'S CONCERN FOR the future of another STATE-WIDE PROGRAM, 
AND WITHOUT CHANGES, IT COULD RESULT IN MORE PEOPLE 
BEHIND BARS.     WE'RE TALKING ABOUT DRUG COURTS.   THEY'RE 
FUNDED THROUGH A COMBINATION OF LOCAL AND STATE MONEY.    

1:58



Economy/Taxes 6/12/2013 630pm News CBS PETITION If you live in Biloxi You might get a knock at the door over the next 
few days, The Concerned Citizens Taxpayer Coalition is about to launch 
a petition drive to collect 15-hundred signatures. Their mission is to 
force Biloxi's plan to borrow money to help pay for the construction of 
a baseball stadium.

1:18

Economy/Taxes 6/13/2013 430 GMM COURT FUNDING 630 THERE'S CONCERN right now FOR the future of a STATE-WIDE 
PROGRAM, that without change COULD RESULT IN MORE PEOPLE 
BEHIND BARS.     WE'RE TALKING ABOUT DRUG COURTS.      THEY'RE 
FUNDED THROUGH A COMBINATION OF LOCAL AND STATE MONEY.      
BUT NOT EVERY COURT GENERATES ENOUGH LOCAL FUNDING TO 
STAY A...

1:57

Economy/Taxes 6/13/2013 6 00 GMM PETITION 630 A heads up for Biloxi Residents.    You may get a knock at the door 
over the next few days, The Concerned Citizens Taxpayer Coalition is 
ramping up its petition drive to collect 15-hundred signatures. Their 
mission is to force Biloxi's plan to borrow money to help pay for the 
stadium.

1:21

Economy/Taxes 6/13/2013 6pm News BASEBALL QUESTION questions are being asked about the plans to build a 36 million dollar 
minor league baseball stadium in downtown Biloxi.   As we've reported 
the stadium would be located on land owned by Beau Rivage and 
leased to the city for one dollar a year for 20 years with options to 
renew.

2:39

Economy/Taxes 6/13/2013 630pm News CBS TOURISM Summer officially begins next week and that traditionally means a 
busy time for the coast tourism industry.     What will this summer 
season be like?  And will hotel occupancy improve?     Steve Phillips 
went looking for answers today.

1:21

Economy/Taxes 6/13/2013 630pm News CBS MP GRANTS New crime fighting technology is coming to Moss Point.  Patrice Clark 
explains.

1:05

Economy/Taxes 6/13/2013 630pm News CBS BASEBALL QUESTIONS Questions about a proposed minor league baseball stadium in 
downtown Biloxi are starting to be raised.  Many of those questions 
have to do with the financial feasibility of such a major undertaking.  
The city will put up 21 million dollars and the state another 15-million 
to build the ballpark.

1:48

Economy/Taxes 6/14/2013 430 GMM MP GRANTS 630 New crime fighting technology is coming to Moss Point thanks to a 
Department of Public Safety Juvenile Accountability Grant.   Patrice 
Clark explains how the money is helping equip crime fighters in Moss 
Point with the latest technology.

1:15

Economy/Taxes 6/14/2013 5 00 am GMM BASEBALL QUESTION 6 People who support plans for a Biloxi baseball stadium are planning a 
rally at the site at three p-m today.  This as questions though are still 
being raised about the 36 million dollar facility in downtown.   As we've 
reported the stadium would be located on land owned by Beau Rivage.

2:45

Economy/Taxes 6/14/2013 6 00 GMM BASEBALL QUESTIONS 630 Questions about a proposed minor league baseball stadium in 
downtown Biloxi are starting to be raised.  Many of those questions 
have to do with the financial feasibility of such a major undertaking.  
The city will put up 21 million dollars and the state another 15-million 
to build the ballpark.

1:48

Economy/Taxes 6/14/2013 6 00 GMM MP GRANTS 630 New crime fighting technology is coming to Moss Point thanks to a 
Department of Public Safety Juvenile Accountability Grant.   Patrice 
Clark explains how the money is helping equip crime fighters in Moss 
Point with the latest technology.

1:15



Economy/Taxes 6/14/2013 630pm News CBS AEROSPACE AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES HAVE CALLED MISSISSIPPI HOME SINCE 
THE THIRTIES.     AND THE STATE IS WELCOMING MORE FROM THE 
GROWING INDUSTRY.     GOVERNOR PHIL BRYANT IS GOING ABROAD 
TO ATTRACT NEW COMPANIES.     TONIGHT--GOVERNOR BRYANT IS 
en ROUTE TO FRANCE.          COURTNEY ANN JACKSON HAS THE 
DETAILS.

1:53

Economy/Taxes 6/14/2013 630pm News CBS STATION 4 It's the last run for Gulfport's fire station 4.  The city will close the 
station on East Railroad Street as of 7:30 tomorrow morning.  Danielle 
Thomas with tonight's top story.

1:14

Economy/Taxes 6/14/2013 630pm News CBS PRO RALLY Jobs and development.   Those are two of the reasons supporters of a 
proposed baseball stadium in Biloxi say city leaders are on the right 
track.    Two hours ago, supporters gathered at the site of the 
proposed stadium at highway 90 and I-110 for a rally.   

0:35

Economy/Taxes 6/15/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

BASEBALL We are going to talk about the effort to bring minor league baseball to 
Biloxi.   The plans call for building a 36 million dollar minor league 
baseball stadium in downtown Biloxi. 

12:20

Economy/Taxes 6/15/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

PETITION Some concerned Biloxi citizens have questions about the Biloxi 
baseball deal.   They have banded together to form the Concerned 
Citizens Taxpayer Coalition.   The coalition is collecting signatures on a  
petition to force Biloxi's plan to borrow money to build the baseball 
stadium to a vote.

8:00

Economy/Taxes 6/16/2013 5 30 Wkd News EDITORIAL Professional Minor League Baseball in Biloxi. It sounds like a good idea.     
To build a baseball stadium, the State will come up with 15 million 
dollars and the city of Biloxi will borrow 21 million dollars.    So how 
does Biloxi come up with the money to pay off the 21 million dollar 
debt?    

1:22

Economy/Taxes 6/16/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA We are several weeks into the all important summer tourism season, 
even though summer does not officially begin until June 21st.  A lot of 
time, energy and money goes into marketing the coast to bring people 
here and support the tourism industry. I talked to Louis Skrmetta with 
Ship Island Excursion. 

5:07

Economy/Taxes 6/16/2013 10pm Sunday EDITORIAL Professional Minor League Baseball in Biloxi. It sounds like a good idea.     
To build a baseball stadium, the State will come up with 15 million 
dollars and the city of Biloxi will borrow 21 million dollars.    So how 
does Biloxi come up with the money to pay off the 21 million dollar 
debt? 

1:22

Economy/Taxes 6/17/2013 6pm News DHEAD CASINO Could a casino come to Diamondhead?  A developer who proposed 
building a casino in the southwest part of Diamondhead five years ago, 
is making the pitch again.  But as Al Showers found out many 
residents hope the leaders of the coast's newest city will say no to this 
proposal.

2:06

Economy/Taxes 6/17/2013 630pm News CBS PETITIONS LIVE  More on those stories in just a moment, but we begin tonight in 
downtown Biloxi where time is running out for a group of citizens 
wanting to impede the city from breaking ground on a new baseball 
stadium. 

0:34

Economy/Taxes 6/18/2013 430 GMM DHEAD CASINO 6 Could a casino come to Diamondhead?  A developer who proposed 
building a casino in the southwest part of Diamondhead five years ago, 
is making the pitch again.  But as Al Showers found out many 
residents hope the leaders of the coast's newest city will say no to this 
proposal.

2:06



Economy/Taxes 6/18/2013 5 00 am GMM DHEAD CASINO 6 Could a casino come to Diamondhead?  A developer who proposed 
building a casino in southwest Diamondhead five years ago, is making 
the pitch again.  But as Al Showers found out many residents hope the 
leaders of the coast's newest city will say no to this proposal.

2:05

Economy/Taxes 6/18/2013 630pm News CBS BOND VOTE It's official.  Biloxi City Council has voted to move forward on issuing 
bonds for the construction of a new baseball stadium.     The coalition 
that petitioned to impede the process only got 888.

1:06

Economy/Taxes 6/18/2013 630pm News CBS MS BUSINESS A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION HAS RANKED MISSISSIPPI FIFTH IN THE 
NATION FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP.     THE SMALL BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION SAYS THEY'VE SEEN THE EFFECTS WITH A 
HEIGHTENED INTEREST IN STARTING UP NEW COMPANIES.     
COURTNEY ANN JACKSON HAS THE DETAILS... in this story that's new 
at 6:30.

1:56

Economy/Taxes 6/18/2013 630pm News CBS WORK CENTER Good News for George County. The work center will remain open.The 
center is one of four that the Mississippi Department of Corrections 
was slated to close..  County and city leaders told  Patrice Clark their 
massive lobbing efforts helped reverse the state's decision.

1:13

Economy/Taxes 6/19/2013 430 GMM WORK CENTER 630 The lobbying worked.  George County leaders say their massive 
lobbying efforts helped reverse the state's decision to close four MDOC 
work centers Including theirs. 

1:12

Economy/Taxes 6/19/2013 630pm News CBS COLLEGE SAVINGS The state's pre-paid college tuition program remains at a stand-still.   
The program called M-PACT, ran into financial trouble last year and the 
state stopped taking new members.    M-PACT allows parents to lock in 
college tuition rates early and not have to pay for any tuition hikes 
later on.

1:59

Economy/Taxes 6/19/2013 630pm News CBS DEVELOPMENT Attracting new businesses to Downtown Biloxi hasn't always been easy 
But some people believe a new baseball stadium would be a home run 
for commercial development. Some business owners just moving into 
the downtown area.. say a ballpark will will attract even more 
restaurants, bars and retail shops.

1:00

Economy/Taxes 6/19/2013 10pm News RENDEVOUS The Boater's Rendezvous came back on the scene last year, for the 
first time since 2004.  But it's not coming back this year      Caray 
Grace explains why in tonight's top story.

1:50

Economy/Taxes 6/20/2013 430 GMM RENDEVOUS 10 But first this morning Disappointing news for boaters this year.  The 
Boater's Rendezvous Has been cancelled.   You may recall It only 
returned last year since being on hiatus since 2004.     And though it 
was a huge success it's not coming back this year.

1:55

Economy/Taxes 6/20/2013 5 00 am GMM COLLEGE SAVINGS 630 M-PACT, the state's pre-paid college tuition program remains at a 
standstill.    The program ran into financial trouble last year, so the 
state stopped taking new members.    M-PACT allows parents to save 
money for college now, while locking into today's college tuition rates.  

1:58

Economy/Taxes 6/20/2013 5pm News DUMP THE PUMP Gas prices are continually fluctuating and more often than not prices 
are on the rise.     Right now. the average price for a gallon of regular 
gas is 3-dollars and 60 cents.. That's more than ten cents higher than 
the price for fuel around this time.

2:12

Economy/Taxes 6/20/2013 5pm News IMPACT GRANTS 10-thousand dollars can mean the difference between social aid 
agencies closing the doors or continuing to help those who need it 
most.  Keeping that help coming is the goal of community impact 
grants awarded by the United Way of Jackson and George Counties 
each year.  

1:56



Economy/Taxes 6/20/2013 630pm News CBS STADIUM PLANS Biloxi officials say it's going to take everything falling into place 
perfectly for if a baseball team is going to take the field in April.  WLOX 
News is now getting more information on how Biloxi plans to design, 
construct, and build a new baseball stadium in less than 10 months.  

0:17

Economy/Taxes 6/20/2013 630pm News CBS DONATIONS As the summer temperatures heat up, The Salvation Army is watching 
the amount of donations go down.   The Salvation Army officials say 
the drop in donations is especially problematic because they are 
getting more requests for assistance.   Danielle Thomas tells us about 
two programs.

2:03

Economy/Taxes 6/20/2013 630pm News CBS IMPACT GRANTS 10-thousand dollar can do a world of good when it comes to agencies 
that help those who need it most. Doug Walker tonight with an 
example of one such program in Jackson County.

1:10

Economy/Taxes 6/21/2013 5 00 am GMM IMPACT GRANTS 5 Ten thousand dollars can mean the difference between a social aid 
agency closing or continuing to help those in need.    The community 
impact grants awarded by the United Way of Jackson and George 
Counties each year help keep these programs going.    Doug Walker 
takes a look at this grant program.

1:55

Economy/Taxes 6/21/2013 5 00 am GMM STADIUM PLANS 630 WLOX News is getting more information about how Biloxi plans to 
design, construct, and build a new baseball stadium in less than ten 
months.    Here's Jeff Lawson with details.

0:10

Economy/Taxes 6/21/2013 6 00 GMM STADIUM PLANS 630 WLOX News is getting more information about how Biloxi plans to 
design, construct, and build a new baseball stadium in less than ten 
months.    Here's Jeff Lawson with details.

0:10

Economy/Taxes 6/21/2013 6 00 GMM IMPACT GRANTS 630 10-thousand dollar can do a world of good when it comes to agencies 
that help those who need it most.This morning Doug Walker shows us 
an example of one such program in Jackson County.

1:10

Economy/Taxes 6/22/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

DMR  This week the new director of the Department of Marine Resources 
release the audit report fulfilling a promise he made when he took over 
the troubled agency.

9:25

Economy/Taxes 6/22/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

REAL ESTATE  This week brought what some analysts say is fresh evidence that the 
housing market is recovering.

7:39

Economy/Taxes 6/23/2013 10pm Sunday SN EXTRA Plans for Gulf Coast Galleria, a nearly million square foot, 250 million 
dollar project featuring retail, restaraunts and more has been 
submitted to the D'Iberville Planning Department.

5:04

Economy/Taxes 6/24/2013 6pm News DMR BOATS Two boats once owned by the a foundation run by the former head of 
the DMR are up for sale

2:31

Economy/Taxes 6/25/2013 630pm News CBS FEMA FLOODS The cost of living in a flood zone just got cheaper in Biloxi.    After 
extensive work to meet more FEMA guidelines,  Biloxi was able to 
lower its flood insurance rating from a six to a five.  Danielle Thomas 
tells us what Biloxi did and how much money it's going to save 
residents.

1:47

Economy/Taxes 6/28/2013 630pm News CBS TOURISM It was a mixture of sadness and excitement at the Harrison County 
Tourism Commission's final meeting.. Today members said their 
goodbyes as their group makes way for new Coastwide tourism group. 
As Danielle Thomas reports there is also a lot of anticipation about the 
future.

1:48

Economy/Taxes 6/29/2013 WLOX News This 
Week

MEI On the front lines of our state's energy development is the Mississippi 
Energy Institute.    Energy is something that we all use from flipping 
the light switch to driving our cars.     Here to talk about what this non 
profit is trying to do for all of us in Mississippi, 

8:00



Education 6/11/2013 10pm News RESOURCE The mass shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary last December has 
spurred many schools to consider hiring more campus officers and 
tightening security.   This week, more than 200-people in charge of 
safety at Mississippi schools are training in Biloxi.   

2:12

Education 6/14/2013 6pm News SINGING RIVER A realignment in the Pascagoula School District in the upcoming school 
year will affect about 15-hundred students in Gautier.   The new 
"Singing River Academy" will open in August.   That means many 
students who used to attend "Singing River Elementary" will be shifting 
to other campuses

1:46

Education 6/14/2013 6pm News FIRE ACADEMY Mississippi has one of the highest number of fire deaths in the country 
according to the US Fire Administration.   The Biloxi Fire Department 
wants to change that statistic and one way they do that is by offering a 
free Fire Academy Workshop for children.    Michelle Lady takes us 
there.

2:00

Education 6/24/2013 6pm News MILITARY SCHOOLS Tonight, the Mississippi Department of Education sent notices to all 
school superintendents explaining a new state law that will affect many 
military families.   The law gives families that live on base more 
flexibility in deciding which school district to enroll their child.

2:22

Education 6/25/2013 630pm News CBS CHARTER SCHOOLS Groups that pushed the passage of Mississippi's new charter school law 
are forming an association to promote and nurture the schools.    The 
Mississippi Charter School Association's creation was announced today 
at a meeting to encourage people who might be interested in creating 
a charter school.

0:37

Environment 6/3/2013 4pm Show HURRICANE HUNTERS Have you ever wondered what an average day is like for a hurricane 
hunter?     They live a dangerous life to help keep you safe during 
storm season.      Here with us today is Lieutenant Colonel John 
Talbot, the Chief Meteorologist for the Hurricane Hunters, to talk about 
an informative series available.

3:15

Environment 6/4/2013 4pm Show HURRICANE DRONES Forecasters may soon have a new tool to measure the power of a 
hurricane.     John Zarrella shows us what scientists are working on at 
the University of Florida.

2:26

Environment 6/5/2013 6pm News MS POWER Mississippi Power company's Kemper County facility has been the 
subject of much negative publicity recently. But there's another 
company project underway much closer to home, and certainly not as 
controversial.  It's work that will make sure Jackson County's Plant 
Daniel meets new environmental standards.

1:59

Environment 6/5/2013 10pm News BEAR Be on the look-out for more Black Bears.    One was first seen in St. 
Martin but now, bears seem to be moving into more neighborhoods in 
south Mississippi.    Around 11:30 this morning Biloxi Police received 
several reports of a large bear roaming around Shriner's Boulevard in 
Woolmarket.

2:10

Environment 6/6/2013 5 00 am GMM BEAR 10 We have more Black Bear sightings to tell you about.    We told you 
about the one in St. Martin.    A large bear was spotted yesterday near 
Shriner's Boulevard in Woolmarket and another one was spotted just 
northwest of Vancleave Sunday.   

2:01

Environment 6/6/2013 6pm News HUNTERS SERIES On the tails of tropical storm Andrea, the hurricane hunters spoke to a 
full crowd today helping them get a better understanding of how a 
tropical storm forms.  Caray Grace has more from Biloxi.

1:11



Environment 6/10/2013 630pm News CBS BP CLEANUP The transition from oil-spill clean-up to the pre-spill response system is 
underway.     Jeff Lawson joins us in the studio with more.     That's 
right, Rebecca.     According to the federal on-scene coordinator for 
the deepwater horizon oil spill, the gulf coast incident management 
team has started.

0:44

Environment 6/11/2013 5 00 am GMM BP CLEANUP 630 The transition from oil-spill clean-up to the pre-spill response system is 
underway.    According to the federal on-scene coordinator for the 
deepwater horizon oil spill, the gulf coast incident management team 
has started transitioning back to national response center reporting.   

0:39

Environment 6/11/2013 6 00 GMM BP CLEANUP 630 The transition from oil-spill clean-up to the pre-spill response system is 
underway.    According to the federal on-scene coordinator for the 
deepwater horizon oil spill, the gulf coast incident management team 
has started transitioning back to national response center reporting.   

0:39

Environment 6/11/2013 4pm Show GRAND BAY RESERVE If you are interested in photography and nature, there's a forum for 
you to capture photos of the beauty of Mississippi.     This Saturday 
the Grand Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve is celebrating 
Nature Photography Day with an event open to the public to capture 
their own photos of the nature.

3:00

Environment 6/11/2013 10pm News SHRIMP DAY 1 Good evening and thanks for joining us.  Today was the first day of the 
2013 Shrimping Season.  250 shrimp boats dropped their nets at 6:00 
this morning.   That's 40 more boats then last year but still a big 
decline from the years before Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil spill.  

1:52

Environment 6/12/2013 430 GMM SHRIMP DAY 10 We begin with initial numbers from the first day of the 2013 shrimp 
season.  The Department of Marine Resources tells us 250 shrimp 
boats dropped their nets YESTERDAY morning.   

1:55

Environment 6/12/2013 6 00 GMM SHRIMP DAY 10 We begin with initial numbers from the first day of the 2013 shrimp 
season.  The Department of Marine Resources tells us 250 shrimp 
boats dropped their nets YESTERDAY morning.  That's 40 more boats 
than last year but still a big decline from the years before Hurricane 
Katrina

1:55

Environment 6/12/2013 630pm News CBS FISH REPORT The Billfish Classic is over   But what hat happens to all the fish that 
are turned in to be weighed?   Al Jones has a look in this week's fish 
and game report.

1:47

Environment 6/13/2013 5 00 am GMM FISH REPORT The Billfish Classic is over.  But what happens to all the fish that are 
turned in to be weighed?     Al Jones has a look in this week's fish and 
game report.

1:46

Environment 6/13/2013 4pm Show SOUTHCOAST FEST It's time to get outside and celebrate the beautiful Mississippi Coast 
with this year's South Coast Summer fest.     It's a 10-day long festival 
celebrating paddle sports and being active outside.     Joining us today 
are Carolyn Ramseur from South Coast Paddling Company and Brad 
Young.

3:30

Environment 6/14/2013 6pm News REGATTA Look closely across the Mississippi Sound and you'll see them this 
weekend.    Some 35 sailboats from across the gulf region are 
competing in the "Gulf Challenge Cup" regatta.   Steve Phillips went 
offshore today to bring us some close-up action of the opening day 
races.

1:46

Environment 6/17/2013 6pm News SMOKING BAN Ocean Springs Mayor Connie Moran wants to see smoking banned in 
*all public places.     It's an issue that has been before the Board of 
Aldermen several times  but has yet to get enough votes.     Now The 
mayor is using facebook to gather thoughts from neighbors.

:30



Environment 6/17/2013 6pm News DMR REPORT A 60 day assessment of the operation of the Department of Marine 
Resource is now complete.  The assessment, conducted by an 
independent CPA firm, will be unveiled publicly tomorrow for the first 
time.  The agency is under investigation by federal and state 
inivestigators.

2:35

Environment 6/17/2013 630pm News CBS SHRIMP The shrimp are nice-sizedhowever, the landings are lower compared to 
years past.   That's what shrimpers are saying about the first week of 
the 20-13 shrimp season.   Trang Pham-Bui has more.

1:00

Environment 6/18/2013 5 00 am GMM DMR REPORT 6 The 60-day assessment of the Department of Marine Resources is now 
complete.  The findings from the independent CPA firm hired to do that 
assessment, will be released to the public TODAY.    The DMR is under 
investigation by federal and state officials for alleged mishandling of 
money.

2:30

Environment 6/18/2013 6 00 GMM SMOKING BAN 6 Ocean Springs Mayor Connie Moran plans to push for a more stringent 
smoking ban.     Michelle Lady joins us with the story.     Mayor Moran 
plans to bring up a discussion tonight in front of the board of aldermen 
asking them to consider a smoking ban in all public place except bars 
that don't serve food.

2:00

Environment 6/18/2013 630pm News CBS CMR REAX The Commission on Marine Resources met today and heard first hand 
about problems at the agency the commission oversees, the 
Department of Marine Resources.  New executive director Jamie Miller 
ordered a 60 day assessment of the agency by an independent C-P-A 
firm when he took over a few months ago.

0:47

Environment 6/19/2013 430 GMM CMR REAX 630 The Department of Marine resources now has the groundwork to get 
back on the right track.   The Commission on Marine Resources met 
Yesterday and heard first hand about problems at the agency.  New 
executive director Jamie Miller ordered a 60 day assessment of the 
agency by an independent CPA firm.

0:49

Environment 6/19/2013 6 00 GMM CMR REAX 630 The Department of Marine resources now has the groundwork to get 
back on the right track. The Commission on Marine Resources met 
Yesterday and heard first hand about problems at the agency.  New 
executive director Jamie Miller ordered a 60 day assessment of the 
agency by an independent C-P-A.

0:49

Environment 6/19/2013 MORNING CUT INS CBS 4 The Department of Marine resources now has the groundwork to get 
back on the right track.   The Commission on Marine Resources met 
Yesterday and heard first hand about problems at the agency.  New 
executive director Jamie Miller ordered a 60 day assessment of the 
agency by an independent C-P-A.

0:49

Environment 6/19/2013 6pm News SMOKE FREE The smoking ban battle continues to smolder in Pascagoula.     The city 
council passed an ordinance last night to ban smoking in public places.   
But As Patrice Clark reports.. some business owners have mixed 
feeling about the council deciding where folks can light up.

1:48

Environment 6/19/2013 630pm News CBS FISH REPORT We are coming off a great weekend for fishing.   And the season is just 
staring to heat up.     Al Jones has a look in this week's fish and game 
report.

1:51



Environment 6/20/2013 5 00 am GMM SMOKE FREE 6 The smoking ban battle continues to smolder in Pascagoula.     You'll 
recall, Tuesday the city council passed an ordinance THIS WEEK to ban 
smoking in public places..  But As Patrice Clark reports.. some 
business owners have mixed feeling about the council deciding where 
folks can light up.

1:50

Environment 6/20/2013 5 00 am GMM FISH REPORT 630 We are coming off a great weekend for fishing and the season is just 
staring to heat up.   Al Jones has a look  in this week's fish and game 
report.

1:51

Environment 6/27/2013 5pm News DEER ISLAND A unique project that uses natural materials to the save the shores of 
Deer Island is already making a difference.   We first told you about 
the "living shoreline project" back in February.    College students from 
Vermont helped the Department of Marine Resources make mesh 
bags.

2:18

Environment 6/28/2013 5 00 am GMM DEER ISLAND Now to a follow up on    A unique project that uses natural materials to 
the save the shores of Deer Island is already making a difference.   We 
first told you about the "living shoreline project" in February.   That's 
when college students from Vermont helped the Department of Marine 
Resource.

2:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/3/2013 630pm News CBS MENTAL HEALTH Hollywood is at the White House today to help President Obama create 
a buzz about the need to address mental health problems in America.   
Actor Bradley Cooper has been promoting mental health awareness 
since his Oscar-nominated leading role as a man with bipolar disorder.

1:04

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/3/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Researchers look at whether anesthesia can lead to dementia in the 
elderly…and a new study offers four lifestyle changes to reduce your 
risk of dying.    Karen Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:36

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/5/2013 4pm Show KENNY CRAWFORD RUN If you are looking for a good way to get active this weekend, the 7th 
annual Kenny Crawford Memorial River Run is being held.    The 
proceeds go to three local children with major medical conditions.   

3:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/5/2013 4pm Show PREPARING SENIORS You may think you are ready for hurricane season.      You have an 
evacuation plan ready, a 72-hour kit ready but have you thought about 
what the seniors in your life would do if a hurricane hit?    Joining us 
today is Mary Sukiennik from Home Instead Senior Care who is here to 
talk about how to.

3:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/6/2013 10pm News HEALTHY FATS With warmer weather upon us... many of us are thinking about eating 
light and avoiding fattening foods.     But not all fats are created equal, 
there are good fats and bad fats.    Karen Abernathy has more on 
tonight's healthwatch report.

1:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/7/2013 5 00 am GMM HEALTHY FATS With warmer weather upon us... many of us are thinking about eating 
light, and avoiding fattening foods.     But not all fats are created 
equal.    There are good fats and there are bad fats.      Karen 
Abernathy explains in this mornings  health watch.

1:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/7/2013 4pm Show CHILD SAFETY HOT CARS Did you know Mississippi is the fifth highest per capita in childhood 
deaths from children left in cars.     That's according to the American 
Medical Response team.     It's a growing issue that can easily be 
avoided.     Here today to tell us more is Butch Oberhoff from 
American Medical Response.

3:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/10/2013 4pm Show AARP SAFE DRIVING There are numerous opportunities that allow seniors to refresh their 
driving techniques.     Driving classes help them gain confidence and 
positive driving attitudes.     Here to talk about upcoming senior 
driving classes is Paul Vanderfin, who is a driving instructor with A-A-R-
P.

3:15



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/10/2013 4pm Show ALZHEIMER WALK According to the Alzheimer's Association, more than five-million 
Americans are living with Alzheimer's Disease today.    And groups 
across the country showing their support.. in the fight against this 
debilitating disease.     This weekend "We Care Hospice" hosts the  
"Alzheimer's       

3:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/10/2013 630pm News CBS UMBILICAL BLOOD Mississippi will soon be the first state requiring doctors to keep 
umbilical cord blood from teenage moms.    The new state law goes 
into effect July first is aimed at identifying rapists and cutting down on 
teen pregnancy.   Courtney Ann Jackson takes a closer look at this 
controversial law.

1:53

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/10/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Using designated drivers may not be safe as you think    And why 
children should avoid multiple concussions. Karen Abernathy has 
tonight's healthwatch report.

1:13

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/12/2013 630pm News CBS DROWNING This is the time of year when families hit the beach or dive into the 
pool.    Recent drowning-deaths in Gulf Shores and South Mississippi 
have many parents taking extra precautions this summer.    Trang 
Pham-Bui has more.

1:23

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/12/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Regular walks may prevent diabetes and doctors reveal another 
danger for women who are obese.     Karen Abernathy has tonight's 
healthwatch report.

1:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/13/2013 630pm News CBS YIELD First responders often face dangerous and even deadly obstacles while 
rushing to help.    Just last week in Georgia two medics and a patient 
were killed in a traffic accident on the way to the hospital.  Emergency 
officials say not all drivers know what to do when they see the flashing 
lights.  

2:08

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/13/2013 630pm News CBS CHEMICAL PHONER These types of explosions can be extremely dangerous, not only to 
those in the building, but also to residents of the surrounding area.     
Jackson County Director of Emergency Services Earl Etheridge joins us 
by phone now with information on the possible effects of chemical 
explosions.

0:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/13/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Childhood obesity is sending more kids to the hospital.      And the 
best way to treat depression may depend on what the brain looks like.     
Karen Abernathy has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/13/2013 630pm News CBS SENIOR FAIR It was all about health, wellness, and ELVIS in Pascagoula today.   The 
Jackson County Senior Awareness Committee sponsored a free health 
and entertainment fair at the civic center "ELVIS Rocks" was the 
theme and some folks even dressed in their poodle skirt costumes.

0:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/14/2013 430 GMM SENIOR FAIR 630 It was all about health, wellness and ELVIS in Pascagoula.     The 
Jackson County Senior Awareness Committee sponsored a free health 
and entertainment fair at the civic center yesterday. "ELVIS Rocks" 
was the theme and some folks even dressed in their poodle skirts.  

0:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/14/2013 6 00 GMM SENIOR FAIR 630 It was all about health, wellness and ELVIS in Pascagoula.     The 
Jackson County Senior Awareness Committee sponsored a free health 
and entertainment fair at the civic center yesterday. "ELVIS Rocks" 
was the theme and some folks even dressed in their poodle skirts.     

0:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/14/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS A New York man is thankful for the gift of life this Father's Day.      He 
recently had a liver transplant giving him a chance to welcome his new 
daughter into the world. Alison Harmelin has tonight's healthwatch 
report.

1:42



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/17/2013 6pm News PRESCRIPTIONS Temperatures and humidity are beginning to soar in South 
Mississippi…and one casualty of summer heat that you may not 
realize.is your prescription medication.  Karen Abernathy has more on 
tonight's healthwatch report. 

2:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/17/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS According to a new study out today, fights between siblings could be 
more serious than some parents think.       Karen Abernathy has 
tonight's healthwatch report.

1:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/18/2013 5 00 am GMM PRESCRIPTIONS 6 Temperatures and humidity are beginning to soar in South 
Mississippiand one casualty of summer heat  that you may not realize 
is your prescription medication.   As the number of people taking 
prescription drugs grow there are some important precautions you 
should know about.  

1:57

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/18/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Facebook is helping raise awareness about the need to donate organs.    1:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/19/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS Why it's important for men to get a good night sleep on the weekend 
and early treatment for a stroke can save lives.     Karen Abernathy 
has tonight's healthwatch report.

1:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/19/2013 630pm News CBS MS WEST NILE The Mississippi State Department of Health is reporting the second 
human case of West Nile virus for 2013.   The case was reported in 
Forrest County. In April of this year, one case was reported in Madison 
County.  Health officials only report laboratory-confirmed cases to the 
public.    

0:35

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/25/2013 630pm News CBS BLOOD DRIVE There's still time for you to save a life today.  The 25th Annual Media 
for Red Cross Blood Drive has been going on all day at Edgewater Mall, 
but they'll be packing up and heading home in about 20 minutes.  Mike 
Reader is there as the last few donors roll up their sleeves.

0:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/25/2013 630pm News CBS HEALTH NEWS How exercise helps people with type two diabetes.  And can 
breastfeeding influence a child's occupation.Alison Harmelin has 
tonight's healthwatch report.

1:29

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/27/2013 5pm News SIDEWALKS It won't be long before summer pick up games end and  Joseph Burns 
and Dominic Graham will pick up books and walk to Westside 
Elementary School.  With no sidewalks on the streets, it can be a 
dangerous journey

1:35

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare

6/28/2013 630pm News CBS SPECIAL SESSION State lawmakers wrapped up the special session on Medicaid today.   
The Senate voted not to expand medicaid under Obamacare, but 
passed the funding bill in its original form just as the House voted to 
do yesterday.     State Representative Hank Zuber joins us by phone 
tonight 

0:19

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/5/2013 6pm News DEBUYS WORK Before drivers can cruise down a smoother Debuys Road crews have to 
take care of problems lurking underneath the road.  Biloxi, Gulfport, 
and Harrison County are working together to pave the section south of 
Pass Road.   But before that can begin the cities have to take care of 
any infrastructure problems.

1:59

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/6/2013 5 00 am GMM DEBUYS WORK 6 Before drivers can cruise down a smoother Debuys Road crews have to 
take care of problems lurking underneath the road.   Biloxi, Gulfport, 
and Harrison County are working together to pave the section south of 
Pass Road.  

2:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/6/2013 6 00 GMM BILOXI STREETS 6 An old Biloxi neighborhood Hollywood Hills and the surrounding area is 
undergoing an extensive infrastructure renovation. It is being paid for 
with five-point-eight million dollars in FEMA funding.    Some residents 
living in the area say the project is taking too long. 

2:17



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/6/2013 6pm News BILOXI STREETS An old Biloxi neighborhood Hollywood Hills and the surrounding area is 
undergoing an extensive infrastructure renovation. It is being paid for 
with five-point-eight million dollars in FEMA funding.    Some residents 
living in the area say the project is taking too long.

2:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/7/2013 5 00 am GMM BILOXI STREETS 6 An old Biloxi neighborhood Hollywood Hills and the surrounding area is 
undergoing an extensive infrastructure renovation. It is being paid for 
with five-point-eight million dollars in FEMA funding.    Some residents 
living in the area say the project  is taking too long.  

2:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/7/2013 6 00 GMM BILOXI STREETS 6 An old Biloxi neighborhood Hollywood Hills and the surrounding area is 
undergoing an extensive infrastructure renovation. It is being paid for 
with five-point-eight million dollars in FEMA funding.    Some residents 
living in the area say the project is taking too long.

2:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/13/2013 630pm News CBS TOLL BOOTHS The Crescent City Connection has a new look today.     Five of the 
bridge's 12 toll booths were removed.  The actual tolls were lifted back 
in March, but crews began removing the 25-hundred pound booths late 
Wednesday night.  After the booths are removed, they may have life 
again. 

0:26

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/14/2013 430 GMM TOLL BOOTHS 630 The Crescent City Connection has a new look..  Five of the bridge's 12 
toll booths were removed.  The actual tolls were lifted back in March, 
but crews began removing the 25-hundred pound booths late 
Wednesday night.  After the booths are removed, they may have life 
again. 

0:26

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 6/14/2013 6 00 GMM TOLL BOOTHS 630 The Crescent City Connection has a new look.   Five of the bridge's 12 
toll booths were removed.   The actual tolls were lifted back in March, 
but crews began removing the 25-hundred pound booths late 
Wednesday night.   After the booths are removed, they may have life 
again.   

0:26



 
Public Service Announcements aired on WLOX-TV 

April 1 through June 30, 2013 
 

WLOX-TV airs public service announcements (PSAs) on topics of interest to the communities it serves. 
These PSAs air throughout the broadcast day on WLOX. 
PSAs from among the campaigns listed below comprised those that aired on WLOX in the 2nd Quarter 
2013.  These PSAs were selected to target the ascertained community issues as listed in this report.  As 
follows: 
 
Topic:  Education 

• Marine Corps “USMC Scholarship Fund”  30 Seconds 
• “Right to Read”  30 Seconds 
• The Nature Conservancy – “The Forest”  30 Seconds 
• MLK Day  “Remember”  30 Seconds 
• “Jimmy Scholarship”  30 Seconds 
• Boys and Girls Club  30 Seconds and 60 Seconds 
• Bacot McCarty “Education”  30 Seconds 
•  “Water Sense”  30 Seconds 
• Boys Town “Education”  60 Seconds 
• Air Force Reserve “Stay in School” 30 & 60 Seconds 

 
 
Topic:  Economy / Taxes 

• Ad Council – “Save the Pig” 30 & 60 Seconds 
 
Topic:  Crime 

• Reducing Gun Violence - “Keep firearms away from kids. The 13 to 24 year old gun crime rate in 
the USA is 31%.” 30 and 60  seconds 

• Gulfport Police Dept. “Volunteer”  30 Seconds 
 
Topic:  Health Care / Care for the Elderly / Child Care 

• Ad Council 
• “Wireless Amber Alerts – Save a child.” 30 seconds 
• “Energy Savers – save electricity” 30 seconds 
• “Magical Things – save electricity” 30 seconds 
• “Reagan – Stay in School” 30 seconds 
• “Barriers – Stay in School” 30 seconds 
• “Teen dating – phone texting harassment” 30 seconds 
• “Be a Dad today” 20 seconds and 5 seconds 
• “Child Oral Health A – brush teeth 2 minutes” 30 seconds 



• “Child Oral Health B – brush teeth 2 minutes” 30 seconds 
• “Tooth Fairy” 30 seconds 
• Air Force Reserves 
• “There are great career opportunities in the Air Force Reserve.” 30 seconds 
• “Hurricane Hunters for Career opportunities” 30 seconds 
• Childhood Obesity 
• “Get active - to prevent obesity.” 30 seconds 
• “Drew Brees - get active” 30 seconds 
• Cyberbullying 
• “Stop Cyberbullying – what it is, how it works and how to prevent it.” 30 seconds 
• Homefront 
• “Church of Latter Day Saints. Be there for your children.” 30 and 60 seconds 
• Wireless Amber Alerts 
• “Sign up to get Amber Alerts sent to your cell phone.” 30 seconds 
• Forest Conservation 
• “Discover and Explore the Forest with Shrek” 30, 20 & 15 seconds 
• American Lung Association 
• “Be smoke free and live a healthy life” 30 & 20 seconds 
• “Voice of Change, make a pledge to not smoke” 30 second 
• Committee for Responsible Eating 
• “Help teach kids to eat Healthy” 60 seconds 
• Vision Council of America 
• “Help Kids see better for their future.” 30 and 60 seconds. 
• Infant Adoption Awareness 
• “Adopt a kid today. Change a life” 60 seconds 
• Secondary Schools Principles 
• “Stay in School, for a better future” 60 seconds 
• Shriners Hospital 
• “Shriners helping kids live better lives” 60 seconds 
• USA Freedom Corps 
• “Teens volunteer. Become a volunteer today.” 60 seconds 
• US Surgeon General 
• “Destiny,  Keep kids healthy.” 30 seconds 
• Foundation for a Better Life 
• “Reach out to others. Help people everyday” 60 seconds 
• “Teacher Helper. Become a teacher helper today” 60 seconds 
• Make a Wish Foundation 
• “Making kids dreams come true” 60 seconds 
• March of Dimes 
• “Premature infants. March of Dimes helping kids learn.” 60 seconds 



• Inspiring Inventions 
• “Inventions are what inspire us all” 30 and 60 seconds 
• Skin Cancer Foundation 
• “Put sunscreen on kids” 20 seconds 
• United States Air Force 
• “Better Futures by Lt Col” 30 seconds 
• Civitan – “Paula Dean” 30 Seconds 
• CASA – “CASA Volunteer” 30 Seconds 
• Life of Mississippi – 30 Seconds 
• March of Dimes – 30 & 60 Seconds 
• Mississippi Childrens Home – 30 Seconds 
• National Stroke Assoc. – 30 Seconds 
• Paralyzed Veterans – 30 Seconds 
• Rotary “Polio” 30 Seconds 
• Social Security Administration “Medicare Fraud”  30 Second 
• Skin Cancer – 30 Seconds 
• Veterans Affairs – 30 Seconds 
• Alliance for Health – 30 Seconds 
• Dave Thomas Foundation “ Adoption”  30 Seconds 
• Gulf Coast YMCA  30 Seconds 

 
Topic:  Environment 

• Arbor Day Foundation  30 Seconds 
• World Wildlife Fund  “ Education”  30 Seconds 
• Boating and Fishing  30 & 60 Seconds 
• Water Sense “Saving Water” 30 Seconds 

 
Topic:  Drugs & Alcohol 

• Gamblers Anonymous  30 Seconds 
• Ad Council – “Underage Drinking”  30 Seconds 

 
Topic:  Roads / Traffic / Drainage 

• Negligent Driving “Don’t Text and Drive” 30 Seconds 



  
 
 
  
 

 
                                                                            
 
 
July 1, 2013 
 
 
 
 
To:  Station Management 
 
Re:  ABC Television Network Second Quarter, 2013 Program Information 
 
Attached is the Second Quarter review of the ABC Television Network News & Public Affairs 
Programming.  The information, which we will continue to issue on a quarterly basis, may be useful to 
licensees in compiling their FCC quarterly issues/program list for your station's public inspection files.  All 
related legal materials will be posted on the A-Net prior to the 10th day of the new quarter (Word version 
7.0). 
 
If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact your Station Relations representative, or 
send an e-mail to abc.affiliate.relations@abc.com.   
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
Susi D'Ambra-Coplan 
Vice President 
Affiliate Relations 
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ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – Second Quarter, 2013 
AMERICA THIS MORNING 
 Monday through Friday 
 4:30 - 7:00AM ET/PT 
 
 Rob Nelson and Diana Perez co-anchor this morning news program which provides viewers with 
 late-breaking national and international news, sports, weather and financial reports.  Featuring 
 separate and distinct fifteen-minute  segments, information about overnight events is constantly 
 updated. 
 
GOOD MORNING AMERICA 
 Monday through Friday 
 7:00-9:00AM ET/PT 
 
 George Stephanopoulos and Robin Roberts provide viewers with timely news reports, 
               informative features, weather information, and up-to-the minute interviews with world leaders. 
   
WORLD NEWS WITH DIANE SAWYER  

Monday through Friday 
 6:30-7:00PM ET and 7:00-7:30PM ET 
 5:30-6:00PM PT and 6:00-6:30PM PT and 6:30-7:00PM PT 
 
ABC News Anchor Diane Sawyer keeps viewers informed about world news events in this half-hour news 
review. 

 
NIGHTLINE 

Monday through Friday 
11:35PM - 12:06:30AM ET/PT - unless otherwise indicated 
 
Cynthia McFadden, Terry Moran and Bill Weir co-anchor the program which provides 
 in-depth discussion of current events. 
 
NOTE: As news events warrant, ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE may be expanded.  Please 
 refer to the NIGHTLINE section for exact program times. 
 

WORLD NEWS NOW 
Sunday through Thursday (Broadcast Day) 
   2:00 -   6:00AM ET 
   1:00 -   6:00AM CT 
 12:00 -   6:00AM MT 
 12:00 -   5:00AM PT - Sunday 
 12:36:30 -   5:00AM PT - Monday through Thursday 
 
Comprised of thirty-minute segments, ABC's WORLD NEWS NOW, with co-anchors Diana 
Perez and John Muller, offers up-to-date news coverage including a mixture of live and taped 
coverage of domestic and international news issues. 
 

 
PRIMETIME: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 
 Using hidden cameras, “What Would You Do?” establishes everyday scenarios and then captures 
 people's reactions.  Whether people are compelled to act or mind their own business, John 
 Quiñones reports on their split-second and often surprising decision-making process. 
 
 Fridays 
    9:00  - 10:00 PM ET 
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 20/20 
 
 Informational News magazine combines hard-hitting investigative reports, 
 newsmaker interviews, compelling human interest and feature stories, and offers 
 viewers a chance to learn more about the world around them.  
 
 Monday thru Friday 

10:00    - 11:00PM ET 
ABC News Correspondents David Muir and Elizabeth Vargas anchor 20/20.  

 
 
THIS WEEK WITH GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS  
 Sundays 
          9:00 – 10:00AM ET / 8:00 –   9:00AM PT 
                       and 10:30 – 11:30AM ET /  9:00 – 10:00AM PT 
    

ABC News Correspondent George Stephanopoulos anchors this news/interview program which 
focuses on the latest news events.  World leaders and policy makers participate in roundtable 
discussions. 

 
 NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or re-scheduling of various 
  news feeds. 
 
WORLD NEWS WITH DAVID MUIR 
 Saturdays & Sundays 
    6:00 – 6:30PM ET / PT and 6:30 – 7:00PM ET / PT 
  
 This half-hour news program reviews the day's major events. 
 
 NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or re-scheduling of various 
  news feeds. 
 
ABC NEWS BRIEF 
 Monday through Friday 
 aprx. 2:58 - 3:00PM ET/1:58 - 2:00PM PT 
  
 This two-minute news capsule updates important news events of the day. 
 
 NOTE: As events warrant, ABC NEWS BRIEF may be expanded or re-scheduled, or an  
  additional News Brief may be scheduled. 
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ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – Second Quarter, 2013 
 
PT: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 
When you think no one is watching...what would you do?  The popular ABC News series, Called "a Candid 
Camera of Ethics" by The Columbia Journalism Review, returns with all-new scenarios. 
 
Friday, May 31, 2013 (9PM ET - Season Premiere) 

• Rude Street Musician: A street musician is playing his guitar and singing along a crowded city 
street... only he is not your typical singer/songwriter. Instead he makes his living insulting people, 
making fun of everything. But when his tunes hit a sour note and the ballad becomes bullying, will 
anyone confront him? 

• Boating Under the Influence: A clearly intoxicated couple and their young child are sitting at a 
marina bar, drinking and carrying on. When the drunk father and mother try to head back to their 
boat with their child, will anyone stand up and stop them from potential disaster? 

• Transgender Prom: How will fellow shoppers react when they witness a transgender girl trying 
on dresses to wear to her prom? What will the response be when her father disagrees with the 
dress choice?  

• Runaway Bride: A woman in a wedding dress runs into a bar, sits down at a stool and orders 
some hard liquor. She's sweating, her mascara is running, and she looks completely distraught, 
explaining she is having cold feet. Will complete strangers give advice? What if it's the groom 
having cold feet?  

 
Friday, June 7, 2013 

• Nail Polish & Prejudice: A lady getting a pedicure is talking to a friend on her phone when she 
realizes the woman performing the service speaks very little English. The customer starts making 
derogatory comments about the nail technician to the person she is on the phone with. Will any 
fellow customers confront the rude lady about her behavior?  

• Coffee Connoisseur: A man walks into a café and orders an incredibly complicated drink, clearly 
overwhelming the barista. When she hands him the drink, the customer claims it’s not correct and 
demands another one, becoming very rude and insulting. Will anyone in line for their own coffee 
defend our barista in distress? 

• Mean Barista: What would you do if you encountered the meanest, laziest barista you’ve ever 
seen? She gets your name wrong, she rolls her eyes, she can’t make a latte, and what you ordered 
is never what you receive. As her customer service becomes worse and worse, will anyone defend 
our customer’s right for an iced chai latte? 

• Gay Athlete: A teenage basketball player is with his teammates getting a pair of sneakers in the 
store when he decides to come out to them. His teammates express anger and disgust. Will anyone 
in the store come to the gay athlete’s defense? What will happen if it is his coach expressing 
negative thoughts? 

 
Friday, June 14, 2013 

• Sedating the Baby: Recently a pre-school teacher was accused of putting sedatives in the sippy cups of 
toddlers. So what would happen when a nanny, out to lunch with a toddler-aged child who is running around 
and misbehaving, threatens to, and then gives the child what looks like medicine to calm him down?  

• Middle Eastern Discrimination:  A young man wearing an American flag T-shirt enters a deli and verbally 
harasses and threatens a Middle Eastern clerk because of his ethnic background. How will other patrons 
react? 

• Velvet Rope: Two women are in line at a nightclub, excited about their night out. But when they finally 
make it to the front of the line, they run into a bouncer who has a very strict and completely offensive 
admission policy. The bouncer berates them about what they're wearing, and how they are not thin, or tall 
enough for "model night". Will anyone else on line stand up for the women?  

• Proposition: An attractive, conservatively dressed young woman reveals to a bartender that she is nearly 
broke, with no job prospects and no one to turn to for help. So what will happen when a slick businessman 
sitting nearby leans over and says he knows how she can make some fast cash as a "special companion" for 
his out of town clients? Will anyone at the bar step in? 

• Route 66 Preview: Next Friday, June 21, "What Would You Do?" takes to the road, travelling Route 66 
through the heart of the country. John Qui–ones previews the hour with a scenario taken straight from the 
headlines -- Gay Boy Scouts. Just last month, the long held ban on gay scouts was reversed. What will others 
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do when they see two boy scouts picking on another, threatening to "out" him to his family and leaders? Will 
they side with the gay scout or his non-accepting friends? 

 
Friday, June 21, 2013 

• Wanted Woman: At a Springfield, Missouri pawn shop, posters of the latest criminal to walk the 
streets of Missouri adorn the walls, the doors, and lay in a stack near the checkout counter. She’s 
young, she’s attractive, and she recently ripped off a jewelry store for $100,000 worth of 
diamonds. What would you do if you saw this same woman enter the store and try to pawn the 
wares she’s stolen? 

• Accent Discrimination: A Springfield, Missouri restaurant patron levels disrespectful comments 
at his server who has a heavy accent. The customer’s discriminatory remarks include, “You’re in 
America. Speak English!” Will anyone confront the patron about his behavior?  

• Dine & Dash: While awaiting their food at a Weatherford, Oklahoma restaurant, three loud 
teenage boys taunt and dare each other to exit without paying. When the check arrives, the teens 
dash for the door. Once customers realize that the boys are up to no good, will they prevent them 
from “dining and dashing”? 

• Route 66 Runaway: A beautiful teen girl is sitting in a Weatherford, Oklahoma rest stop 
restaurant looking upset when a trucker sitting across from her asks what's wrong. She explains 
that she ran away. The trucker tells her that she is so beautiful she could be an actress in 
California, adding that he is heading that way and would be happy to take her along. Will anyone 
stop her from going with the trucker and convince her to call home?  

• Sweet Tea Swindler: What would you do if you bought sweet tea from a cute young boy and girl, 
only to have them unexpectedly charge you extra for the cup? Will the real life customers stand up 
to our tiny con artists in an Amarillo, Texas park? 

 
Friday, June 28, 2013 

• Quick Dip:  We’ve all made a wish and thrown coins into a fountain. But what would you do if 
you saw someone taking money OUT of a casino fountain in order to continue to gamble? Will 
anyone step in as the gambler fills his pockets with the coins collected? 

• Found Wallet: Visitors enjoying a casino getaway sit down at a bar and stumble upon a wallet 
filled with identification, credit cards, $250 in cash and a $250 casino voucher. Will the actors 
split the cash, dine and dash, or honestly return the wallet with all of its contents? When the owner 
of the wallet returns to retrieve it, will anyone in the bar speak up? 

• Interracial Couple: A pastor refuses to marry an interracial couple. Will any onlookers stand up 
for the couple? 

• Little Boy Mani: A mom takes her young son for a manicure. What would you do if a fellow 
salon patron criticized the woman for allowing her son to partake in such a “girly activity?”  
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20/20 
Friday, April 5, 2013 
LOSING IT 
20/20 reports on people who are reportedly melting down, acting up and otherwise losing it; the hour also 
reports on celebrity meltdowns, road rage and unbelievable courtroom shenanigans. 
 
Friday, April 12, 2013 
SHAMELESS 
With reports on an internet Casanova, insurance scammers and squatters, 20/20 examines wide ranging 
behavior that some call shameless.  Elizabeth Vargas and David Muir report. 
 

• Internet Casanova: He is accused of being a one man wrecking crew, a man who found women 
and sometimes professed his love. Ray Holycross thought he had perfected his Internet Casanova 
routine until he met his match, Amy Robach with a cautionary tale of reality in the age of internet 
dating.  

•  “Below the Line” Deductions: Vince Burroughs claims a former female IRS agent offered to 
make his tax problems disappear in exchange for a little accounting under the covers. Burroughs is 
now suing the U.S. government. Chris Connelly reports.  

• Workers’ Comp: 20/20 investigates people out to make a quick buck by faking injuries in order 
to collect disability payments. Private Investigator John Hakala shows Cecilia Vega how these 
alleged con artists are often busted by surveillance cameras.  

• Rich Kids Instagram:  Wealthy teenagers are using photo sharing site Instagram to pull back the 
velvet curtain on the world of the ultra rich. Nick Watt reports.  

• Squatters: Dan Harris follows the story of Andre Barbosa, the man who took over a multi-
million dollar foreclosed home on the water in Boca Raton, Florida, making headlines nationwide, 
while frustrated neighbors tried to have him evicted.  

• Ridiculous Write-Offs: The stripper who wrote off her breast implants… the lawyer who thought 
he could write off as a medical expense the $65,000 he spent on prostitutes…20/20 reports on 
some imaginative deductions.  

 
Friday, April 26, 2013 
IN AN INSTANT 
In a moment of crisis, lives can change drastically by twists of fate and split-second decisions. 20/20 
reports on surviving everything from random violence and acts of terror to massive highway accidents and 
the madness of crowds and stampedes. ABC News Correspondent Byron Pitts will give viewers the latest 
information on the Boston Marathon tragedy, including stories of survival. Additional reports will include:  
 

• John Qui–ones reports on the split-second decisions that can make the difference between life and 
death during a potentially deadly highway pile-up.  

• What makes the difference between life and death when there is an active shooter in the office? 
Elizabeth Vargas speaks with workplace shooting survivors and a law enforcement official who 
demonstrates what to do. 

• 20/20 explores the phenomena of "crowd think" and the herd mentality of stampedes, where 
individuals forget logical thinking and instead follow everyone else -- even if it is clearly not the 
right thing to do.  

• Amputee college soccer player Bree McMahon shares her inspiring story of recovery, and 20/20  
is with her as she visits Boston to support the amputee victims whose lives changed in an instant 
on Monday. Deborah Roberts reports. 

 
Friday, May 3, 2013 
TRUE CONFESSIONS 
Get ready for a big dose of shocking disclosures… from doctors and hairdressers and even burglars, the 
people in your neighborhood reveal some surprising secrets of their trade.  Anchored by Elizabeth Vargas 
and David Muir, reports include: 
 

• Burglars: How does a house burglar pick which home to rob? What’s their preferred method for 
getting in and out? Chris Patterson of Minneapolis, convicted four times of burglary, reveals all. 
Deborah Roberts reports. 
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• Hairdressers: A popular Santa Monica hair stylist shares secrets of her trade. 20/20 hits the 
streets to see if a panel of men can tell which women got a cheap cut and who got the $600 trim. 
Cecilia Vega reports.  

• Doctors: Dr. Michael Makary of Johns Hopkins tears the curtain back on the secrets of the 
medical profession from the big stuff. Elizabeth Vargas reports.  

• Moms: Some lie, scream, hold grudges and play favorites with their own kids! They’re the moms 
who post their darkest secrets on Jill Smokler’s Scary Mommy blog. Elizabeth Vargas explores 
the lives of women who post on Smokler’s “Confess a Mommy Sin” board.  

• Window Washers: Matt Gutman goes up against the glass with a crew of Florida high-rise guys 
who videotape their adventures on helmet-cams. 

 
Friday, May 10, 2013 
BREAKING FREE, BREAKING BAD 
Three women freed from their prison, and another woman possibly sent to one for the rest of her life...  
Anchored by Elizabeth Vargas and David Muir, "20/20" offers viewers the most complete and up-to-date 
look at two of the biggest stories making headlines this week: 

• David Muir reports from Cleveland, Ohio on the miracle and outrage after three women and a 
child are finally home following 10 long years of captivity.  

• Just yesterday in Arizona, Jodi Arias was convicted of murdering her boyfriend, Travis Alexander. 
Elizabeth Vargas and Dan Abrams take viewers inside an exact replica of the crime scene. Plus, a 
never-before-seen police interview with Arias.  

 
Friday, May 17, 2013 
WORK WARS 
How do you survive working for a tough boss? What is your favorite office revenge fantasy? What are the 
hidden career killers? “Work Wars” - how to wage them and how to win them. 

• I Quit: Joey D. Francesco despised his job as a hotel worker, so he decided to quit – not just with 
the typical two-weeks’ notice, but in grand fashion. He hired a marching band to come in to his 
boss’ office and blare the news, all captured on video. Dan Harris reports.  

• Tough Bosses: Do you work for an aggressive “boss-hole”? Learn how to survive from the head 
shark himself, “Shark Tank’s” Kevin O’Leary, the straight-talking “Mr. Wonderful” from the hit 
ABC show. Elizabeth Vargas reports.  

• Black Market Office Supplies: Many workers have pilfered the occasional stapler or post-its, but 
what about $1.5 million worth of toner? Such was the case of Marque Gumbs, who financed a 
flashy lifestyle by ordering excess ink as a clerk at Memorial Sloan Kettering, then selling the 
cartridges.  Gio Benitez reports. 

• The Bundle: Being asked by your boss to do stuff you are not crazy about is a common gripe. But 
what happens when your boss offers you $10,000 a year for the rest of your life to help dispose of 
a "bundle" for him. And what if that "bundle" happens to be his dead wife? Jim Avila reports. 

• Tweet Your Receipt: What do waiters and waitresses really think of their customers and what do 
the customers really think of their servers? Recently, a “tweet your receipt” phenomenon has 
brought exchanges between customers and servers into the public sphere. Nick Watt reports.  

• Secret Career Killers: Think working hard, making friends in the office, and bringing in food for 
your colleagues is the way to get ahead? Think again. Paula Faris reports. 
 

Friday, May 24, 2013 
REAL LIFE WAR OF THE ROSES 
It started with a husband's obsession with the divorce movie "War of the Roses" and then escalated to 12 
hours of terror as he held his soon-to-be ex-wife hostage in their very own home. This divorce Armageddon 
played out in real time, all caught, offering sensational insight into the mind of a man out of control and a 
woman fighting for her life. ABC News Anchor Robin Roberts reports the harrowing story. 
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Friday, May 31, 2013 
ALABAMA HOSTAGE CASE 
5-year-old boy Ethan was held hostage for nearly one week in an underground bunker in Midland City. 
Jimmy Lee Dykes' diabolical plan to kidnap a child from a school bus resulted in the murder of the bus 
driver and a six-day standoff with Federal authorities. 20/20 will air the exclusive audio tapes of the 
confrontation with the bus driver; audio of the 9-1-1 call from a student in the back of the bus; and audio of 
the final ranting phone call from an belligerent Dykes. PierreThomas reports. 
 
Friday, June 7, 2013 
SECRET LIVES OF THE HELP & SUPER RICH 
Every wonder how the other half lives? From butlers and maids to nannies and personal assistants, “20/20” 
takes viewers inside the luxurious world of the über-rich. Nick Watt reports on the high maintenance 
demands from some wealthy clients. 
 
Friday, June 14, 2013 
CONTROVERSIAL PARENTS 

• A mom who has three young children, including one with Down Syndrome, and who decides she 
no longer wants to raise them. What happens next? Who steps in? 

• A Massachusetts father who is courting controversy from police and child services for letting his 
10-year-old son, Li'l Poopy, appear in lewd videos singing explicit lyrics in support of his budding 
rap career.  

• A mom who embarrasses her children by continuing to have breast enlargement surgeries, giving 
her one of the biggest set of breasts in the world. She has had 12 surgeries, with another on the 
horizon.  

• A teenage daughter who emancipated herself from her parents because they had a difference of 
opinion over her teen pregnancy. Was there a better option?  

 
Friday, June 21, 2013 
BOTCHED 
20/20 reports on the almost perfect bank robbery,  nips and tucks gone wrong, pageant flubs and mix-ups 
plus a botched Skydive ending with a miraculous result.  Elizabeth Vargas and David Muir anchor with a 
special interview by ABC News correspondent, Gio Benitez. 
 
Friday, June 28, 2013 
IF THESE HALLS COULD TALK 
School is finally out, but do you have any idea what your teens are doing with their free time?  Elizabeth 
Vargas and David Muir report. 

• Slut Shaming: One morning in April, nearly 1,000 students sat listening in an assembly -- as a 
Christian guest speaker preached about abstinence. But the tone of the lecture was considered so 
aggressive that one 18 year-old honor student gave it a very loaded label, “Slut-Shaming.” 
Speaking out in protest turned this once popular West Virginian high school senior into a pariah in 
her conservative town. It’s one girl’s crusade against her community. Elizabeth Vargas has her 
story.  

• Don’t Try This at Home: MTV reality show “Jackass” had a tagline: “Don’t try this at home.” 
Unfortunately today’s teenagers are not heeding that advice, as an alarming number of dangerous, 
sometimes deadly, self-injuring stunts are all the rage on the internet. Dan Harris reports. 

• Who Needs College?: While most people look at the acres of parking lots at major airports and 
only see cars, Rajul Zaparde, Kevin Petrovic, and Shri Ganeshram see something else: money. So 
they put their college plans (MIT, Harvard and Princeton) on hold to create a business model that 
is giving established car rental companies a run for their money. Chris Connelly reports. 

• Rich Kids Instagram: Wealthy teenagers are using photo sharing site Instagram to pull back the 
velvet curtain on the world of the ultra rich. As Nick Watt reports, these real kids giving a 
glimpse of their excessive, fabulous lives. And “regular” people can’t get enough.  

• Sex Change Sweethearts: Katie Hill, and her boyfriend, Arin Andrews are crazy in love. They’re 
like any other teenage couple except that they were each born the opposite sex. Before they 
transitioned, each endured years of bullying, isolation and thoughts of suicide. Now Katie and 
Arin are happy and enjoying life for the first time with someone who completely understands how 
it feels to be born in the wrong body. Deborah Roberts reports. 
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THE LOOKOUT 
A survival guide to the modern consumer jungle, this weekly broadcast will offer a mix of compelling 
undercover investigations and lively dispatches separating fact from fiction about how you spend your 
money.     ABC’s powerhouse team of correspondents will report. 
 
Wednesday, May 29, 2013 (10PM ET - Premiere) 
Cover the trends and products that obsess Americans, offering tips along the way about how to maximize 
value, and avoid costly mistakes. 
 
Wednesday, June 5, 2013 

• Undercover House: Locksmith: Locked out of your house on a cold night? Some locksmith ads 
promise super fast service and bargain prices, but what did our hidden cameras find? Bill Weir is 
on the lookout to tell viewers what they need to know before making that call.  

• Undercover House: TV Repariman: Don’t adjust your screens because one wrong TV setting 
could cost more than you know. What happened when we called in TV repairmen for what should 
have been easy and inexpensive fixes? Juju Chang goes undercover with a team of senior sleuths. 

• Undercover House: The Great Pillow Case Fight:  300, 400, 1000… Does a higher thread count 
mean a better night’s sleep? With the help of a Consumer Reports’ textile expert, “ABC’s The 
Lookout” takes to Central Park with two queen-sized mattresses to unravel the secrets of thread 
counts before you spend big. Deborah Roberts reports. 
 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 
• All-Inclusive Vacations:  Correspondent Paula Faris, her husband and two children go 

undercover on vacation in Mexico to learn what to look out for when booking that all-inclusive 
trip. Also, from restaurants, oceanfront rooms and room décor, an expert shows us how sometimes 
online photos can be deceiving.  

• Germs: Correspondent Nick Watt join and a germaphobic mom and her family on the great 
American road trip to investigate where an average family encounters the most germs and what 
dangers they may pose.  

• Airline Ticket Prices:  Our bags are packed and we’re heading to the airport to find out if and 
why you’re paying more for your airplane ticket than the person sitting next to you. Plus, 
Correspondent Linsey Davis asks experts: Are there really tricks to buying cheap tickets? 

 
Wednesday, June 19, 2013 

• Undercover Mechanic: ABC is on the lookout for what you should know when you go into an 
auto repair shop. We take a real mechanic and send her undercover with Correspondent Elisabeth 
Leamy to repair shops for some simple fixes.  

• Beach Bummer: Do you search for the perfect deal for your every vacation – maybe a crowd-
sourced site that offers coupons for great rates? We buy such a vacation and take a trip to the 
Dominican Republic. But our team got a bit more than they bargained for. Linsey Davis reports. 

• Make My Pet Famous: Do you think your precious dog or cat could be the next pet celebrity? 
“ABC’s The Lookout” sent our undercover dog, Jubert, to a top Hollywood agencies – Hollywood  
Paws -- to see if he might be a candidate for film, TV or Commercials. Will Jubert make the cut? 
Nick Watt reports. 

 
Wednesday, June 26, 2013 

• Moving Troubles:  Packing years of belongings in piles of boxes and relocating your entire 
household is hard enough even when everything goes right. But what if your moving company 
takes away your stuff, then says you owe them more than their original price? Nick Watt 
investigates one family’s tale of moving woe. 

• Real Estate Ads: When it comes to selling your home, what tricks of the real estate trade are fair 
game and what goes over the line? From a celebrity broker caught adding fake fanciness to 
apartment photos, to doctoring the view or add a stunning sunset that could never happen in real 
life, Cynthia McFadden reveals what you need to look out for next time you are on the house hunt. 

• Gas Pumps:  Think that gas pump meter is accurate? Think again. Cecilia Vega looks at the 
efforts to calibrate gas pumps, the army of workers out on the road testing them and how a pump 
can “creep” – sometimes picking your pocket and sometimes giving you a little surprise. 
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• Feng Shui: Need to free up the flow of psychic energy through your home? That’s exactly what 
Feng Shui practitioners say they can do for you, improving your life along the way. “ABC’s The 
Lookout” invited a string of these consultants to a home to do their thing. They came, they saw, 
they moved (the furniture). Amy Robach reports. 

 
 
 
ABC NEWS SPECIALS – Second Quarter, 2013 
Saturday, April 6, 2013 (9PM ET) 
A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20 WITH KATIE COURIC 
Celebrate the 50th Anniversary with Katie in this 20/20 special edition: GENERAL HOSPITAL – THE 
REAL SOAP DISH and relive one of daytime’s favorite soap operas. 
 
Saturday, April 6, 2013 (10PM ET) 
WEDDING CONFIDENTIAL 
20/20 explores the latest wedding trends, from "Groomzillas" to couples kissing for the very first time 
when saying "I Do". Also, see amazing video and stories of wedding mishaps, and the uplifting story of one 
man and woman who have wed each other more than 30 times - all over the world. 
 
Friday, April. 19, 2013 
A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20:  BOSTON MANHUNT 
Residents of Watertown, Massachusetts were awakened overnight by heavy police presence and a dramatic 
shootout that ended with the death of one of the Boston marathon bombing suspects, while the second is 
still on the loose. The Boston area remains effectively locked down.  Elizabeth Vargas anchors live from 
Boston. 
 
Tuesday, April 30, 2013 (10PM ET) 
MURDER, MYSTERY, AMANDA KNOX SPEAKS – A DIANE SAYER EXCLUSIVE 
Amanda Knox, the college junior who was at the center of a murder trial that riveted the attention of 
millions around the world, has never told her story. Now, after the dramatic Italian trial, conviction and the 
court appeal that finally acquitted and freed her, she will speak to ABC News. 
 
Saturday, May 4, 2013 
20/20 SATURDAY (9PM ET) 
Amanda Knox, the college junior who was at the center of a murder trial that riveted the attention of 
millions around the world, has never told her story. Now, after the dramatic Italian trial, conviction and the 
court appeal that finally acquitted and freed her, she will sit down with Diane Sawyer for an exclusive 
interview. 
 
20/20 SATURDAY (10PM ET) 
Anchored by Barbara Walters, 20/20 pulls the blinds back on the nastiest neighbors around: 

• When Neighbors Strike Back: It seems everyone has a nasty neighbor story, but Lori 
Christensen made it her mission to ruin her neighbor’s lives. Her brand of terror was wide ranging 
– from verbal harassment, berating, to incessant videotaping; from unwarranted calls to police and 
housing inspection authorities, to covering her garage door with bizarre and degrading signs. But 
why?  

• Nasty Neighbors Story: One man's anger over a noisy karaoke birthday party explodes into 
mayhem and murder. But the accused says he was justified under the Texas version of the Stand 
Your Ground law. During the trial, though, a picture emerges of a neighborhood simmering with 
deep and disturbing tensions, under siege for years, living in fear of one among them. 

• Celebrity Neighbor Feuds: What happens when the loud music is coming from your celebrity 
neighbor like Madonna’s New York apartment or the LA pad of Justin Bieber? 20/20 takes a look 
at celebrities sparring with their neighbors. 
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Saturday, May 18, 2013 
A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20 – 
ROCK N’ ROYALTY: BILLBOARD’S ALL STARS 
 
Monday, May 27, 2013 
A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20 WITH BARBARA WALTERS – 
BRINGING UP BABY: ROYAL EDITION 
Prince William and Kate will be parents in just weeks. He or she will fulfill the royal family’s basic 
mission, to preserve England’s faith in the monarchy and ensure its survival… a lot of weight to place on a 
small infant’s shoulders.  Barbara Walters gives viewers a thorough and entertaining look at the role of the 
new royal heir. 
 
Saturday, June 22, 2013 
20/20 SATURDAY (10PM ET) 
INSIDERS & WHISTLE BLOWERS 

• Confessions of Gym Trainers:  Did you ever wonder if the gym offering you that sign-up special 
is offering the same thing to everybody? Or do think people get better deals?  And what about 
those “personal” fitness trainers?  Matt Gutman has the skinny on getting physical.    (OAD: 
11/30/12) 

• Confessions of a Burglar:  How does a house burglar pick which home to rob?  What’s their 
preferred method for getting in and out?  Which is the more effective deterrent – an alarm system 
or a German Shepherd?  And what should you do if you’re unlucky enough to stumble upon a 
thief while he’s robbing your home? Chris Patterson of Minneapolis, convicted four times of 
burglary, reveals all.   Deborah Roberts reports.  (OAD: 5/3/13) 

• Confessions of a Tow Truck Operator:  What does it take to tow someone’s car on 
Thanksgiving or on the day of the owner’s own funeral and to employ spotters to snatch vehicles 
within minutes of being parked?  Matthew Pickman is just such a man. A Salt Lake City repo man 
who documents his adventures on his own YouTube channel, Matt is the face of a despised and 
dangerous industry.  Jim Avila reports.   (OAD: 11/30/12) 

• Behind the Badge: Confessions of Cops: Do cops really like doughnuts? Do they cover up for 
each other’s dangerous and criminal behavior, like drunk driving? And will they slap you with 
trumped up charges if they decide they don’t like you? Two veteran cops come clean to Jim Avila 
about life behind the thin blue line.  (OAD: 11/30/12) 

• Confessions of a Broke Diva:  From the crazy spending to the bankruptcies to the comeback 
attempts to her reincarnation as a regular on the private performance circuit, Toni Braxton reveals 
the triumphs and tribulations of her multiplatinum recording career.  Nick Watt reports.  (OAD: 
11/30/12) 
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ABC NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS – Second Quarter, 2013 
 

DATE START 
 

END 
 

LENGTH TOPIC 

Monday, April 15, 2013 
3:13:06 

PM - 
6:14:41 

PM ET 3:01:35 
Special Report - Explosions At Boston 
Marathon 

 

12:13:06 
PM - 

3:14:41 
PM PT 3:01:35 

Special Report - Explosions At Boston 
Marathon 

       

 

6:30:00 
PM - 

7:30:00 
PM ET 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM CT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

4:30:00 
PM - 

5:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM PT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

6:30:00 
PM - 

7:30:00 
PM PT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

       
Tuesday, April 16, 2013 

9:38:50 
AM - 

9:57:03 
AM ET 0:18:13 

Special Report - FBI Briefing - Explosions 
At Boston Marathon 

 

6:38:50 
AM - 

6:57:03 
AM PT 0:18:13 

Special Report - FBI Briefing - Explosions 
At Boston Marathon 

       

 

11:28:55 
AM - 

11:38:49 
AM ET 0:09:54 

Special Report - Statement From President 
Obama 

 

8:28:55 
AM - 

8:38:49 
AM PT 0:09:54 

Special Report - Statement From President 
Obama 

       

 

6:30:00 
PM - 

7:30:00 
PM ET 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM CT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

4:30:00 
PM - 

5:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM PT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 
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6:30:00 
PM - 

7:30:00 
PM PT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Boston Marathon Explosions Coverage 

       
Wednesday, April 17, 2013 

1:51:12 
PM - 

1:53:31 
PM ET 0:02:19 

Special Report - Possible Arrest In Boston 
Bombings 

 

11:51:12 
AM - 

11:53:31 
AM MT 0:02:19 

Special Report - Possible Arrest In Boston 
Bombings 

 

10:51:13 
AM - 

10:53:30 
AM PT 0:02:17 

Special Report - Possible Arrest In Boston 
Bombings 

       

 

5:35:07 
PM - 

5:55:46 
PM ET 0:20:39 

Special Report - President Obama On Gun 
Violence 

 

2:35:07 
PM - 

2:55:46 
PM PT 0:20:39 

Special Report - President Obama On Gun 
Violence 

       

Thursday, April 18, 2013 
11:53:01 

AM - 
12:25:16 

PM ET 0:32:15 

Special Report - Remarks By President 
Obama At Interfaith Service In Boston, 
MA 

 

8:53:01 
AM - 

9:25:16 
AM PT 0:32:15 

Special Report - Remarks By President 
Obama At Interfaith Service In Boston, 
MA 

       

 

5:18:15 
PM - 

5:33:23 
PM ET 0:15:08 

Special Report - FBI Press Briefing In 
Boston 

 

2:18:15 
PM - 

2:33:23 
PM PT 0:15:08 

Special Report - FBI Press Briefing In 
Boston 

       (Broadcast Day) (Actually 
early Friday, April 19, 
2013 morning) 

3:37:01 
AM - 

3:45:34 
AM ET 0:08:33 

Special Report - Watertown Massachusetts 
Shooting 

 

12:37:01 
AM - 

12:45:34 
AM PT 0:08:33 

Special Report - Watertown Massachusetts 
Shooting 

       
Friday, April 19, 2013 

4:33:42 
AM - 

4:42:40 
AM ET 0:08:58 

Special Report - Confirmation Shooters 
Are Bombing Suspects 

 

1:33:42 
AM - 

1:42:40 
AM PT 0:08:58 

Special Report - Confirmation Shooters 
Are Bombing Suspects 

       

 

7:54:12 
AM - 

8:07:42 
AM ET 0:13:30 

Special Report - Manhunt For Boston 
Bomber 

 

4:54:12 
AM - 

5:07:42 
AM PT 0:13:30 

Special Report - Manhunt For Boston 
Bomber 

       

 

9:00:00 
AM - 

10:00:00 
AM ET 1:00:00 

Special Report - Manhunt For Boston 
Bomber 

 

6:00:00 
AM - 

7:00:00 
AM PT 1:00:00 

Special Report - Manhunt For Boston 
Bomber 

       

 

10:00:00 
AM - 

11:00:00 
AM ET 1:00:00 

Good Morning America - 1st Hour Aired 
to MT/PT And Made Available To ET/CT 
Stations 

 

9:00:00 
AM - 

10:00:00 
AM CT 1:00:00 

Good Morning America - 1st Hour Aired 
to MT/PT And Made Available To ET/CT 
Stations 
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8:00:00 
AM - 

9:00:00 
AM MT 1:00:00 

Good Morning America - 1st Hour Aired 
to MT/PT And Made Available To ET/CT 
Stations 

 

7:00:00 
AM - 

8:00:00 
AM PT 1:00:00 

Good Morning America - 1st Hour Aired 
to MT/PT And Made Available To ET/CT 
Stations 

       

 

10:52:40 
AM - 

3:00:25 
PM ET 4:07:45 

Special Report - Manhunt For Boston 
Bomber 

 

7:52:40 
AM - 

12:00:25 
PM PT 4:07:45 

Special Report - Manhunt For Boston 
Bomber 

       

 

6:03:08 
PM - 

6:13:28 
PM ET 0:10:20 

Special Report - FBI Press Briefing On 
Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

 

3:03:08 
PM - 

3:13:28 
PM PT 0:10:20 

Special Report - FBI Press Briefing On 
Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

       

 

6:30:00 
PM - 

7:30:00 
PM ET 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Coverage Of Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM CT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Coverage Of Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

 

4:30:00 
PM - 

5:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Coverage Of Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Coverage Of Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM PT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To A 1 Hour Format Due To 
Coverage Of Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

 

6:30:00 
PM - 

7:00:00 
PM PT 0:00:30 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer -          
This Feed Was Only A 30-Minute Feed 

       

 

7:06:46 
PM - 

10:14:14 
PM ET 3:07:28 

Special Report - FBI Press Briefing On 
Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

 

4:06:46 
PM - 

7:14:14 
PM PT 3:07:28 

Special Report - FBI Press Briefing On 
Manhunt For Boston Bomber 

       
Monday, April 22, 2013 

2:46:16 
PM - 

2:52:46 
PM ET 0:06:30 

Special Report - Moment Of Silence For 
The Boston Bombings 

 

11:46:16 
AM - 

11:52:46 
AM PT 0:06:30 

Special Report - Moment Of Silence For 
The Boston Bombings 

       
Tuesday, April 30, 2013 

10:44:46 
AM - 

11:35:41 
AM ET 0:50:55 

Special Report - Press Conference By 
President Obama 

 

7:44:46 
AM - 

8:35:41 
AM PT 0:50:55 

Special Report - Press Conference By 
President Obama 

       
Wednesday, May 15, 2013 

6:18:20 
PM - 

6:24:39 
PM ET 0:06:19 

Special Report - Obama's Statement 
Regarding The IRS 
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3:18:20 
PM - 

3:24:39 
PM PT 0:06:19 

Special Report - Obama's Statement 
Regarding The IRS 

       
Wednesday, May 21, 2013 

10:05:42 
AM - 

10:13:46 
AM ET 0:08:04 

Special Report - Statement By President 
Obama Regarding The Oklahoma Tornado 

 

7:05:42 
AM - 

7:13:46 
AM PT 0:08:04 

Special Report - Statement By President 
Obama Regarding The Oklahoma Tornado 

       

 

1:17:36 
PM - 

1:50:04 
PM ET 0:32:28 

Special Report - Press Conference By 
Oklahoma's Governor & The City Of 
Moore Officials Regarding The Tornado 

 

10:17:36 
AM - 

10:50:04 
AM PT 0:32:28 

Special Report - Press Conference By 
Oklahoma's Governor & The City Of 
Moore Officials Regarding The Tornado 

       

 

6:30:00 
PM - 

7:30:00 
PM ET 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To 1 Hour 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM CT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To 1 Hour 

 

4:30:00 
PM - 

5:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To 1 Hour 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM MT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To 1 Hour 

 

5:30:00 
PM - 

6:30:00 
PM PT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To 1 Hour 

 

6:30:00 
PM - 

7:30:00 
AM PT 1:00:00 

ABC World News With Diane Sawyer - 
Expanded To 1 Hour 
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THIS WEEK – Second Quarter, 2013 
Sunday, April 7, 2013 
Guests: 

• Dan Pfeiffer 
Assistant to the President & Senior Advisor 

• David Sanger 
Chief Washington Correspondent 
The New York Times; Author, Confront and Conceal 

• Greta Van Susteran 
FOX News Anchor 

• Arianna Huffington 
President and Editor-in-Chief, The Huffington Post Media Group 

• Paul Krugman 
Columnist, "The New York Times"; Nobel Prize-winning economist 

• David Stockman 
Former Reagan Budget Director; author, The Great Deformation: The Corruption of Capitalism in 
America 

Topics: 
• North Korea 

 
Sunday, April 14, 2013 
Guests: 

• Sen Marco Rubio (R-FL) 
  “Gang of Eight” Member 

• Sen Jeff Sessions (R-AL) 
Ranking Member, Budget Committee 

• Sen Charles Schumer (D-NY) 
Judiciary Committee 
“Gang of Eight” Member 

 
• Rep Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) 

Chair, Judiciary Committee 
• Rep Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) 

Judiciary Committee 
• Ruth Marcus 

Columnist, The Washington Post 
• Kimberley Strassel 

Columnist, The Wall Street Journal 
• Mariano Rivera 

New York Yankees 
• Robinson Cano 

New York Yankees 
Topics: 

• Immigration Reform 
• Gun Control 

 
Sunday, April 21, 2013 
Guests: 

• Mayor Thomas Menino (D-MA) 
• Richard Clarke 

ABC News Consultant 
Former White House Counterterrorism Adviser 

• Brad Garrett 
ABC News Consultant 
Former FBI Agent 

• Sen Dan Coats (R-IN) 
Senate Intelligence Committee 
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• Rep Bennie Thompson (D-MS) 
Ranking Member, House Homeland Security Committee 

• Richard Haass 
President, Council on Foreign Relations 
Author, “Foreign Policy Begins at Home” 

• David Remnick 
Editor, The New Yorker 

• Dennis Lehane 
Author, “Live By Night” 

Topics: 
• Attacks in Boston 

 
Sunday, April 28, 2013 
Guests: 

• Rep. Mike Rogers (R-MI) 
  Chair, Intelligence Committee 

• Rep. Dutch Ruppersberge (D-MD) 
Ranking member, Intelligence Committee 

• Rep. Jan Schakowsky (D-IL)  
Member, Intelligence Committee 

• Jeffrey Goldberg   
National correspondent, The Atlantic, columnist, Bloomberg View 

• Newt Gingrich, 
Former House Speaker,  2012 Republican Presidential candidate 

• Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa (D-LA, California) 
Topics: 

• Boston Bombings 
 
Sunday, May 5, 2013 
Guests: 

• Warren Buffett 
Chair and CEO, Berkshire Hathaway 

• James Carville 
Democratic Strategist 

• Mary Matalin 
Republican Strategist 

• Jim DeMint 
President, The Heritage Foundation 
(R) Fmr South Carolina Senator 

• Bill Richardson 
(D) Fmr New Mexico Governor 

• Whoopi Goldberg 
Director, “I Got Somethin’ to Tell You” 
Co-Host, “The View” 

Topics: 
• Economic Predictions 

 
Sunday, May 12, 2013 
Guests: 

• Sen John McCain (R-AZ) 
Ranking Member, Armed Services Committee 

• Sen Jack Reed (D-RI) 
Armed Services Committee 

• Gen James Cartwright (USMC, Ret.) 
Fmr. Vice Chair, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

• Ruth Marcus 
Columnist, The Washington Post 
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• Olympia Snowe (R-Frmr. Maine Senator) 
Author, “Fighting for Common Good” 
Co-Chair, Bipartisan Policy Center’s Commission on Political Reform 

• Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) 
• Rep. Jaime Herrera Beutler (R-WA) 
• Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers (R-WA) 
• Rep. Linda Sanchez (D-CA) 

Topics: 
• Benghazi & Syria 
• Immigration Reform 

 
Sunday, May 19, 2013 
Guests: 

• Dan Pfeiffer 
Assistant to the President and Senior Adviser 

• Sen. Bob Menendez (D-NJ) 
Chair, Foreign Relations Committee; Finance Committee 

• Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH) 
 Finance Committee 

• Rep. Tom Price (R-GA) 
 Ways and Means Committee 

• Rep. Charles Rangel (D-NY) 
 Ways and Means Committee 

• Ron Fournier 
Editorial Director, National Journal 

• April Ryan 
White House Correspondent, American Urban Radio Networks 

• Katrina vanden Heuvel 
Editor and Publisher, The Nation; Columnist, WashingtonPost.com 

Topics: 
• Washington Controversy 

 
Sunday, May 26, 2013 
Guests: 

• Sen Rand Paul (R-KY) 
• Gen John Allen (USMC, Ret.) 

Fmr. Commander, International Forces in Afghanistan 
• Rep Peter King (R-NY) 

Homeland Security Committee 
• Rep Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL) 

Chair, Democratic National Committee 
• Admiral Dennis Blair (Ret.) 

Former Director of National Intelligence 
• Mark Mazzetti 

The New York Times 
Author, “The Way of the Knife” 

• Maggie Haberman 
Senior Political Reporter, Politico 

• Alex Gansa 
Co-creator and Executive Producer, Showtime’s Homeland 

• Howard Gordon 
Co-creator and Executive Producer, Showtime’s Homeland 

Topics: 
• President Obama’s National Security Speech 
• IRS Investigation 
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Sunday, June 2, 2013 
Guests: 

• Karl Rove 
Frmr. Deputy Chief of Staff & Senior Adviser to President George W. Bush 

• David Plouffe 
Bloomberg TV contributor & Frmr. Obama White House Senior Adviser  

• Arianna Huffington 
Editor-in-Chief of The Huffington Post Media 

• Gwenn Ifill 
Moderator & Managing Editor, Wall Street Journal  

• Paul Gigot 
Editorial Page Editor, Wall Street Journal 

• Bobby Ghosh 
TIME International Editor 

• Aaron David Miller 
VP of News Initiatives, Wilson Center 

Topics: 
• IRS Scandal 
• Syrian Civil War 

 
Sunday, June 9, 2013 
Guests: 

• Sen Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) 
Chair, Senate Intelligence Committee 

• Rep Mike Rogers (R-MI) 
Chair, House Intelligence Committee 

• Sen. Mark Udall (D-CO) 
Senate Intelligence Committee 

• Glenn Greenwald 
Columnist, The Guardian 

• Rep Keith Ellison (D-MN) 
Co-Chair, Congressional Progressive Caucus 

• Paul Krugman 
Columnist, The New York Times 
Nobel Prize-Winning Economist 

• Greta Van Susteren 
FOX News Anchor 

Topics: 
• US Surveillance Programs 

 
Sunday, June 16, 2013 
Guests: 

• Sen Marco Rubio (R-FL) 
Foreign Relations Committee 

• Jeremy Bash 
Former Chief of Staff, Defense Dept and CIA 

• Jeffrey Goldberg 
Columnist, Bloomberg View 

• Newt Gingrich ( R ) – Frmr. House Speaker 
• Rep Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) 

Judiciary Committee 
• Jeb Bush ( R ) – Frmr. Florida Governor 

Co-Author, “Immigration Wars” 
Topics: 

• Immigration Reform 
• US Aid to Rebels in Syria 
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Sunday, June 23, 2013 
Guests: 

• Gen Keith Alexander 
Director, National Security Agency 

• Richard Haass 
President, Council on Foreign Relations 
Author, “Foreign Policy Begins at Home” 

• Dan Senor 
Co-founder, Foreign Policy Initiative 

• Rep Joaquín Castro (D-TX) 
Armed Services Committee 

• Rep Mike Kelly (R-PA) 
Ways and Means Committee 

• Steven Rattner 
Chair, Willett Advisors 
Former Counselor to the Treasury Secretary 
Former Lead Auto Adviser 

• Amity Shlaes 
Director, The 4% Growth Project 
The George W. Bush Institute 
Author, “Coolidge” 

• Rep Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI) 
Foreign Relations Committee 
Homeland Security Committee 

Topics: 
• NSA's Surveillance Programs 
• Immigration Reform 
• The Economy 

 
Sunday, June 30, 2013 
Guests: 

• Julian Assange 
WikiLeaks Founder 

• Jesselyn Radack 
Director, Nat’l Security & Human Rights at Government Accountability Project 
Bush Administration Whistleblower 

• Chad Griffin 
President, Human Rights Campaign 

• Brian Brown 
President, National Organization for Marriage 

• State Sen. Wendy Davis (D-TX) 
• Rep Donna F. Edwards (D-MD) 
• Peggy Noonan 

Columnist, The Wall Street Journal 
Topics: 

• Exclusive Interview with Julian Assange 
• Blockbuster Leaks 
• Supreme Court ruling on Defense of Marriage Act 
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NIGHTLINE – Second Quarter, 2013 
Monday, April 1, 2013 
Topics: 

• Ice Bear Sits Out on His Own 
• Texas DA Murders 
• Elephant Seals 
• Generation  iPad 

 
Tuesday, April 2, 2013 
Topics: 

• Fast Food Revolution: Taco Bell 
• Battle Children: Syria 
• The Band Perry 

 
Wednesday, April 3, 2013 
Topics: 

• On the Loose: Carnival Cruise Ship 
• Millionaire Maker 
• Platelist: The Meatball Guy 

 
Thursday, April 4, 2013 
Topics: 

• Selfie Nation 
• Vice of a Generation 
• The Movie Man 

 
Friday, April 5, 2013 
Topics: 

• Arpaio’s Posse 
• Beyond Her Years 
• Made It, After All 

 
Monday, April 8, 2013 
Topics: 

• Drug Chasers 
• Shall We Dance? 
• Iron Lady: Thatcher 

 
Tuesday, April 9, 2013 
Topics: 

• Holy Hoax: Joel Osteen 
• 30 Seconds to Live 
• A Gift of Love: Jane Fonda 

 
Wednesday, April 10, 2013 
Topics: 

• Accidental Racist 
• Bad Boy Defender: Mark Geragos 
• Kitchen Confessions 

 
Thursday, April 11, 2013 
Topics: 

• Hot Moms, Inc. 
• What the Doctor Ordered? 
• Dance Revolution! 
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Friday, April 12, 2013 
Topics: 

• Tabloid War: National Enquirer 
• Behind Enemy Lines:  Hetherington 
• Blast from the Past: The 80s 

 
Monday, April 15, 2013 
Topics: 

• Boston Race Bombings 
 
Tuesday, April 16, 2013 
Topics: 

• The Manhunt Begins 
• Gone Too Soon 
• United We Stand 

 
Wednesday, April 17, 2013 
Topics: 

• Closing In 
• Deadly Threat 
• Hope on Ice 

 
Thursday, April 18, 2013 
Topics: 

• Most Wanted 
• Disaster in Texas 
• I Didn’t Do It 

 
Friday, April 19, 2013 
Topics: 

• Dead or Alive 
• Baby Face Bomber? 
• Two Friends 

 
Monday, April 22, 2013 
Topics: 

• Inside the Interrogation 
• Moment of Crisis 
• To Dance Again 

 
Tuesday, April 23, 2013 
Topics: 

• Incidental Hero in Boston 
• Who’s Watching You 
• High Alert:  Earth Day 

 
Wednesday, April 24, 2013 
Topics: 

• The Mastermind 
• On the Record: Michael Buble 
• The Bush Legacy 

 
Thursday, April 25, 2013 
Topics: 

• Target: New York 
• Family Ties 
• Surviving Disaster 
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Friday, April 26, 2013 
Topics: 

• Guardian Angels 
• Hillybilly Heart:  Billy Ray Cyrus 
• Sweet Revenge 

 
Monday, April 29, 2013 
Topics: 

• Game Changer 
• Billion Dollar Trial?:  Michael Jackson 
• Mountain Brawl 

 
Tuesday, April 30, 2013 
Topics: 

• A Murder, A Mystery, Amanda Knox Speaks 
 
Wednesday, May 1, 2013 
Topics: 

• Stop and Frisk 
• 3 New Suspects 
• Amanda Knox Crime Scene 

 
Thursday, May 2, 2013 
Topics: 

• Crime & Punishment: Jody Arias 
• Girl Power: Danica Patrick 
• Don’t Dew It:  Controversial Ad 

 
Friday, May 3, 2013 
Topics: 

• Illegally Blonde 
• Super Viral: Buzzfeed 
• Spoiled Rotten Pets 

 
Monday, May 6, 2013 
Topics: 

• Rescued Teens 
• Dirty Money? 
• Queen B 

 
Tuesday, May 7, 2013 
Topics: 

• Breaking Free 
• Surviving the Worst 
• Forces of Good 

 
Wednesday, May 8, 2013 
Topics: 

• Jodi Arias: Guilty 
• Jodi Arias:  Death Penalty or Not? 
• Home at Last:  The Escape in Cleveland 

 
Thursday, May 9, 2013 
Topics: 

• Face of Evil? 
• American Icon: Charles Ramsey 
• Coming to America:  Prince Harry 
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Friday, May 10, 2013 
Topics: 

• Kidnapped in 60 Seconds 
• Frosty Girls 
• Death Race 

 
Monday, May 13, 2013 
Topics: 

• Lunchtime LIPO 
• Redneck Royalty 
• End of an Era:  Barbara Walters 

 
Tuesday, May 14, 2013 
Topics: 

• Angelina’s Secret 
• Scandalous 
• Rock Star Prince Harry 

 
Wednesday, May 15, 2013 
Topics: 

• Sole Survivor 
• Warrior for Life: Demi Lovato 
• Clown School 

 
Thursday, May 16, 2013 
Topics: 

• John Thied 
• Older Woman in Glasses 
• Tony Z 

 
Friday, May 17, 2013 
Topics: 

• Powerball Madness 
• Before Midnight 
• Ultimate Survivor Alaska 

 
Monday, May 20, 2013 
Topics: 

• Direct Hit: Deadly Tornado 
• Path of Destruction 
• 2-Way TBD & Petaque 

 
Tuesday, May 21, 2013 
Topics: 

• Direct Hit: 40 Minutes of Hell 
• Worst Case Scenario 
• After the Storm Petaque 

 
Wednesday, May 22, 2013 
Topics: 

• Jodi Arias Speaks 
• Inside the Tornado 
• Terror in London 
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Thursday, May 23, 2013 
Topics: 

• The Angel of London 
• Gas Buddies 
• Secret Cinema 

 
Friday, May 24, 2013 
Topics: 

• “Roid” Rage 
• Exotic Pet Trade 

 
Monday, May 27, 2013 
Topics: 

• To Hold Again: Hand Transplant 
 
Tuesday, May 28, 2013 
Topics: 

• Undercover Mission: Sloths 
• Murders for Hire 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, May 29, 2013 
Topics: 

• A Murder, A Mobster and the FBI 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, May 30, 2013 
Topics: 

• Hidden America: Hope and Fear at Strawberry Mansion 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, May 31, 2013 
Topics: 

• Oklahoma Tornado Tonight 
• Oklahoma Torandoes 
• Girls with Guns 
• NATGEO: Wild, Wild West 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, June 3, 2013 
Topics: 

• Storm Chasers 
• Snow Leopards 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, June 4, 2013 
Topics: 

• Modern Polygamy, USA 
• They’re Out? MLB Allegations 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, June 5, 2013 
Topics: 

• Jackson Family Curse? 
• Smashburger 
• Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, June 6, 2013 
Topics: 

• The Man of Steel 
• Superheroes 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, June 7, 2013 
Topics: 

• Santa Monica Shootings 
• Most Eligible Bachelor? David Gandy 
• Leaning In: Sheryl Sandberg 
• NATGEO: Wild, Wild West 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, June 10, 2013 
Topics: 

• Most Wanted Man 
• Thrift Shop: Mackelmore 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, June 11, 2013 
Topics: 

• Adventure of a Lifetime: Parahawking 
• Noodle Craze 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, June 12, 2013 
Topics: 

• Down the Stretch: Jockey School 
• Getaway Guru: Tripadvisor.com 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, June 13, 2013 
Topics: 

• Sneakerheads 
• Little Ballers 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, June 14, 2013 
Topics: 

• Little Warriors 
• The Road Less Traveled 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, June 17, 2013 
Topics: 

• Woodruff Explores: The Child Mines 
• Hater Nation 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, June 18, 2013 
Topics: 

• Lil ‘Poopy 
• NBA Inc. 
• Feed Frenzy 
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Wednesday, June 19, 2013 
Topics: 

• James Gandolfini 
• Up All Night 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, June 20, 2013 
Topics: 

• Make Love Not Porn 
• Mini-Spielbergs: Instagram 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, June 21, 2013 
Topics: 

• Death in the Water:  Killer Whales 
• Caught on Tape? Hernandez 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Monday, June 24, 2013 
Topics: 

• International Man of Mystery 
• Meet Rusty: Red Panda 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Tuesday, June 25, 2013 
Topics: 

• Scenes of the Crime: Zimmerman Trial 
• Primate Playtime:  Golden Snub-nosed Monkeys 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Wednesday, June 26, 2013 
Topics: 

• Down Goes Doma:  Scotus’ Big Day 
• Charged with Murder:  Hernandez Arrested 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Thursday, June 27, 2013 
Topics: 

• Border Wars 
• Chow Time: Seamless 
• Feed Frenzy 

 
Friday, June 28, 2013 
Topics: 

• Teeny, Tiny? Fitness Queen Tracy Anderson 
• Gone In Seconds: Missing Son 
• Feed Frenzy 
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FACE THE NATION 
 
04/07/13 Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (1); Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) (2); 

Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Madeleine Albright, former Secretary of State, 
Clinton administration (3); Blaine Harden, author, “Escape from Camp 14: One Man's Remarkable Odyssey from North 
Korea to Freedom in the West” (4); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (4); Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White 
House Correspondent (4); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (4); Mark Mazzetti, The New York 
Times, author, “The Way of the Knife: The CIA, a Secret Army, and a War at the Ends of the Earth” (5) 
1) An update on the current situation with North Korea 
2) Topics include: thoughts on the current situation with North Korea; their involvement in the Senate bipartisan group -- 
the “Gang of Eight” -- working on a plan for immigration reform / Florida Republican Senator Marco Rubio’s work with 
the group / commitment to compromise and work together to achieve an immigration reform bill / process for getting this 
bill through the Senate; gun control legislation / criticism from both Senator McCain and Senator Schumer against 
senators who wish to filibuster upcoming gun control legislation and deny Senate members the ability to debate and vote 
/ Senator McCain’s position on background checks on gun sales at gun shows / opinion of New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg’s work in other states on gun control 
3) Topics include: thoughts on the current situation with North Korea / China’s role in averting a crisis / Ms. Albright’s 
recollections of her trip to North Korea and meeting former President Kim Jong-il 
4) Topics include: legacy of the Korean War / North Koreans’ fear of America / Obama administration’s handling of the 
potential crisis; current atmosphere in the Senate, as it attempts to deal with gun control legislation and immigration 
reform; President Obama’s budget plan, to be released later in the week; the decline in public revulsion over the 
shootings in Newtown / Obama administration’s commitment to gun control 
5) Topics include: support for the use of drones in modern American warfare / CIA’s involvement in the use of drones / 
different rules as to who can authorize a drone strike / pros and cons regarding the use of drones / rumor that the use of 
drones will be transferred back to the Pentagon, so that the CIA will return to its traditional mission of spying / the 
development of drone technology by other countries 

 
04/14/13 Guests: Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) (1); Senator Pat Toomey (R-PA) (2); Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) (2); Captain 

Mark Kelly (Retired), Americans for Responsible Solutions, husband of former Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle 
Giffords (3); David Ignatius, Columnist, The Washington Post (4); David Sanger, Chief Washington Correspondent, The 
New York Times (4); Amy Walter, National Editor, The Cook Political Report (4) 
1) Topics include: Senator Rubio’s involvement in the Senate bipartisan group -- the “Gang of Eight” -- working on a 
plan for immigration reform / thoughts on how to deal with the eleven million illegal immigrants already in the United 
States / importance of border security / optimism regarding the chance of an immigration bill being passed this year; 
Senator Rubio’s vote to filibuster upcoming gun control legislation / his meeting with the families of the Newtown 
tragedy / position on background checks for gun purchases; support for the Obama administration’s policies in dealing 
with North Korea 
2) Topics include: support for and defense of their work on gun control legislation, including the proposal to expand 
background checks on gun purchases / reaction to Senator Rubio’s lack of support regarding gun control legislation / 
factors behind Senators Toomey’s commitment to this legislation / Senator Manchin’s meeting with the families of the 
Newtown tragedy / details of the their proposal on background checks / need for more Republican support of their 
legislation / National Rifle Association’s reaction to the legislation, particularly since both Senators have received and 
“A” rating from the organization 
3) Topics include: the meetings that the families of the Newtown tragedy had with members of Congress / speculation 
regarding the outcome of the proposed gun control legislation / Mr. Kelly’s thoughts on what Congress needs to 
implement regarding gun control; update on Ms. Gifford’s condition 
4) Topics include: current situation with North Korea / China’s role in averting a crisis with North Korea / Obama 
administration’s handling of the crisis; speculation regarding the outcome of the proposed gun control legislation and 
immigration reform; thoughts on Senator Rubio’s possible interest in seeking the Republican presidential nomination; 
President Obama’s proposed budget plan, which includes concessions on Social Security and Medicare 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
04/21/13 Guests: Ed Davis, Boston Police Commissioner (1); Governor Deval Patrick (D-MA) (2); John Miller, CBS News 

Senior Correspondent (3); Bob Orr, CBS News Justice Correspondent (3); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), 
Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (4); Carlee Soto, sister of Newtown victim Victoria Soto (5); Erica 
Lafferty, daughter of Newtown victim Dawn Hochsprung (5); Neil Heslin, father of Newtown victim Jesse Lewis (5); 
Tom Ridge, former Secretary of Homeland Security (6); former Mayor Rudy Giuliani (R-New York, NY) (6); Stephen 
Schwarzman, Blackstone Group (7) 
1) The latest on the investigation regarding the deadly terror attack at the Boston Marathon on April 15th, as well as the 
search for suspects Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, and the eventual capture, in Watertown, MA of Dzhokhar, the lone 
surviving suspect, on April 19. 
2) Topics include: current atmosphere in Boston / Governor Patrick’s decision to place Boston and its surrounding 
suburbs under lockdown until the second suspect was captured  
3) The latest on the investigation regarding the deadly terror attack in Boston, as well as speculation regarding what 
motivated the Tsarnaev brothers. 
4) Topics include: speculation regarding what motivated the Tsarnaev brothers / Tamerlan’s 2012 visit to the Chechen 
region / report that Russian intelligence asked the FBI to investigate Tamerlan / plan to hold hearings on what, if any, 
mistakes were made and why the FBI believed that Tamerlan did not pose a threat / rumors that the Tsarnaev brothers 
were wearing suicide vests during their shoot-out with police  
5) Reaction from Ms. Soto, Ms. Lafferty, and Mr. Heslin -- relatives of the victims of the Sandy Hook Elementary School 
shooting -- at the Senate’s failure to strengthen gun control laws. 
6) Topics include: reaction to the family members of the Newtown victims / unanimous support for the assault weapons 
ban; current atmosphere in Boston / similarities between the Boston Marathon attack and the 2005 attack in the London 
Underground / Mr. Ridge’s belief that America is safer, in part due to the Department of Homeland Security / Mr. 
Giuliani’s assertion that the war on terror is not over 
7) Mr. Schwarzman’s partial funding of the Schwarzman scholars program, based on the model of the Rhodes 
scholarship program, at Tsinghua University in Beijing, China. 

 
04/28/13 Guests: Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO), 

Homeland Security and Government Affairs Committee (HSGAC), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Senator 
Saxby Chambliss (R-GA), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); John Miller, CBS News Senior Correspondent (3); Bob 
Orr, CBS News Justice Correspondent (3); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (4); Norah O’Donnell, Co-
Host, CBS This Morning (4); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (4); David Gergen, Harvard University (4); 
Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (4) 
1) Topics include: reaction to the recent developments in the investigation of the Boston Marathon bombings, 
specifically the revelation that warnings had been issued to the FBI and CIA about Tamerlan Tsarnaev and his mother, 
Zubeidat Tsarnaeva; current situation in Syria 
2) Topics include: reaction to Senator Graham’s statements on Syria / thoughts on how to help the people of Syria / 
evidence that a chemical weapon has been used against the Syrian people; assertion that the war on terror is not over / the 
investigation of the Boston Marathon bombings 
3) The latest developments in the investigation of the Boston Marathon bombings. 
4) Topics include: current situation in Syria / thoughts on what the United States needs to do regarding the Syrian rebel 
factions / reaction to news that a chemical weapon has been used against the Syrian people / the disenchantment felt by 
the Syrian people towards America;  Senate’s failure to strengthen gun control laws /  Obama administration’s 
commitment to gun control; Mr. Gergen’s opinion that President Obama’s “capacity to control events, especially to lead 
Congress, is increasingly diminished” / dysfunctional atmosphere in Washington, DC / how the international community 
views the “paralysis in American politics”; Ms. Noonan’s thoughts on the opening of the George W. Bush Presidential 
Library and Museum  
5) Face the Nation Flashback topic: a highlight from Saturday’s annual White House Correspondents’ Dinner 
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60 MINUTES 
 
04/07/13 “12/14” - interviews with the families who were directly impacted by the Sandy Hook Elementary shooting in Newtown, 

Connecticut and what they experienced the day of the tragedy that took twenty-six lives. They are now part of a group 
called Sandy Hook Promise and are on a quest to change gun laws in hopes of preventing the gun violence that took the 
lives of their loved ones. Includes interviews with parents of the victims: Nicole Hockley, Nelba Marquez-Greene, Jimmy 
Greene, David Wheeler, Francine Wheeler, Mark Barden, Jacqueline Barden, Terri Rousseau, Neil Heslin; and Bill 
Sherlach, whose wife Mary died. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (See Also: 
“Newtown” OAD: 12/16/12)  
“Linsanity” - an interview / profile of Jeremy Lin, who shot from obscurity to stardom to become one of the few Asian-
Americans to play professional basketball in the NBA. His sudden rise and stellar play became known as “Linsanity” 
while he was playing on the New York Knicks. Lin now plays for the Houston Rockets. Includes interviews with: Jeremy 
Lin; David Stern, NBA Commissioner; Gie-Ming Lin and Shirley Lin, Jeremy’s parents.(C: Charlie Rose - P: Peter 
Radovich Jr., L. Franklin Devine) 
Update: “The Pioneer Hotel Fire” (OAD: 03/31/13) 

 
04/14/13 “The Warlord” - a report about the ongoing mission to locate Joseph Kony, leader of the Lord’s Resistance Army 

(LRA). African soldiers have joined U.S. miliary advisors as they scour central Africa, namely Uganda, Central African 
Republic, South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of Congo for Kony and his followers, mainly comprised of 
abducted children, with the boys turning into soldiers and the girls forced into becoming sex slaves and wives. Includes 
comments by Kasim Lukumbo, Lt. Ugandan Army; Franklin, James and Dennis, rescued soldiers of LRA; and interviews 
with Kurt Crytzer, US Army Colonel; Caesar Acellam, fmr. LRA commander; Betty Bigombe, State Minister for Water 
Resources in the Uganda Cabinet. (C: Lara Logan - P: Peter Klein, Jeff Newton) 
“The Knuckleballer” - an interview / profile of R.A. Dickey, the first knuckleballer ever to win the Cy Young award, 
and currently the only Major League Baseball player capable of throwing the pitch. Dickey explains how he overcame a 
childhood marred by sexual abuse and the tribulations of the minor leagues to become a commodity in the sport. Dickey 
was awarded the Cy Young after a stellar season with the New York Mets, but currently plays for the Toronto Blue Jays. 
Also includes an interview with Anne Dickey, R.A.’s wife. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Bonin) 
“Marfa, Texas” - a profile of the quirky West Texas town of Marfa, where the cattle ranching culture is now co-existing 
with a new culture of young artists and sculptors. Includes comments by various Marfa, TX residents; and interviews 
with Mayor Dan Dunlap; Chip Love, town banker; Joe Cabezuela, Hispanic community leader; and Boyd Elder, 
custodian for the art installation “Prada Marfa”. (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning, Jonathan Schienberg) 

 
04/21/13 “The Boston Bombings” - a report on the bombings that occurred during the Boston Marathon on April 15. Boston 

Police Commissioner Edward Davis describes the events leading up to the death of suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev and the 
arrest of his brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. The Tsarnaev brothers are from a mostly Islamic region of Russia and their 
ancestors were from Chechnya. Friends and neighbors of the brothers describe what they are like. Includes interviews 
with Rose Schutzberg, Dzhokhar’s classmate; Bassel and Ahmad Nasri, Dzhokhar’s friends; Al Ammon, Tamerlan’s 
neighbor; and George MacMasters, Dzhokhar’s fmr. boss. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine, 
Nicole Young) 
“Sniffing For Bombs” - a report on the highly-trained dogs, who accompany soldiers both domestically and abroad for 
anti-terror operations to assist in finding hidden bombs, most recently in Iraq and Afghanistan. Most of the dogs are from 
one breed: Belgian Malinois.  Includes interviews with Sergeant First Class Chris Corbin; Mike Ritland, owner of Trikos 
International and fmr. Navy SEAL; and Duane Curran, U.S. Special Operations. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, 
Reuben Heyman-Kantor) 
“The 9/11 Museum” - a report on the progress and challenges of the National September 11 Memorial Museum, and a 
detailed look at what the public can expect to see about a year from now when the doors open at the site of the terrorist 
attack from that day, seven stories below ground where the World Trade Center once stood, now known as Ground Zero 
in New York City. Includes interviews with Alice Greenwald, museum director; Joe Daniels, museum president; museum 
board members Paula Grant Berry, Monica Iken, Anthoula Katsimatide and Tom Roger. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari 
Finkelstein) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
04/28/13 “Angel of Death” - an interview / profile of Charles Cullen, who is currently serving a life sentence without parole in a 

New Jersey State Prison for confessing to as many as forty murders while he was a practicing nurse for sixteen years in 
seven different hospitals. Cullen was a critical care nurse and gave unsuspecting patients lethal doses of powerful drugs, 
notably digoxin. This is the first interview 60 MINUTES has conducted with a serial killer. Also includes interviews with 
Charles Graeber, who wrote “The Good Nurse” about Cullen; Dr. Steven Marcus, Dir. NJ Poison Control Center; Tim 
Braun and Daniel Baldwin, Somerset County Detectives; Amy Ridgway, friend and fellow nurse. (C: Steve Kroft - P: 
Graham Messick) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 
“Rosie’s Run for the Roses” - an interview / profile of Rosie Napravnik, America’s most successful jockey this year 
leading up to the Kentucky Derby, and the only female slated to ride at Churchill Downs. Also includes interviews with 
Barbara Jo Rubin, jockey; Cindy and Charles Napravnik, Rosie’s parents; and Jazz Napravnik, Rosie’s sister. (C: Bob 
Simon - P: Tom Anderson, Michelle St. John) 
Update: “Insiders” (OAD: 11/13/11) 

 
48 HOURS 
 
04/06/13 PREEMPTION 
 
04/13/13 48 HOURS: “Friends for Life” (9:00-10:00pm) - a report about Robyn Davis and Carol “Sissy” Saltzman, best friends 

for twenty years, who were charged with murder after Robyn’s husband, Brian Davis, was found shot to death alongside 
his car on an isolated road in St. Charles, Louisiana. Brian had married Robyn, his third wife, in 2008, but continued to 
have an eye for women; Robyn was not happy with his cheating.  On June 29, 2009, Brian Davis disappeared. According 
to Robyn and Sissy, he had left to go boat shopping and never came home. Police soon began to suspect Robyn. Then 
Sissy, too, came under scrutiny. An examination of their cell phone records convinced police the women were lying. 
Investigators discovered that Robyn had recently lost her job, had gambling debts, and was on the verge of losing her 
house. Police believed one or both of the women shot and killed Brian Davis. Three years after the murder, Robyn and 
Sissy went on trial together.   Several jurors expressed in interviews the opinion that investigators hadn’t done their jobs 
and they had trouble with contradictions in Robyn’s story. Jurors also learned of a life insurance police that Robyn tried 
to cash in just two weeks after Brian’s death. The jury vote was eleven for guilty and one for acquittal. In Louisiana, only 
10 jurors are needed for a murder conviction: Robyn Davis and Sissy Saltzman were both convicted. They are both 
serving their time in the same correctional facility and see each other in the jail’s church.  Onscreen text graphic: Robyn 
Davis and Sissy Saltzman plan to appeal the verdict. If the appeal is denied, Brian’s life insurance, worth $645,000,  goes 
to his family. Brian’s former mistress, Fannie Dietz, is back together with her husband, Shane.  Updated 04/13/13 
Onscreen Text Graphic: Robyn Davis and Sissy Saltzman are appealing their convictions. If their appeal is denied, 
Brian’s life insurance, worth $645,000 goes to his children. Brian’s former mistress, Fannie Dietz, is planning to remarry 
her ex-husband Shane. Interviewed: Robyn Davis and Sissy Saltzman; Fannie Dietz, Brian Davis’ mistress; Steve Dietz, 
her husband; Tony Mancuso, Calcasieu Parish Sheriff; Scott Davis, Brian’s brother; Rick Bryant, special prosecutor; 
Marcy Wilson, a friend of both women; Shane Hinch, Saltzman’s attorney; Glen Vamvoras, Robyn Davis’ attorney; 
Jurors Felicia Ballard, Sherry Lusk, Shandrika Washington. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Alec Sirken, Taigi Smith) (OAD: 
10/06/12) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
04/13/13 48 HOURS: “Power and Passion” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the investigation into the death of Alabama real estate 

agent Angel Downs, who was found dead from a gunshot wound to the head, by her own weapon, outside her Gulf 
Shores, Alabama condo in 2010. At the time of her death, she was involved with Stephen Nodine, a well-liked Alabama 
politician with connections in Washington D.C.  Though married and the father of a young son, Nodine dated Downs for 
six years. Friends and family say Angel wanted him to get a divorce, but he refused to give up his double life. On the 
night of her death, Nodine says he dropped Downs off, then left to go back to his wife. Within two weeks, Stephen 
Nodine was indicted for murder and arrested. The timing raised eyebrows, because District Attorney Judy Newcomb was 
up for re-election, something which Nodine’s attorney says was an opportunity to have some high-profile prosecution 
immediately before the election. Nodine’s problems multiplied: he was charged with a violation of the seldom-used 
federal statute which prohibits drug users from using guns.  Much of the evidence in the case was circumstantial, 
including alleged stalking and beatings, and a previous suicide attempt by Downs. Even the state’s own Medical 
Examiner Eugene Hart could not settle on the circumstances of death. He called it inconclusive. The Georgia State 
Medical Examiner was called in; he deemed Downs’ death a homicide. Jurors deliberated and a mistrial was declared. 
Stephen Nodine was a free man for four months; he agreed to plead guilty to the federal gun charge -- possessing a gun 
while using drugs. After convening a new grand jury, the new District Attorney Hallie Dixon, made the decision that 
Nodine not be charged again with murder. The family then went over Dixon’s head and demanded a Special Prosecutor.  
Nodine was to be retried for murder. Surprisingly, there was a plea deal and an admission -- the prosecutors did not have 
proof beyond a reasonable doubt in the case. The state of Alabama dropped the murder and stalking charges. Nodine pled 
guilty to perjury for lying on a legal form. He also agreed to plead no contest to a charge that he harassed Angel Downs 
with e-mails and text messages. On Screen Text Graphic: Stephen Nodine is prohibited from having any contact with 
the family of Angel Downs. After serving his two year sentence, Nodine will be on supervised probation for three years. 
He says he has no plan to seek public office. Interviewed: Stephen Nodine; Angel Downs’ younger sister, Susan 
Bloodworth, and her mother, Thelma Hinckley; retired Sheriff of Mobile County, Jack Tillman; Angel Downs’ best 
friends Emily Simmons and Kayla King Donald; neighbor Roger Whitehead; neighbor/nurse Ann Myers; Nodine’s 
attorney Denis Knizley; former District Attorney Judy Newcomb; newly-elected District Attorney Hallie Dixon; and 
Special Prosecutor David Whetstone. (C: Richard Schlesinger -  P: Allen Alter, Avi Cohen) 

 
04/20/13 48 HOURS SPECIAL REPORT: “Caught” - a report updating events in the last twenty-four hours surrounding the 

shootout and manhunt for Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, known as Suspect #2 in Monday’s (April 15) bombing at the Boston 
Marathon. Both Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his brother Tamerlan Tsarnaev, known as Suspect #1 (killed during the firefight 
on Thursday night) were on the run, after being identified as the bombers. Now that Dzhokhar Tsarnaev has been 
captured alive, the focus shifts to the dissecting of the bomb plot. That pursuit includes: (1) a report on Dzhokhar’s 
condition, including information that one injury seems to have been from a suicide attempt, and the theory that the 
brothers were looking for a crowd of people for a final attack. Correspondent: John Miller. (2) questions of a larger 
conspiracy are investigated and dismissed, according to Watertown Police Chief Edward Deveau. Included is a summary 
of what happened in Watertown during the firefight that left Tamerlan Tsarnaev dead. Correspondent: Dean Reynolds. 
(3) questions about why the brothers became terrorists. They were natives of Chechnya who came to the U.S. as young 
boys. Dzhokhar was popular and fit right in. He became a U.S. citizen on September 11, 2012. Tamerlan, a boxer, had a 
more difficult time assimilating to a life in the U.S.  Sparring partner Julian Pollard noticed a big change: he became 
strongly influenced by radical Islamic teachings. Includes interviews with: Larry Aaronson, history teacher at Cambridge 
Rindge and Latin High School; Francis Barry, a sophomore schoolmate of Dzhokhar’s at the University of 
Massachusetts, Dartmouth; Julian Pollard; unidentified woman (who spoke to CBS News by phone), whose friend 
became Tamerlan’s wife.  Correspondent: Jim Axelrod. (4) an interview with Ruslan Tsarni (who has shortened the 
family name), an uncle of the brothers, who says he believes that they became radicalized in recent years. Correspondent: 
Chip Reid. (5) a tour through the Franklin Street neighborhood of Watertown where police, media and the suspect 
converged. Includes interviews with residents Diane Tiernan, Nick Gianetti, Richie O’Connor, Tyler (no last name), and 
Stacy Raulf. Also interviewed: Boston Mayor Tom Menino. Correspondent: Peter Van Sant. (6) an account of the 
victims: four dead, more than 170 wounded. Interviewed: Somerville Deputy Police Chief Paul Upton; Lillian Campbell, 
grandmother of victim Krystal Campbell, Massport Fire Lieutenant Michael Ward. Correspondent: Terrell Brown. (7) a 
look at how the investigation turned the Internet into a worldwide dragnet, and an illustration of the power of social 
media. Interviewed: Lance Ulanoff, editor and chief of the website mashable.com; Eugene O’Donnell, professor at John 
Jay College of Criminal Justice.  Correspondent: Tracy Smith. (8) a timeline of these six historic days in Boston -- a city 
known for its history. Correspondent: Jim Axelrod. (9) a review of the recurring terrorist attempts in the United States 
since 9/11 and a look at the sophisticated surveillance technology employed in New York City.  Interviewed: Bill 
Bratton, former police commissioner of New York, Los Angeles and Boston; current New York City Police 
Commissioner Ray Kelly. Correspondents: Troy Roberts and Peter Van Sant. (10) a remembrance of the loss of innocent 
lives. Correspondent: Richard Schlesinger.  (Correspondents: Jim Axelrod (anchor, New York); John Miller (New York 
studio); Dean Reynolds (Watertown); Chip Reid; Peter Van Sant (Watertown); Terrell Brown; Tracy Smith; Troy 
Roberts; Richard Schlesinger. 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
04/27/13 48 HOURS: “Muscle and Mayhem” - a report about the crimes of the Sun Gym gang, a group of Miami, Florida 

drifters, petty thieves, and bodybuilders who kidnapped and killed wealthy people to fuel their lifestyle, which provided 
the inspiration for the recently released black comedy motion picture “Pain and Gain”. The story began with the 
disappearances of Frank Griga and his girlfriend Krisztina Furton in 1995. Police investigation led detectives to a 
connection to the Sun Gym, a Miami health club, and its manager Danny Lugo and his protegé Adrian Doorbal.  Police 
would discover that they were at the center of a complicated and deadly plot which involved kidnapping, money,  and 
murder. Lugo’s girlfriend Sabina Petrescu, played a crucial role as police gathered evidence connecting Lugo and 
Doorbal to the disappearance of Griga and Furton. In a bizarre twist, detectives in another Metro-Dade police department 
were also looking into Lugo and Doorbal in the kidnapping case of another Miami millionaire, Marc Schiller. Schiller 
told police that he had been grabbed by a gang and held for more than a month. Schiller also worked out at the Sun Gym, 
which provided the connection to Lugo and Doorbal. The plan was to kidnap Marc Schiller - a man who had many shady 
dealings --  have him write his own ransom note, and then kill him. There were several stupid attempts involving 
costumes, comic book code names, and a staged accident -  all of which provided Hollywood with inspiration for the 
movie. While imprisoned, Schiller was forced to sign over his assets to the gang. They went through the money in about 
five months and decided to find a new target: Frank Griga. Almost four years after Marc Schiller was left for dead, he 
faced the Sun Gym gang in court, as Danny Lugo and Adrian Doorbal went on trial for the murders of Frank Griga and 
Krisztina Furton. They were found guilty of first-degree murder. However, Marc Schiller’s ordeal was not over. He was 
arrested by the FBI on charges involving Medicare fraud. In another twist, the trial judge, Alex Ferrer (now a TV 
personality), described how important Schiller’s testimony was in bringing down the Sun Gym gang. In a plea deal, he 
ended up serving two years in federal prison and paying $137,000 in restitution. On screen text graphics: Lugo and 
Doorbal remain on death row. Lugo and Doorbal have appealed their convictions multiple times over the past 15 years. 
Once their appeals have been exhausted, Florida’s governor will sign a death warrant and they will be executed by lethal 
injection. Interviewed: Zsuzsanna Griga, Frank Griga’s sister; retired homicide detectives/CBS News consultants Sam 
Garafalo and Felix Jimenez; Patty Barrientos, co-worker of Danny Lugo; Marc Schiller, victim; Miami-Dade prosecutor 
Gail Levine; Judge Alex Ferrer; private investigator Ed DuBois; State Attorney of Miami-Dade Country Katherine 
Fernandez-Rundle. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chuck Stevenson, James Stolz, Tamara Weitzman, Alicia Tejada) 

 
CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 
 
04/14/13 “Religion & Spirituality in a Changing Society” - While America is the most religiously diverse country in the world, 

attitudes towards religion and spirituality are in the midst of great change.  This program looks at these changes and 
explains how it happened and what it means for the future.  (1) Diana Butler Bass, noted religious historian and author of 
“Christianity After Religion”, discusses why this shift in attitudes towards organized religion is important and why 
religious institutions should care.  (2) Bishop John Schol of the United Methodist Church, serving the Greater New 
Jersey Conference, believes religious institutions could do a better job of engaging young adults in things they care about 
and getting their voices heard.  (3) Reverend Lillian Daniel, Senior Minister of First Congregation Church, United 
Church of Christ (Glen Ellyn, Illinois), talks about her recently published book, “When Spiritual But Not Religious is 
Not Enough: Seeing God In Surprising Places, Even the Church”.  (4) The Reverend Peter Morales, President of the 
Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations and Pastor Fred Small, Senior Minister at First Parish Unitarian 
Universalist in Cambridge, Massachusetts share what seems to be a counter-experience -- that their congregations are 
increasing in size at a time when so many are leaving organized religion.  (7) At Harvard University, Elliott Wilson, 
president of the Harvard Humanists Student Community; Sarah Coughlon, vice president of the Harvard Humanists 
Student Community; and Humanist Chaplain Greg Epstein, all share insights about the student-led “Atheist Coming Out 
Week”.  The program also features comments and current insights about “spiritual but not religious” from actor and 
noted atheist Eddie Izzard as he accepts the Lifetime Achievement Award in Cultural Humanism at the university.  
(Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Kathleen Fieffe.  Director & 
Executive Producer: John P. Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of Churches; The Islamic 
Society of North America; New York Board of Rabbis; A Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 
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FACE THE NATION 
 
05/05/13 Guests: Representative Darrell Issa (R-CA), Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 

(1); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (2); 
Representative Dutch Ruppersberger (D-MD), House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Billie Jean 
King, former professional tennis player (3); Martina Navratilova, former professional tennis player (3); Esera 
Tuaolo, former NFL defensive lineman, author, “Alone in the Trenches: My Life as a Gay Man in the NFL” (4); 
Brendon Ayanbadejo, NFL linebacker (4); Ted Leonsis, owner of the NBA’s Washington Wizards, owner of the 
WNBA’s Washington Mystics, owner of the NHL’s Washington Capitals (5); Bill Rhoden, The New York Times 
(5); Chris Stone, Sports Illustrated (5); Domonique Foxworth, President, NFL Players Association (5) 
1) Topics include: new information, by way of testimony from Foreign Service Diplomat Greg Hicks, regarding the 
September 11, 2012 attack on the American compound in Benghazi, Libya / suggestion of a possible cover-up by the 
State Department, in order to deflect criticism that requests for more security in Libya had been ignored / Mr. Hicks’ 
response to statements made during interviews on September 16, 2012 by U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice / other 
people called to testify at the upcoming hearings to be held by the House Committee on Oversight and Government 
Reform / request for the State Department to review its own investigation 
2) Topics include: details of the investigation being conducted by the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence regarding the September 11, 2012 attack in Benghazi; current situation in Syria / options for U.S. 
involvement in Syria 
3) Topics include: NBA player Jason Collins’ recent announcement that he is gay / what it was like for Ms. 
Navratilova and Ms. King when they each decided to make their sexual orientation public / praise from Ms. King 
and Ms. Navratilova for President Obama’s support for gay rights 
4) Topics include: reasons behind Mr. Tuaolo’s decision to keep his sexual orientation a secret while he was an NFL 
player / hope that Mr. Collins’ announcement will make it easier for other athletes to come out / Mr. Ayanbadejo’s 
belief that the NFL can make a positive difference by supporting the LGBT community / opinion that the religious 
and sports communities are the last two institutions that foster a “closeted” lifestyle 
5) Topics include: opinions from Mr. Leonsis, Mr. Foxworth, Mr. Stone, and Mr. Rhoden as to the significance of 
Mr. Collin’s announcement / reaction to the comparison that has been made between Jackie Robinson and Jason 
Collins / positive statements from other NBA players, supporting Mr. Collins / importance of embracing diversity 

 
05/12/13 Guests: former Ambassador Thomas Pickering, Chairman, State Department’s Accountability Review Board on 

Benghazi (1); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), Senate Majority Whip (2); Senator Kelly Ayotte (R-NH), Senate Armed 
Services Committee (2); Robert Gates, former Secretary of Defense, Chancellor, College of Women and Mary (3); 
Sharyl Attkisson, CBS News Investigative Correspondent (4); Dr. Maya Angelou, poet, author, “Mom & Me & 
Mom” (5) 
1) Topics include: reaction to criticism against the State Department’s investigation and subsequent report on the 
September 11, 2012 attack in Benghazi / explanation as to why certain topics were not investigated, most notably the 
talking points provided to officials / Mr. Pickering’s opinion that Congress has turned the issue of Benghazi into a 
“political circus” / belief that the State Department’s investigation into Benghazi should not be reopened 
2) Topics include: reaction to comments made by former Ambassador Pickering regarding the Benghazi 
investigation / allegations of a cover-up by the Obama administration / call for further investigation 
3) Topics include: Mr. Gates’ perspective on the Benghazi situation; reasons for his opposition to American 
involvement in Syria / thoughts on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan; belief that North Korea is a greater threat than 
Iran / current situation in Iran; assertion that the greatest threat to America’s security is the partisanship in 
Washington 
4) The latest on the Benghazi story.  
5) An interview with Dr. Angelou on her life and relationship with her mother, which is the basis of her new book, 
“Mom & Me & Mom”. 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
05/19/13 Guests: Dan Pfeiffer, Senior Adviser, the White House (1); Senator John Cornyn (R-TX), Minority Whip (2); 

Representative Jason Chaffetz (R-UT), Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Committee on the 
Judiciary (3); Gary Pruitt, President & CEO, Associated Press (4); Lois Romano, Senior Political Reporter, Politico 
(5); Dan Balz, Chief Correspondent, The Washington Post (5); David Sanger, Chief Washington Correspondent, The 
New York Times (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (5) 
1) Topics include: recent spate of controversies impacting the White House; report in The New York Times that 
White House Chief of Staff Denis McDonough instructed his staff not to spend more than ten percent of their time 
on these issues / admission from the IRS that it targeted the Tea Party and other conservative groups / President 
Obama’s handling of the controversy; controversy surrounding U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice and the Benghazi 
talking points 
2) Topics include: reaction to comments made by Mr. Pfeiffer regarding the Obama administration’s handling of the 
various crises / Senator Cornyn’s perspective on scandals at the IRS and the Associated Press national security leak 
case / loss of confidence in Attorney General Eric Holder 
3) Topics include: Representative Chaffetz’s perspective on the Benghazi controversy and the Obama 
administration’s handling of the talking points / criticism of the Obama administration for its lack of transparency; 
lack of evidence indicating that anyone outside of the IRS called for the IRS to target conservative groups 
4) Topics include: details behind the Justice Department’s secret subpoena and seizure of telephone and e-mail 
records of Associated Press reporters regarding exclusive knowledge obtained by the AP that the “U.S. had thwarted 
an al Qaeda plot to place a bomb on an airline bound for the United States” / potential impact on journalism 
5) Topics include: recent spate of controversies impacting the White House -- the IRS, Benghazi, the AP leaks / 
reason why Mr. Sanger believes that the IRS controversy is the worst of the three crises facing the White House / 
Republican response to the crises; current situation in Syria and North Korea; news that the Secretary of Health and 
Human Services Kathleen Sebelius has been soliciting money from health organizations to promote President 
Obama’s health care program 
6) Face the Nation Flashback topic: the fortieth anniversary of the Watergate Hearings and the importance of whistle 
blowers 

 
05/26/13 Guests: Governor Mary Fallin (R-OK) (1); Senator Tom Coburn (R-OK) (2); Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) (2); 

David Gergen, Harvard University (3); Michael Gerson, Washington Post (3); J. Marshall Shepherd, president, 
American Meteorological Society / University of Georgia (4); Jeffrey Kluger, editor-at-large, TIME Magazine (4); 
Heidi Cullen, chief climatologist, Climate Central (4); David Bernard, meteorologist, WFOR-TV, Miami (4); Joseph 
Persico, author, “Roosevelt’s Centurions” (5) 
1) Topics include: the post-tornado recovery effort in Moore, Oklahoma / the welcome presence of volunteers / the 
need of FEMA assistance; rebuilding schools: safe rooms and budgetary considerations 
2) Topics include: differing views on whether to reform the current system of channeling federal financial aid to 
disaster-struck areas; reactions to President Obama’s speech about re-focussing the war on terrorism; how to balance 
First Amendment rights and freedom of the press against leaks of what the government regards as classified 
information 
3) Topics include: how the Obama administration is handling problems like the IRS controversy and the leaks 
investigation; reaction to President Obama’s speech on the war on terrorism 
4) Topics include: what are the causes and factors involved in changing weather patterns and climates, as seen in the 
floods, droughts and recurring tornadoes of recent years. 
5) Topics include: President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s leadership capabilities as commander-in-chief of the U.S. 
military during World War II 
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60 MINUTES 
 
05/05/13 “Counter-Insurgency Cops” - a report on how the counter-insurgency tactics used overseas in the wars in Iraq and 

Afghanistan to offset terrorist organizations like al Qaeda or the Taliban are helping law enforcement officers take 
back the streets of Springfield, Massachusetts, from criminal gangs. Includes interviews with Mike Cutone, MA state 
trooper and former Green Beret; John Barbieri, Springfield, MA deputy police chief; and Maj. Kit Parker, professor 
at Harvard; and comments by Teddy Cupack, resident in the North End.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andrew Metz) 
“Robin Hood” - an interview / profile of Wall Street hedge fund manager Paul Tudor Jones, founder of The Robin 
Hood Foundation, a charity that has given over $1.25 billion to New York City’s neediest, becoming the city’s 
largest private backer of charter schools, job training and food programs. Tudor Jones was inspired to start a charity 
after seeing philanthropist Gene Lang on 60 MINUTES. Also includes interviews with Sister Mary Alice Hannan, 
director of Part of the Solution (POTS); Jabali Sawicki, principal of the Excellence Boys Charter School. (C: Scott 
Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) (See also: “Lang’s Gang” (OAD: 02/23/86); and “I Have A 
Dream” (OAD: 05/23/04), a followup to “Lang’s Gang”) 
“Invisible Wounds” - a report on the recent efforts to combat traumatic brain injuries and post traumatic stress 
(PTSD) sustained by war veterans while on the battlefield, mainly in Iraq and Afghanistan. Includes interviews with 
retired Army Major Ben Richards and wife, Farrah Richards; Dr. David Hovda, director of the Brain Injury Research 
Center at UCLA; retired Army General Pete Chiarelli; Arnold Fisher, Senior Partner of Fisher Brothers Corporation; 
Dr. James Kelley, director of the National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NICoE); and comments by Sergeant Allen 
Hill. (C: David Martin - P: Mary Walsh) 
The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Angel of Death” (OAD: 04/28/13) 

 
05/12/13 “The Rescue of Jessica Buchanan” - an interview with Jessica Buchanan, the American humanitarian aid worker 

who was working in Somalia when she was suddenly kidnaped by Somali pirates. Jessica recounts her kidnaping,  
the ninety-three days of captivity, and the nighttime rescue on January 25, 2012 by Navy SEALs in the Somali 
desert. Jessica’s Danish co-worker Poul Thisted was also rescued by the SEALs, and she tells the story in her new 
book, “Impossible Odds”.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson and Daniel Ruetenik) 
“Succeeding As Civilians” - A report on the efforts of Air Force veteran Mike Haynie and his plan to help 
America’s veterans when they return home from war, specifically Afghanistan and Iraq. Haynie offers an 
entrepreneurship boot camp, starting online and followed by an all-expenses paid program offered on eight campuses 
nationwide, to teach disabled veterans how to start their own businesses. Includes interviews with Mike Haynie; 
Marine veterans Brad Lang and Garrett Anderson; Air Force veteran Pam Randall; and comments by Marine veteran 
Johnny Morris. (C: Dr. Sanjay Gupta - P: Sumi Aggarwal) 
“Bill Gates 2.0" - an interview / profile of Bill Gates, Microsoft founder, innovator, billionaire and humanitarian 
through the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in Seattle, on his goals in life -- to make the world a better place by 
eradicating deadly diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis and HIV -- and using technology to solve age-old problems. 
Gates describes how a lengthy Leonardo Da Vinci manuscript, of painstakingly detailed ideas, inspires him. Also 
includes an interview with Bill’s wife, Melinda and comments by his father, Bill Gates, Sr.(C: Charlie Rose - P: 
Denise Schrier Cetta) (See also: “Bill Gates”, OAD: 11/09/99 on 60 MINUTES II; “Out Of Control”, OAD: 
04/11/04; and “Giving Away A Fortune”, OAD: 10/03/10) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
05/19/13 “Face in the Crowd” - a report on computer facial recognition technology -- how it is changing the marketing 

landscape and assisting the FBI to keep track of criminals while simultaneously taking away your privacy on the 
Internet. Includes interviews with Carnegie Mellon professors Marios Savvides and Alessandro Acquisti; scientist 
Joseph Atick; David McMullen, CEO of redpepper, a national marketing firm, who created FaceDeals and FBI 
Assistant Director David Cuthbertson. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 
“Three Generations of Punishment” - an interview with North Korean prison camp escapee Shin Dong-hyuk, who 
was born in the camp and who describes how three generations of a family will be imprisoned in the camp if just one 
family member is considered disloyal to the regime. Also includes interviews with: David Hawk, human rights 
investigator; Blaine Harden, journalist and author.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Andy Court) (OAD: 12/02/12) 
“Michael Jackson” - a report on singer Michael Jackson and how his estate is making more money after his death 
than he did while he was alive. Includes interviews with John Branca, an executor of Michael Jackson’s estate; Zack 
O’Malley Greenburg, editor at Forbes Magazine; Karen Langford, archivist for the Jackson estate and comments by 
Guy Laliberte, CEO of Cirque du Soleil. (C: Lara Logan - P: John Hamlin) 

 
05/26/13  PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Killing Bin Laden” 
 
48 HOURS 
 
05/04/13 48 HOURS: “My Dad’s Killer” (9:00-10:00p) - A followup to “Haunted” (OAD: 10/24/09), a report on the July 

2002 murder of Mike Sisco and his fiancee Karen Harkness, shot to death in Karen’s Topeka, Kansas home.  The 
police investigation ultimately focussed on Dana Chandler, Mike’s ex-wife and the mother of his two children, 
Hailey and Dustin.  In 2009, after the appointment of a new District Attorney, the Harkness-Sisco case became a 
priority. In 2012, ten years after the murders and eight months after Dana Chandler’s arrest, the case went to trial. 
Lacking physical evidence, the prosecution hoped to convict Chandler with her own words, using jailhouse telephone 
calls recorded between Chandler and her sister; and her lack of an alibi, as she had told two different stories about 
her whereabouts on the night in question.  Hailey and Dustin Sisco also became star witnesses against their mother, 
detailing her obsessions with their father and Karen Harkness. The case went to the jury and after approximately 
ninety minutes of deliberation, Dana Chandler was found guilty of two counts of first-degree murder.  Five months 
after the verdict, six members of the Sisco and Harkness families see Dana Chandler one more time. She is given two 
life sentences, one for killing Mike Sisco and one for killing Karen Harkness.  On-screen text graphic: Dana 
Chandler must serve 100 years before she can ask for parole.  Interviewed: Hailey Sisco and Dustin Sisco, children 
of Dana Chandler and Mike Sisco; Jacquie Spradling, Chief Deputy District Attorney; Mark and Cathy Boots, Mike 
Sisco’s sister and her brother-in-law; Chad Taylor, District Attorney; Mark Bennett, Chandler’s attorney. The 
05/04/13 On-screen text graphic: Hailey Sisco is engaged to be married. Dana Chandler must serve 100 years  
before she can ask for parole. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Sara Ely Hulse) (OAD: 09/29/12) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
05/04/13 48 HOURS: “Over the Edge” (10:00-11:00pm) - a report on the investigation into the 2009 disappearance of 

Dawn Viens, and why her husband, California chef David Viens, jumped off a cliff when he became a suspect in her 
disappearance. David Viens ran a successful restaurant in Lomita, California, working in the kitchen while Dawn 
was the hostess. After Dawn vanished, Viens promoted a young waitress, Kathy Galvan, to take Dawn’s spot at work 
and in his personal life. Dawn’s friends and family members turned to the police and a local newspaper reporter, 
Larry Altman (now a CBS News consultant) for help. Police worked methodically on the case, discovering that 
before moving to California, David was involved in the drug trade in Florida, and had helped authorities bust up a 
drug ring. After more than a year, as police were closing in, a frightened David Viens opened up to Kathy Galvan: he 
confessed that he killed Dawn, but claimed it was an accident. Then he recklessly drove on a California coastal 
highway, with Galvan in the car, to a scenic overlook, and jumped off a 200-foot-high cliff. Surprisingly, Viens 
survived the fall. His story was that Dawn had started using cocaine and crystal meth. They fought, and David Viens 
bound her (something he had done in the past), taping her mouth to keep her quiet, and went to sleep. He awoke and 
found her dead. While in the hospital he told police an incredible tale of disposing of Dawn’s body in the way a chef 
knows best, by cooking her. He boiled her body in a pot for four days, broke down what would not boil down, and 
threw it away in the trash. Nineteen months after his leap, a wheelchair-bound Viens was in court to face murder 
charges. The defense said that Dawn’s death was an accident -- manslaughter, not murder -- and that he did not cook 
her. After a two-week trial, David Viens was found guilty of murder. On-screen text graphic: Dawn Viens’ body 
has never been found. David Viens is eligible for parole in 2023. Interviewed: Kathy Galvan, girlfriend/employee; 
David Papin, brother of Dawn Viens; Larry Altman, reporter, The Daily Breeze / CBS News Consultant; Joe Cacace, 
local businessman/friend; DEA agent Derek Pollock; Randy Barnett, Manatee County (FL) Detective; Richard 
Garcia, L.A. County Sheriff’s Detective; Jackie Viens, daughter of David Viens, Sandy Viens, mother of David 
Viens; and David Viens.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Paul LaRosa, Sue McHugh) 

 
05/11/13 48 HOURS: “Murder at Sea” - an updated report on the disappearance of newlywed George Smith, who vanished 

in 2005 from a cruise ship in the Mediterranean while on his honeymoon, which was first reported on in “ Love 
Lost” (OAD: 04/08/06) and mentioned in “Dark Voyage” (OAD: 09/23/06). This report uncovers the questionable 
alibis, failed polygraphs and a provocative video that involves the three men who last saw Smith alive. In the years 
since Smith went missing, his family has been seeking answers to what happened to him after a night of heavy 
drinking and gambling in the ship’s casino. His disappearance was ruled a likely accident and the case has gone 
nowhere, despite reports of arguments on the stateroom balcony, furniture being moved and a bloodstain on the 
overhang of the lifeboats. Mike Jones, an attorney for the Smith family, is now trying to get the case moving again. 
He has gained access to Royal Caribbean’s internal investigation and has learned about the existence of a videotape 
in the possession of the FBI, which was recorded just hours after Smith went missing by three of the four men to last 
see Smith alive: cousins Zach Rozenberg and Greg Rozenberg and their friend Rusty Kofman. The other passenger, 
Josh Askin, is not on the video. Attorneys for Rusty Kofman and Zach Rozenberg have declined to comment. Greg 
Rozenberg’s attorney says his client just made stupid comments. While initially cooperating, Askin’s attorney has 
now told him to take the Fifth Amendment in all questioning. All four men say they had nothing to do with Smith’s 
death but the men are still on the FBI’s radar in this cold case. Mike Jones believes that Josh Askin knows what 
happened. He continues to prod the FBI to re-open the case. On-screen text graphic: The FBI’s field office has 
agreed to review the George Smith case. Interviewed: George Smith’s parents, George Smith III and Maureen Smith; 
his sister Bree Smith; cruise ship passengers Paul and Galina Kvitnisky; Emilie Rausch; Clete Hyman; Greg and Pat 
Lawyer; Christian Ruiz; Keith Greer, attorney for Josh Askin; Albert Dayan, attorney for Rusty Kofman; Phil 
Houston, an expert in detecting deception; Mike Jones, Smith family investigator/attorney. NOTE: In this broadcast, 
Zach Rozenberg, Greg Rozenberg, and Josh Askin all appear in interrogation videos.  Tthey are not specifically  
interviewed for this report.  Rusty Kofman appears saying no comment. (C: John Miller - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Peter 
Shaw) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
05/17/13 48 HOURS: “Unraveling the Lies of Jodi Arias” (10:00-11:00p) - a followup to “Picture Perfect” (OAD: 

03/07/09) and “Picture Perfect: The Trial of Jodie Arias” (OAD: 01/19/13), offering a review of the trial of Jodi 
Arias, including excerpts from a three-hour interview with 48 HOURS that was used by the prosecution and the 
defense in her death penalty trial. Four-and-a-half years after the death of Travis Alexander, Arias was found guilty 
of first-degree murder. At first she told police she knew nothing of the killing, then later blamed it on masked 
intruders, then at trial she admitted her involvement in his murder, but claimed it was in self-defense. This is the first 
time that a 48 HOURS interview was used as evidence in a trial. Included are new interviews with criminal attorney 
Linda Kenny Baden; forensic psychiatrist / 48 HOURS consultant Dr. Stuart Kleinman; and jury expert Richard 
Gabriel. Also included are previous interviews with Alexander’s friends Chris and Sky Hughes; and Samantha 
Alexander. On-screen text graphic: If Jodi Arias is given the death penalty, there will be at least one mandatory 
appeal. It could take up to twenty years to carry out her sentence. If sentenced to death, Arias will spend twenty-three 
hours a day in solitary confinement. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Jonathan Leach, Josh Gelman, Tom Seligsen, James 
Stolz) (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Picture Perfect”, OAD: 03/07/09; 1st rebroadcast: 06/23/09; and 48 
HOURS: “Picture Perfect: The Trial of Jodi Arias”, OAD: 01/19/13) 

 
05/18/13 48 HOURS: “The War in Chicago” - a six-month investigation into Chicago’s problems with drugs, gangs, guns 

and the deadly connection between street violence and drug trafficking.  Segments include: (1) the story of Hadiya 
Pendleton, the unintended victim of a gang battle, who died just a week after attending President Barack Obama’s 
second inauguration. Interviewed: her parents Anthony Pendleton and Cleopatra Cowley-Pendleton. (2) an interview 
with Jack Riley, head of the Chicago DEA, who says there is a direct connection between drugs and guns: and the 
drug of choice is heroin. Mexico’s Sinaloa Cartel is the main source of the heroin and the leader of the cartel, 
Joaquin “Chapo” Guzman, is specifically targeting Chicago. Now, a multi-agency task force is vowing to take down 
the gangs that do his bidding. (3) heroin is making its way out of the inner city in suburbia. This is the story of the 
“Heroin Highway” where street gangs give safe passage to those from the suburbs into the city to purchase heroin. 
Interviewed: Paula Nixon, an addict; her mother P.J. Newberg; Pat O’Neil, Will County Coroner; James Lindbloom, 
former suburban drug dealer. (4) the story of one man’s fight to rid his street of drugs: for about a year, David 
Muhammad risked his life by videotaping heroin and crack sales on his street and posting them on to Youtube. His 
goal was to clean up his street. He did, but most of the dealers have just moved to another location. (5) tragedies like 
Hadiya Pendleton’s always attract attention.  That is not the case in the murder of another murdered teen, Porshe 
Foster, who was also the victim of gun violence. Interviewed: Garry McCarthy, Chicago Police Superintendent; 
Porshe Foster’s mother Bonita Foster and aunt, Demitria Rogers. (6) combating this war comes with a price: almost 
$1 million a week in police overtime. A spokesman for Mayor Rahm Emanuel says that this surge will continue. The 
DEA has seized millions of dollars of heroin but had yet to execute the type of big-time bust that will cripple the 
cartel’s hold on Chicago. Meanwhile, Paula Nixon completed rehab again, but is back on the streets. On-screen 
Text Graphics: the two men charged with the killing of Hadiya Pendleton have pleaded not guilty. No trial date has 
been set.  There has still be no arrest in the killing of Porshe Foster. (C: Maureen Maher, Armen Keteyian - P: 
Joshua Yager, Doug Longhini, Josh Gaynor, Kathleen O’Connell, Marcelena Spencer, Stephen A. McCain) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
05/25/13 48 HOURS: “The Preacher’s Wife” (9:00-10:00p) - In April 2006, Matt Baker, a pastor from Waco, Texas, 

returned home to find his wife Kari unconscious, with an empty bottle of Unisom and a suicide note beside her.  
Paramedics arrived within minutes, but it was too late.  Based on the note, the empty bottle of sleeping pills, and the 
fact that Kari was described as still struggling with the loss of her daughter Kassidy seven years ago, police ruled it a 
suicide.  In a county with no medical examiner, police described the case over the phone to a justice of the peace, 
who determined that no autopsy was needed.  Kari’s parents, Jim and Linda Dulin, had no choice but to believe Matt.  
However, Linda’s sisters, Nancy, Kay, and Jennifer, and niece Lindsey believed otherwise.  Dubbed “Charlie’s 
Angels”, they began their own investigation.  After uncovering a possible motive, Linda hired Bill Johnston, a 
dogged former federal prosecutor; she had her daughter’s body exhumed and autopsied, and filed a wrongful death 
suit against Matt.  Five months after Kari’s death, the justice of the peace declared that her death was no longer 
classified as a suicide and police subsequently arrested and charged Matt with murder.  Believing Matt would be 
tried in criminal court, Linda dropped her wrongful death suit.  After six months, the district attorney still hadn’t 
taken  Matt’s case to a grand jury -- a requirement under Texas law.  Linda eventually refiled the wrongful death suit, 
shortly before attorney Guy James Gray filed a successful motion to dismiss Matt’s criminal case, as a grand jury 
indictment had not been returned within 180 days.  Matt Baker is no longer charged with any crime, though the 
district attorney continues to investigate and could refile criminal charges.  There is no statute of limitations for 
murder.  Update for the 06/09/09 rebroadcast: On March 25, 2009, a grand jury indicted Baker for the murder of his 
wife, after a surprise witness -- Vanessa Bulls, a girlfriend of his -- came forward and testified.  He will go on trial in 
September.  Graphic postscript: Baker was released from jail on $250,000 bond, pending trial. He’s again living in 
Kerrville, Texas, with his parents and daughters.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, Gail Abbott Zimmerman)  
(OAD: 05/10/08; 1st Rebroadcast: 06/09/09; 2nd Rebroadcast: 10/30/10; 3rd Rebroadcast: 07/30/11) 

 
05/25/13 48 HOURS: “Dirty Little Secrets” (10:00-11:00p) - a followup to “The Preacher’s Wife” (OAD: 05/10/08; 1st 

rebroadcast and update on 06/09/09; 2nd rebroadcast on 10/30/10; 3rd rebroadcast on 07/30/11; 4th rebroadcast on 
05/25/13).  In April 2006, Matt Baker, a pastor from Waco, Texas, returned home to find his wife Kari unconscious, 
with an empty bottle of Unisom and a suicide note beside her.  Based on the note, the empty bottle of sleeping pills, 
and the fact that Kari was described as still struggling with the loss of her daughter Kassidy seven years ago, police 
ruled it a suicide.  Linda Dulin, Kari’s mother, was convinced she had been murdered and set out to prove it by 
hiring attorney Bill Johnston and his team of investigators, who had Kari’s body exhumed and autopsied.  Five 
months after Kari’s death, the justice of the peace declared that her death was no longer classified as a suicide.  In 
September 2007, the police felt they had a homicide on their hands and Matt Baker was arrested and charged with 
murder. He was released on bond, thanks to attorney Guy James Gray, who took the case pro bono.  However, six 
months later, assistant district attorney Crawford Long dropped the murder charges because the evidence was too 
speculative.  Unwilling to give up, Linda Dulin decided to again sue Matt for wrongful death.  Bill Johnston, 
assistant district attorney Long and prosecutor Susan Shafer continued to investigate.  Armed with new information 
and damning testimony provided to the grand jury by Vanessa Bulls, a woman long suspected of having an affair 
with Matt before Kari’s death, prosecutors were able to arrest Matt and charge him with murder.  At the trial, it was 
revealed that Matt told Vanessa how he planned to murder Kari, the reason why, and even the exact date, but 
Vanessa chose not to notify the authorities.  After seven hours of deliberation, the jury found Matt Baker guilty of 
first-degree murder.  He was sentenced to 65 years with the possibility of parole.  Matt still insists he did not kill his 
wife.  The Bakers’ daughters live with Matt’s parents, where they want to stay.  Kari’s parents are now fighting for 
custody of the girls. Onscreen graphics: In January a jury will decide who will get custody of Kari Baker’s daughters.  
No charges will be filed against Vanessa Bulls.  After testifying, she lost her job as a teacher.  Matt Baker is 
appealing the verdict.  Interviewed: Linda Dulin, Kari’s mother; Linda’s attorney Bill Johnston; Texas Ranger Matt 
Cawthon; Assistant District Attorney Crawford Long; prosecutor Susan Shafer; investigator Abdon Rodriguez; Guy 
James Gray, Matt Baker’s attorney; and Matt Baker. Updated text graphic for the 07/30/11 rebroadcast: Two weeks 
ago a jury awarded sole custody of the girls to Kari’s parents, Linda and Jim Dulin. The 05/25/13 Update: the 
Baker’s daughters now live with Kari’s parents. They do not want them to choose who to love, but to be happy 
teenagers. Updated text graphic for 05/25/13 rebroadcast: No charges will be files against Vanessa Bulls. Matt 
Baker lost all his state appeals. Now he plans to take his case to federal court.(C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, Gail 
Abbott Zimmerman)  (OAD: 10/30/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 07/30/11) 
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BROOKLYN DA 
 
05/28/13 BROOKLYN DA - the first broadcast of a six-part documentary series focusing on an eclectic group of men and 

women in the Kings County District Attorney’s Office and their lives inside and outside of the courtroom.  Tonight’s 
topics, presented in an alternating, segmented format, include: (1) “Art Theft” - the implementation of a high-tech 
undercover sting involving a famous art collection.  Narrator / profiled: Lawrence Oh, Assistant District Attorney, 
Bureau Chief, Rackets Division. Also includes comments by Michael Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division, and 
Michael Seminara, supervising detective investigator, Rackets Division.  Segment Producer: Lisa Freed.  (2) 
“Human Trafficking” - the unforeseen complication of a case against an alleged pimp busted for human trafficking. 
Narrator / profiled: Kathleen Collins, Assistant District Attorney, Human Trafficking Unit. Also includes comments 
by Laura Neubauer, Executive Assistant District Attorney in charge of Human Trafficking; Vincent Del Giudice, 
judge, Kings County Supreme Court.  Segment Producer: Liza Finley. (3) “The Death of Officer Peter Figoski” - the 
search for the killer of Officer Figoski, who was gunned down responding to a 911 call. Narrator / profiled: Ken 
Taub, Deputy District Attorney, Chief, Homicide Bureau. Segment Producers: Ruth Chenetz, Elena DiFiore. 

 
CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 
 
05/19/13 60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-9:00p) 

“A Long and Dangerous Journey” - a report on the largest child migration in modern times and the peril they face 
on the long and circuitous journey. In fear for their own safety in Afghanistan, in particular the Taliban, thousands of 
mostly Afghan boys are fleeing their war-torn country for Europe, in hopes of a better life. This segment shows most 
boys starting their journey in Greece with hopes of making it to Sweden as their final destination. Includes interviews 
with various Afghan boys: Ali Hassan, Wazir Gul, Hamed (real name undisclosed for security), Murtaza, and Hayat; 
and British photojournalist, Alixandra Fazzina. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Ira Rosen, Gabrielle Schonder) 
“Lion Kings” - an interview / profile of National Geographic filmmakers Dereck and Beverly Joubert, who have 
been living for thirty years in Botswana, in the heart of southern Africa, filming Africa’s lions and other big cats.  (C: 
Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan) (OAD: 11/25/12 on 60 MINUTES) 
“Taylor Swift” - an interview / profile of 21-year-old singer-songwriter Taylor Swift, a success in both country and 
pop music.  Also includes comments by Bill Werde, editorial director of Billboard Magazine; Andrea Swift, Taylor’s 
mother; Scott Borchetta, CEO, Big Machine Records.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 11/20/11 on 60 
MINUTES) 

 
05/26/13 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Killing Bin Laden” 

60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Killing Bin Laden” (7:00-8:00p) - the first interview with a retired Navy SEAL who 
was part of the team that carried out the raid on Osama bin Laden’s compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan, and who was 
in the room when bin Laden, the leader of al Qaeda and the world’s most wanted terrorist,  died from American 
bullets.  In the interview, “Mark Owen” (a pseudonym used for security) recalls each step of the mission and the 
preparation which he and the nation's elite force had made for it.  “Mark Owen” has just written a book about this, 
entitled “No Easy Day”.  This interview is divided into four segments and comprises the whole hour.  (Parts I, II, IV: 
C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster; Pt. III: C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) (OAD: 
09/09/12 on 60 MINUTES; 1st Rebroadcast: 02/24/13 on 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Killing Bin Laden”) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * * * 
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FACE THE NATION 
 
06/02/13 Guests: Governor Mary Fall in (R-OK) (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); 

Senator Jack Reed (D-RI), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Jill Abramson, Executive Editor, The New York 
Times (4); Bob Woodward, The Washington Post (4); Daniel Klaidman, National Political Correspondent, The Daily 
Beast (4); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (4); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4) 
1) The current situation in the region around Oklahoma City, OK, due to this weekend’s violent tornadoes and storms, as 
well as an update on the recovery for the city and residents of Moore, OK 
2) Topics include: details of Senator McCain’s clandestine trip to Syria and his meeting with rebel forces / advice for the 
Obama administration regarding U.S. military tactics and strategic objective in Syria; opinion regarding the controversy 
surrounding Attorney General Eric Holder and the leaks investigation 
3) Topics include: praise for Senator McCain’s “dedication to duty and personal courage” / Senator Reed’s opinion 
regarding Senator McCain’s assessment of the current conditions in Syria and his advice for the Obama administration / 
Senator Reed’s own opinion on what America’s policy should be; opinion regarding the controversy surrounding 
Attorney General Eric Holder and the leaks investigation 
4) Topics include: meeting held by Attorney General Eric Holder and the bureau chiefs of various news organizations to 
discuss the Justice Department’s handling of the scandals plaguing the Obama administration / reasons why CBS and 
The New York Times did not attend the meeting / details behind Mr. Klaidman’s interview with Attorney General 
Holder / opinions regarding the controversy surrounding Attorney General Eric Holder and the leaks investigation; 
scandals at the IRS concerning unwarranted staff expenditures, the targeting of politically conservative groups, as well 
as the claim of targeting by individuals who have donated to those groups; reaction to Senator McCain’s assessment of 
the current conditions in Syria and his advice for the Obama administration; current attitude of the Obama administration 
5) Face the Nation Flashback topic: the twenty-four year anniversary (June 3, 1989) of the violent crackdown by the 
Chinese government against the peaceful pro-democracy protesters in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square 

 
06/09/13 Guests: Debora Patta, CBS News (1); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Committee on 

Homeland Security (2); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD), Ranking Member, Committee on Oversight and 
Government Reform (2); Senator Kelly Ayotte (R-NH), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Senator Kirsten 
Gillibrand (D-NY), Senate Armed Services Committee (4); Senator Jackie Speier (D-CA), Senate Armed Services 
Committee (4); Joseph Nye, Harvard University (5); David Sanger, The New York Times (5); Rajiv Chandrasekaran, 
The Washington Post (5); Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (5) 
1) An update on the condition of former South African president Nelson Mandela, hospitalized overnight for a recurrent 
lung infection. 
2) Topics include: opinions from Representatives McCaul and Cummings regarding the latest disclosures in the National 
Security Administration (NSA) scandal, which involves the phone records of private citizens; the scandal at the IRS 
concerning the alleged targeting of politically conservative groups / Representative Cummings’ criticism of 
Representative Darrell Issa, chairman of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, for his accusations 
against the Obama administration; Representative McCaul’s support for a criminal inquiry related to the leaks 
investigation 
3) Topics include: Senator Ayotte’s decision to endorse the bipartisan immigration reform plan sponsored by the “Gang 
of Eight” in the Senate; thoughts on the NSA scandal ; President Obama’s decision to name Ambassador Susan Rice as 
his next national security adviser; recent Senate hearing with members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff over sexual assaults in 
the military 
4) Topics include: Senators Gillibrand and Speier’s participation in the hearing with members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
over sexual assaults in the military / proposed legislation to remove serious crimes, such as rape, murder, and sexual 
assault, away from the chain of command to trained military prosecutors  
5) Topics include: President Obama’s recent summit with Chinese President Xi Jinping; current situation in Syria; the 
NSA scandal 
6) Face the Nation Flashback topic: excerpts of an interview with Michigan Congressman John Dingell, who on Friday, 
became the longest-serving member of Congress in history -- a record fifty-seven years, five months, and twenty-six 
days. 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
06/16/13 Guests: Denis McDonough, White House chief of staff (1); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI) Chairman, House 

Intelligence Committee (2); Barton Gellman, The Washington Post, The Century Foundation (3); Peggy Noonan, The 
Wall Street Journal (3); David Corn, Mother Jones (3); Rick Stengel, TIME Magazine (3) 
1) Topics include: the question of whether, in the light of recent disclosures, the National Security Agency is 
encroaching on Americans’ privacy; comparison to a seemingly similar controversy in 2004; achieving a balance 
between protecting privacy and protecting national security; the claims of Edward Snowden, the former national security 
contractor now accused of espionage / Iran’s newly elected president and the question of Iran’s nuclear program / U.S. 
considerations in sending some arms help to the Syrian rebels / overtures from North Korea for direct high-level talks / 
President Obama’s upcoming trip to Africa 
2) Topics include: need for the Obama administration to present a comprehensive case to Congress for arming the Syrian 
rebels / the legality of the NSA surveillance programs / the IRS scandal and the question of a White House connection 
3) Topics include: the main questions and implications posed by Barton Gellman’s article in the Washington Post about 
the NSA surveillance program / the need for informed Congressional oversight of secret government protocols / the 
changing social norms about privacy / the election of a moderate as president of Iran / U.S. interests and the arming of 
the Syrian rebels 

 
06/23/13 Guests: Kevin O’Flynn, Global Reporters Network (1); Bob Orr, CBS News Justice Correspondent (2) (6); Major 

Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (2) (6); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Chairwoman, Senate 
Select Committee on Intelligence (3); Senator Bob Corker (R-TN), Ranking Member, US Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations (4); Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL), Senate Committee on the Judiciary (5); Bobby Ghosh, TIME magazine (6); 
Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (6); Susan Page, USA Today (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director 
(6) 
1) NSA leaker Edward Snowden’s arrival at the airport in Moscow, Russia 
2) The latest developments in the United States’ case against NSA leaker Edward Snowden, as he attempts to gain 
political asylum in Venezuela or Ecuador 
3) Topics include: the decision made by authorities in Hong Kong to ignore the United States’ extradition request and 
allow Edward Snowden to leave / criticism of Mr. Snowden / damage done by Mr. Snowden in revealing “a program 
which has worked well and disrupted terrorist plots”  
4) Topics include: NSA leaker Edward Snowden; Senator Corker’s role in attaching an amendment regarding border 
security to the Gang of Eight’s immigration bill 
5) Reasons behind Senator Sessions’ opposition to the proposed immigration legislation and the Corker amendment 
6) Topics include: update on the Snowden case / puzzled reaction of Hong Kong authorities to Mr. Snowden’s decision 
to come to Hong Kong / poll results detailing the American public’s opinion of Mr. Snowden / Republican and 
Democrat alignment in their negative opinion of Mr. Snowden / speculation as to how much information Mr. Snowden 
stole / assessment of the damage done to U.S. security; Senate immigration bill / the Corker amendment; the Obama 
administration’s position on Syria and the arming of the Syrian rebels; perception that the FBI is not putting much 
emphasis on the IRS investigation, due to the other controversies facing the Obama administration 
7) Face the Nation Flashback topic: the historical significance of the speeches made in Berlin, Germany by former 
Presidents Kennedy and Reagan 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 
 
06/30/13 Guests: Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); General Michael Hayden, former Director, National 

Security Agency (NSA), former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (2); Ted Olson, former Solicitor General of 
the United States, former President George W. Bush administration (3); Tony Perkins, Family Research Council (4); 
State Senator Wendy Davis (R-TX) (5); Jan Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal Correspondent (6); James Peterson, 
Lehigh University (6); Ben Jealous, President, NAACP (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (6); Fernando 
Espuelas, Univision Radio Network (6) 
1) An update on the current situation in Cairo, as people protest against Egyptian president Mohammed Morsi. 
2) Topics include: latest developments in the National Security Agency (NSA) story / belief that President Obama 
should be more aggressive in pursuing NSA leaker Edward Snowden / examples of the damage done by Mr. Snowden / 
investigation of former Joint Chiefs of Staff vice chair James Cartwright for allegedly leaking classified information / 
call for the U.S. government to release more information about its surveillance programs / article in The Washington 
Post on the perceived collaboration of judges at the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court and the government in data 
collection approvals 
3) Topics include: two rulings by the Supreme Court on same-sex marriage -- one that knocked down California's ban, 
Proposition 8, and another decision that struck down key provisions in the 17-year-old federal Defense of Marriage Act / 
Mr. Olson’s role as the lead attorney arguing against California’s Proposition 8 / reasons for his support of marriage 
equality 
4) Topics include: reaction to the Supreme Court’s rulings on same-sex marriage / reasons for Mr. Perkins’ opposition to 
same-sex marriage / plan to use a "containment strategy", by working to keep same-sex marriage illegal in the thirty-
seven states that currently have laws or constitutional amendments banning it 
5) Topics include: reaction to criticism from Texas Governor Rick Perry, following Senator Davis’ eleven-hour-long 
filibuster to stop sweeping new abortion restrictions from passing in the Texas Senate / belief that this issue is being 
used by politicians “to boost their own political aspirations” 
6) Topics include: increase in country-wide legislation seeking to impose restrictions on abortion rights; Supreme 
Court’s decision on the Voting Rights Act; Congress’ work on immigration reform / relationship between Hispanic 
voters and the Republican Party; Mr. Jealous’ reaction to New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s most recent 
comment on that city’s stop and frisk program; the NSA leaks story 
7) Face the Nation Flashback topic: the role CBS News interns play in getting the printed decisions handed down by the 
Supreme Court to the waiting reporters outside 

 
60 MINUTES 
 
06/02/13 “Breakthrough” - a report on a scientific advance that has enabled quadriplegic Jan Scheuermann to control and direct 

a computerized robotic arm simply by using her thoughts, which were relayed to the arm by two sensors which had been 
surgically placed directly on her brain and then connected to the robotic arm. Includes interviews with: Jan 
Scheuermann; Andy Schwartz, neuroscientist, University of Pittsburgh; Dr. Geoffrey Ling, neurologist, program 
manager of the U.S. Defense Department’s Revolutionizing Prosthetics program; Michael McLoughlin, electrical 
engineer, Johns Hopkins University, Maryland; Dr. Elizabeth Tyler-Kabara, neurosurgeon, University of Pittsburgh; 
Johnny Matheny, cancer victim / amputee; Dr. Albert Chi, neurosurgeon, University of Pittsburgh.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: 
Denise Schrier Cetta) (See also: “Brain Power” (OAD: 11/02/08); and “The DEKA Arm” (OAD:  04/12/09)) (OAD: 
12/30/12) 
“Stealing History” - a report on the theft of precious historical artifacts from our National Archives, and what is being 
done to combat this.  The report focuses on Barry Landau, a conman who posed as a “presidential historian” and stole 
thousands of items from various archives.  Includes interviews with: Rod Rosenstein, U.S. Attorney; Paul Brachfeld, 
inspector general of the National Archives; Pat Anderson, director, Maryland Historical Society; Mitch Yockelson, 
Archival Recovery Team agent.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Katherine Davis) (OAD: 10/28/12) 
"Dame Maggie" - an interview / profile of British actress Dame Maggie Smith, now appearing in Downton Abbey, the 
popular PBS series.  Also includes comments by actor/director Dustin Hoffman; and by Julian Fellowes, writer and 
creator of Downton Abbey. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Deirdre Naphin Curran) (OAD: 02/17/13) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
06/09/13 “The Cost of Admission” - a report on allegations that Health Management Associates, a for-profit hospital chain, 

pressured its doctors to admit patients regardless of their medical needs in order to increase their revenues, nearly half of 
which last year came from Medicare and Medicaid programs. Includes interviews with: Nancy Alford, former director of 
case management, HMA hospital in Mesquite, Texas; Drs. Jeff Hamby, Cliff Cloonan, and Scott Rankin, all former 
HMA doctors; John Vollmer, former HMA executive vice president (footage); Alan Levine, HMA executive vice 
president; Paul Meyer, former HMA director of compliance.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Michael Rey, Sam Hornblower, 
Oriana Zill de Granados) (OAD: 12/02/12) 
“Justice Sotomayor” - the first broadcast interview with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor.  The daughter 
of Puerto Rican immigrants, she is the first Hispanic on the Court.  She discusses her life and career, including the role 
that affirmative action played. Includes brief comments by her mother, Celina Sotomayor.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry 
Schuster) (OAD: 01/13/13) 
“God’s Architect” - a report on a unique church, the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, Spain. The Sagrada Familia has 
been under construction for more than 130 years since architect Antoni Gaudi started working on it in 1883. Long after 
his death, builders are using modern technology to realize the master architect’s vision. Includes interviews with: Gijs 
Van Hensbergen, Gaudi biographer; Jordi Bonet, chief architect of the church; Etsuro Sotoo, Japanese sculptor at the 
church; Mark Burry, lead architect at the church. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Reuben Heyman-Kantor) (OAD: 
03/10/13) 

 
06/16/13 “The Super Cartel” - a report on how Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents and Colombian police 

brought down a huge Colombian drug cartel, a Bogota-based operation that was supplying forty-two percent of the 
Colombian cocaine in the U.S. Includes interviews with: Luis Sierra, ICE Special Agent; Steve Kleppe, ICE Agent, 
Colombia; and an unidentified (identity-concealed) ICE agent. (C: Lara Logan - P: Howard L. Rosenberg) (OAD: 
11/18/12) 
“Luxottica: Sticker Shock” - a report on Luxottica, the Italian eyewear company which is the world’s largest 
manufacturer of optical frames and sunglasses.  The company’s properties include the sunglasses brands Ray-Ban and 
Oakley; the retail chains LensCrafters, Pearle Vision, and Sunglass Hut; they run Target Optical and Sears Optical; and 
they own EyeMed, the nation’s second largest vision-care plan.  Includes interviews with: Luxottica CEO Andrea 
Guerra; Isabella Sola, Luxottica’s product manager; Mark Weikel, president of LensCrafters; Brett Arends, columnist 
for Smartmoney.com. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 10/07/12) 
“Barca” - a report on Barca, the professional soccer team of Barcelona, Spain, and the training system of La Masia, its 
youth academy, which has produced many gifted players.  Includes interviews with: John Carlin, Spanish football 
columnist; Barca players Cesc Fabergas, Gerard Pique, Lionel Messi; and Sandro Rosell, president of the club. (C: Bob 
Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon) (OAD: 01/06/13) See also “Messi”, OAD: 01/09/13 on 60 MINUTES SPORTS (on 
SHOWTIME) 

 
06/23/13 “Evidence of Innocence” - a report on the case of Michael Morton, wrongfully convicted for the murder of his wife in 

1986 and then, after having served twenty-five years in prison, exonerated by DNA testing last year. His prosecutor, 
Williamson County (Texas) District Attorney Ken Anderson, is now being investigated for withholding crucial evidence 
during the trial -- evidence that would have acquitted Morton. Includes interviews with: Michael Morton; John Raley, 
Houston (Texas) attorney; Barry Scheck, attorney, The Innocence Project; Eric Nichols, lawyer for Ken Anderson. This 
rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of the segment. (C: Lara Logan - P: Andy Court, Anya Bourg) 
(OAD: 03/25/12) 
“Crackdown in Russia” - a report on Pussy Riot, the Russian female punk protest band, who angered Russian 
authorities after they staged an anti-Vladimir Putin rally in Moscow’s largest Orthodox church prior to President Putin’s 
re-election. Two members were sent to labor camps, two are in hiding, and Katya Samutsevich is the only member 
willing to speak publicly and without the group’s trademark mask -- a balaclava. Includes interviews with: Katya 
Samutsevich, band member; Garry Kasparov, chess master; Sergei Markov, a political spokesman for Putin; Pyotr 
Verzilov, husband of imprisoned band member Nadia Tolokonnikova; and disguised band member referred to as “Kot”. 
(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On, Alexandra Poolos) (OAD: 03/24/13) 
“Design Thinking” - an interview / profile of product design innovator David Kelley, and his Silicon Valley company, 
IDEO.  His philosophy of mindfully incorporating human behavior into design has resulted in the creation of some of the 
world’s most iconic products, like the stand-up toothpaste tube and the computer mouse for Apple. (C: Charlie Rose - P. 
Katherine Davis) (OAD: 01/06/13) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 
 
06/30/13 “Sheryl Sandberg” - an interview / profile of Sheryl Sandberg, former Google executive and current Chief Operating 

Officer (COO) of Facebook, the social media company. Her book, “Lean In”, speaks of the feminist movement which 
she claims has stalled, and her hopes of women taking on leadership roles. Includes an interview with: Dave Goldberg, 
Sheryl’s husband. (C: Norah O’Donnell - P: Tanya Simon, Deirdre Naphin Curran) (OAD: 03/10/13) 
“McCullough” - Part one of a two-part interview with popular author and historian David McCullough, who discusses, 
among other topics, Harry Truman, negative political campaigning, and the genesis in Philadelphia of the American 
Revolution. (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning) (OAD: 11/04/12) 
“McCullough” - Part two of a two-part interview with popular author and historian David McCullough, who discusses, 
among other topics, the influence of Paris upon the young Americans who visited the city after the founding of the U.S., 
including Samuel Morse, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, and Charles Sumner.  Includes footage of McCullough in 
conversation with actress Olivia de Havilland.  McCullough also talks about the construction and the meaning of the 
Brooklyn Bridge. (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning) (OAD: 11/11/12) 

 
48 HOURS 
 
06/01/13 48 HOURS: “fugitive@hotmail.com” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the three-year international manhunt and eventual 

capture of Dr. Yazeed “Yaz” Essa, a Cleveland doctor accused of murdering his wife, Rosemarie.  In February 2005, 
Rosemarie, the mother of Essa’s two children, was in a minor car accident.  She suffered no physical injuries, but she 
passed out and shortly afterwards died in a Cleveland hospital.  Her best friend, Eva McGregor, voiced her own 
suspicion that Essa had tampered with the calcium supplements that Rosemarie had taken on the morning of her death.  
Weeks later, tests of the calcium tablets proved that she had died of cyanide poisoning.  Police went to charge Essa, but 
he had fled from the U.S. to Canada and eventually to Beirut, Lebanon, where he hid, knowing that he could not be 
extradited back to the U.S.  In October 2006, he went to Cyprus, a country that does have an extradition treaty with the 
U.S.  Interpol and the FBI alerted the Cyprus police that Essa was traveling under an alias; he was apprehended at the 
Larnaca airport and brought in for questioning and fingerprinting.  His true identity was established, and he was arrested 
for using a doctored passport and held in a Cyprus prison.  He fought extradition for two years but was returned to the 
U.S.  In January 2010 his trial began.  His protector in the Middle East and Essa’s brother, Firas, both testified that Essa 
had told them that he had killed his wife by putting cyanide in her calcium pills.  He was found guilty of aggravated 
murder and sentenced to life in prison with the possibility of parole in twenty years.  Onscreen graphic at conclusion: 
The Essa family has asked to visit the children.  For now, Rosemarie’s family won’t allow it.  After the trial, the children 
were told that their father killed their mother.  They haven’t asked about him since.  Includes interviews with: FBI 
Special Agent Phil Torsney; Leila Atassi, reporter, Cleveland Plain Dealer; Dominic DiPuccio, Rosemarie’s brother; Dr. 
Bob Khadar, Essa’s best friend; Firas Essa, Essa’s brother; Alexandra Herrera, Essa’s ex-girlfriend; Julie DiPuccio, 
Rosemarie’s sister-in-law; Stephen Bradley, defense attorney; Detective Gary McKee; Jamal Khalife, Essa’s protector in 
the Middle East; Nayla Souki, Essa’s girlfriend in Beirut; Sergeant Mario Ioannou, Larnaca (Cyprus) Police; Matt 
Meyer, prosecutor; Ana Feralia, prosecutor; Mark Marein, defense attorney.  On screen text graphic update for the 
06/25/11 Rebroadcast: While in prison Essa attempted to sneak in a woman posing as his attorney.  In May, the 
Cuyahoga County Court rejected Essa’s appeal.  On screen text graphic update for the 06/01/13 Rebroadcast: 
Rosie’s brother says her children are thriving in his family. They do not ask about their father. While in prison Essa 
attempted to sneak in a woman posing as his attorney. He was moved to maximum security. All of Yazeed Essa’s 
appeals have been rejected.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Joshua Yager, Jonathan Leach)  (OAD: 10/09/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 
06/25/11) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
06/01/13 48 HOURS: “The Preacher’s Passion” (10:00-11:00p) - Felicia Tang was an actress and model in Hollywood, CA. 

Her boyfriend, Brian Randone, was an inspirational preacher and one-time reality show contestant. Two months after 
they met in Las Vegas, Tang was living in Randone’s Los Angeles home. After a night of passion, Tang was dead. On 
the morning of September 11, 2009, Randone summoned police because Tang wasn’t breathing. He maintained she 
overdosed on the drug GHB (Gamma hydroxybutyric), which they both took before going to bed. However, police 
didn’t buy the story. Police believed he beat Tang to death because they counted some 320 bruises, lacerations and 
abrasions on her body. The medical examiner who did the autopsy on Tang believes the bruising on her face and bite 
mark on her tongue were a result of Tang’s struggle to breathe. Randone was charged with her murder and after 
prosecutors saw her body, they added another charge: torture. On November 14, 2011, two years after Tang’s death, the 
trial began in a Pasadena courtroom. Prosecutors tried to prove Randone caused Tang’s death, but the defense painted 
Tang as a drug addict and said she died of an overdose. The defense called former San Diego Deputy Medical Examiner 
Dr. Harry Bonnell to the stand. Dr. Bonnell said homicide is impossible in this case because the PEA (pulseless 
electrical activity) found in Felicia’s body proves it. He went on to tell the jury there is no PEA in smothering victims 
and the causes of PEA are drugs or blood volume loss. Prosecution was denied the opportunity to rebut Dr. Bonnell’s 
testimony. The jury came up with the verdict of not guilty of torture and not guilty of murder. Jurors, who did not want 
their names to appear on the episode, claimed Dr. Bonnell’s testimony was crucial in declaring Randone not guilty. 
Several medical examiners “48 HOURS” consulted made clear they would have testified that Dr. Bonnell was incorrect, 
and PEA is possible in smothering. On screen text graphic: Brian Randone is suing various Los Angeles County law 
enforcement agencies for $21 million for false arrest, wrongful imprisonment, and emotional distress.  Interviewed: 
Brian Randone, Felicia Tang’s boyfriend; Detective Richard Doney; Detective Brian Schoonmaker; Christina (no last 
name), Felicia’s best friend; Mike Ferrara, DSport Magazine; Patty and Terry Randone, Brian’s parents; Mark Overland, 
Brian’s defense attorney; Trinka Porrata, Ret. LAPD narcotics officer; Dr. Harry Bonnell, Fmr. San Diego Deputy 
Medical Examiner.  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 10/20/12) 

 
06/08/13 48 HOURS: “A Fatal Attraction” (9:00-10:00p) - Joanne Witt, a 47-year old engineer in El Dorado Hills, California 

was stabbed to death while she was sleeping on Thursday, June 11, 2009. One month prior to her death Joanne found her 
14-year old daughter Tylar Witt in a compromising situation with 19-year old Stephen Colver. Joanne was a single 
mother and along the way had lost control of Tylar, but exposing her daughter’s relationship with Stephen would prove 
to be their last fight. Joanne tried to stop the relationship once she was aware of it, but the couple denied any 
wrongdoing. When Joanne discovered Tylar’s diary detailing the sexual encounters between the couple, she went 
straight to authorities, and an investigation was opened.  Prosecutor Lissette Suder, in conjunction with Stephen’s 
defense attorney Dain Weiner and Tylar’s lawyer Mark Ralphs, outlined the unfolding sequence of events. Tylar and 
Stephen were afraid of statutory rape charges and after Joanne was dead they decided to rent a hotel room for the night 
in San Francisco. Stephen and Tylar wrote suicide notes, and ate rat poison hoping to die together. When the rat poison 
didn’t work they were on the run until local police officers turned them in. Tylar ended up turning on Stephen once 
prosecutors got involved and at his trial, she testified against him. In the end Stephen was sentenced to life in prison 
without parole, and Tylar pleaded guilty to 2nd degree murder, receiving 15 years to life.  On screen text graphic: 
Tylar Witt is not eligible for parole until 2024; she will be 29 years old. On screen text graphic for the 07/03/12 
Rebroadcast: Tylar Witt is not eligible for parole until 2024. She will be 29 years old. Steven Colver has filed an 
appeal.  On screen text graphic for 06/08/13 Rebroadcast: Tylar Witt is not eligible for parole until 2014. She will be 
29 years old. Norb and Judie Will, Tylar’s grandparents, write to her often but do not visit her in prison. Steven Colver 
has filed an appeal.  Interviewed: prosecutor Lissette Suder; Stephen Colver’s lawyer, Dain Weiner; Mark Ralphs, Tylar 
Witt’s attorney; Joanne Witt’s parents, Norb and Judi Witt; Joanne Witt’s friends, Roxanna Jurgett and Vinnie 
Catapano; Stephen Colver’s mother, Jan Colver.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Ira Sutow, Sue McHugh, Avi Cohen) 
(OAD: 01/28/12; 1st Rebroadcast: 07/03/12) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
06/08/13 48 HOURS: “Secrets of the River” (10:00-11:00p) - Mackenzie Cowell was a high school senior and aspiring model who 

was studying at a beauty school when she made a dinner date with her father, Reid, in February 2010. Mackenzie never 
made dinner, and Reid received a call from police saying his daughter’s car was found abandoned on a ranch, 40 miles from 
their home in Wenatchee, Washington. Four days later Mackenzie was found dead along the banks of the Columbia River. 
She had been strangled, stabbed and beaten. Investigators looked at a list of potential suspects, including her boyfriend, who 
failed part of a lie-detector test, though he had a solid alibi. They talked to her parents, who had gone through a bitter 
divorce. And police talked to her mother’s boyfriend, with whom she had tangled with in the past. Liz Reid, a police 
informant, came forward claiming to have seen the actual murder on videotape -- shot by the killers.  However as the task 
force began to investigate this, a tip came in about Chris Wilson, a classmate of Mackenzie’s from the Academy of Hair 
Design. After police linked DNA at the crime scene to Wilson, he was charged with her murder. Wilson claimed he was 
innocent and his mother hired attorney John Henry Browne.  Police dismissed Liz Reid’s story after she changed it several 
times and they did not find a video. When the task force searched the apartment that Wilson lived in during the time of the 
murder, they found a stain which tested positive for Mackenzie’s DNA. Prior to the trial, D.A. Gary Reisen made Wilson an 
offer -- plead guilty to manslaughter and serve only six-and-half years in prison -- but Wilson turned it down and the trial 
began. Fearing an unfair trial after the jury questionnaires came back believing Wilson was guilty, Chris Wilson accepted a 
new plea deal -- fourteen years in prison in exchange for agreeing to these words: “...I also did recklessly cause the death of 
Mackenzie Cowell by strangulation and by stabbing her with a knife”.  Chris Wilson believes he was framed by law 
enforcement.  On screen text graphic: Christopher Wilson may be eligible for release from prison in 2023. He will be 42 
years old. Former police informant Liz Reid recently received a scholarship to attend the University of Washington.  
Update for the 06/08/13 rebroadcast: Less than a year after the plea deal, Wilson filed a motion to withdraw the guilty 
plea, stating he did not fully understand the consequences of how much time he would spend in prison.  On screen text 
graphic for 06/08/13 rebroadcast: Late yesterday, an appeals judge denied Wilson’s motion to withdraw his guilty plea. 
He said Wilson provided no evidence he misunderstood the plea deal he signed. Chris Wilson’s earliest possible release 
date remains August 2023. He will be 42 years old.  Interviewed: Reid Cowell, Mackenzie’s father; Sandy Francis, Reid’s 
fiancee; Joaquin Villasano, Mackenzie’s boyfriend; Detective John Kruse, Wenatchee Police Dept.; Robbin Wagg, Douglas 
County Chief Deputy; Liz Reid, police informant; Wendy Cowell, Mackenzie’s mother; Christopher Wilson, Mackenzie’s 
classmate; Jefferson Robbins, investigative reporter, The Wenatchee World, CBS News consultant; Kathleen Zornes, 
Wilson’s mother; Amelia Savage, Wilson’s best friend; John Henry Browne, Wilson’s attorney; Emma Scanlon, Wilson’s 
attorney; Gary Reisen, prosecutor; Emmanuel “Buddah” Cerros, accused by Liz Reid of Mackenzie’s murder.  (C: Peter 
Van Sant - P: James Stolz) (OAD: 11/10/12) 

 
06/15/13 48 HOURS: “The Accuser” - a followup to “Dream Killer” (OAD: 02/18/06) and “The Lost Night” (OAD: 03/26/11). 

Correspondent Erin Moriarty and the 48 HOURS team have been investigating the murder of sports editor Kent Heitholt 
and the bizarre circumstances that have put Ryan Ferguson in prison for the crime. Heitholt was found bludgeoned and 
strangled in 2001. Two years later, police got a tip that Charles Erickson had told a friend that he and Ryan Ferguson may 
have committed the crime because they were out drinking the night of the murder and had decided to rob someone, but his 
memory of the incident was foggy. Based on Erickson’s confession, both were arrested and tried for murder.  During the 
trial, Erickson offered key details in his testimony that were not part of his initial confession. Both were found guilty. Ryan 
Ferguson received a forty year sentence. Ferguson’s father’s unceasing efforts to prove his son’s innocence led to the 
discovery of evidence contradicting Erickson’s story. Then Jerry Trump, a trial witness, recanted his testimony. With the 
assistance of attorney Kathleen Zellner, a new hearing was secured. Then Erickson’s story changed again. He agreed to 
speak exclusively to 48 HOURS to reveal new details about how his confession put both men in prison. He said he has lied 
before and exonerated Ryan Ferguson, but his new version of the story also had its problems. Jerry Trump said he felt 
pressured to lie during the trial and was haunted by his testimony. The appeal commenced. It was denied; the judge sided 
with the Missouri attorney general and said that Erickson was far more credible seven years ago than he is today. The 
conviction stands.  On screen text graphic: Kathleen Zellner has appealed this latest decision. It’s Ryan Ferguson’s 
thirteenth attempt to overturn his conviction.  Update for the 06/15/13 rebroadcast: The case caught the eye of one of the 
owners of the Los Angeles Rams inspiring him to produce a feature documentary. On screen text graphic for the 06/15/13 
rebroadcast: Ryan Ferguson is appealing the judge’s decision. Ferguson also applied to the governor of Missouri for a 
pardon. The request is being considered.  Interviewed: Ryan Ferguson; his father, Bill Ferguson; the accused Chuck 
Erickson; sports writer Michael Boyd; janitor/witness Shawna Ornt; attorney Kathleen Zellner; forensic pathologist Dr. 
Larry Blum. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman) (OAD: 02/23/13) (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Dream 
Killer”, OAD: 02/18/06; and 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Lost Night”, OAD: 03/26/11, which is a followup to “Dream 
Killer”) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 
 
06/22/13 48 HOURS: “Lina’s Heart” - Lina Kaufman was a married mother of two when one morning her husband found her in the 

bathroom, slumped over a magazine rack. Adam Kaufman called 911 and unsuccessfully tried to revive her. Lina’s death 
gripped Aventura, Florida because she was 33-years-old when she died in 2007, and the circumstances around her death 
were strange. For eighteen months, Adam says he badgered the Dade County, Florida medical examiner’s office seeking a 
conclusive explanation for his wife’s death. They thought she may have had an allergic reaction to a spray tan, but in April 
2009, Adam was charged with killing his wife by “mechanical asphyxiation”. The trial began in May 2012 and the 
prosecution led the jury to believe the couple had an unhappy marriage, and fought the morning of Lina’s death. Adam’s 
defense no longer blamed Lina’s death on her spray tan because there wasn’t enough evidence to support it, and instead they 
attacked what they believed to be a botched investigation by the police. There was bruising and abrasions found on Lina’s 
arms and legs and the defense said this was from Lina being moved from room to room by firefighters, and not a struggle 
with Adam. Moreover the defense said Lina died of natural causes and undiagnosed heart failure, more specifically acute 
and chronic myocarditis. Adam himself, and Lina’s mother, Frida Aizman, both testified about Lina’s prior fainting spells.  
Frida Aizman shared her support and love for Adam while on the stand. After eight hours, the jury reached a verdict of not 
guilty. On screen text graphic: Adam Kaufman plans to write a book about his ordeal. Interviewed: Adam Kaufman, 
Lina’s husband; Seth Kaufman, Adam’s twin brother; Elaine Kaufman, Adam’s mother; Frida Aizman, Lina’s mother; 
Melissa Fedowitz and Jennifer Ben Sadon, Lina’s friends; Kathleen Hoague, prosecutor; Michael Castro, first responder; 
Kimberly Burk, paramedic; Bill Matthewman, defense attorney; Al Milian, defense attorney; Anna Howell, crime scene 
technician; Joe Mansfield, prosecutor; Dr. Gregory Davis, medical examiner.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed) (OAD: 
10/27/12) 

 
06/29/13 48 HOURS: “The Hunt for Mr. Wright” - a report on George Wright, who was sentenced to prison for the 1962 murder 

of New Jersey service station owner Walter Patterson, and who after spending 8 years in prison, escaped, and spent 40 years 
on the run from the authorities. This report follows a five-decade search of the task force comprised of the FBI, U.S. 
Marshals and New Jersey Department of Corrections officers as they searched the world for him, and Ann Patterson’s fight 
to bring her father’s killer to justice. In 1962, George Wright and Walter McGhee pleaded no contest to the murder of 
Walter Patterson, who was beaten and shot during a robbery at his Wall Township, NJ, Esso station. McGhee got life 
became the fatal bullet matched his gun; Wright got 15-30 years. Eight years later, George Wright escaped from jail. In 
1972, dressed as a priest, Wright smuggled a gun on an airplane as part of an elaborate hijack plot to hijack the airplane 
with members of a black militant movement. They demanded $1 million, one of the largest ransoms for a hijacking at that 
time. The hijackers also wanted a flight to Algeria, which they got, and George Wright disappeared again. He successfully 
dodged authorities and drifted around France, Germany and Portugal, until he found the perfect place to hide, the tiny west 
African country of Guinea Bissau. And unbelievably, he did good deeds and helped the poor while there, marrying the 
daughter of an influential Portuguese general and fathering two children. To many, his criminal past was an open secret. He 
lived there 13 years, eventually getting citizenship under an assumed name, Jose Luis Jorge Dos Santos. After almost 50 
years, the task force hit paydirt and in 2011, George Wright was cornered in a Lisbon cafe. But the victory was short-lived: 
Portuguese authorities dismissed the U.S. demand for extradition, claiming that despite his phony identification, Wright was 
a Portuguese citizen and they were not obligated to turn him over. Last summer, with no obvious way to bring him to 
justice, the Patterson family made an appeal on Capitol Hill for help. And now, it seems that George Wright has disappeared 
again.  On screen text graphic: The Justice Department says it did not pursue further appeals in this case. Updated on 
screen text graphics for the 06/29/13 rebroadcast: The U.S. government says it will continue to pursue the extradition of 
George Wright to face justice in the United States.  Interviewed: Ann Patterson and her daughters Jackie and Terry; R. J. 
Gallagher, retired FBI agent; Dan Klotz, U.S. Marshall; Rick Cope, NJ Department of Corrections; Walter McGhee, 
accomplice; Mike Finkel, GQ magazine writer, who interviewed George Wright, who is heard on tape from the interview; 
Capt. William May, pilot of hijacked Delta Airlines flight; Elaine Ottevaere, passenger on hijacked plane; Curtis Reed, 
Guinea Bisseau aid worker; Hannes Stegemann and Pedro Dalman, both who knew Wright in Guinea Bisseau; John 
Blacken, former U.S. Ambassador to Guinea Bisseau (1986-1989); Jonathan Winer, former State Department official. (C: 
Susan Spencer - P: Joshua Yager, Mead Stone, Jonathan Leach) (OAD: 12/01/12) 
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BROOKLYN DA 
 
06/04/13 BROOKLYN DA - the second broadcast of a six-part news documentary series focusing on an eclectic group of men and 

women in the Kings County (Brooklyn, NY) District Attorney’s Office and their lives inside and outside of the courtroom.  
Tonight’s topics, presented in an alternating, segmented format, include: (1) “The Death of Officer Peter Figoski” - the 
conclusion of the case against the killer of Officer Figoski, who was found guilty and sentenced to prison.  Narrator / 
profiled: Ken Taub, Deputy District Attorney, Chief, Homicide Bureau. Segment Producers: Ruth Chenetz, Elena DiFiore.  
(2) “Art Theft” - the continuing implementation of a high-tech undercover sting involving a famous art collection.  Narrator 
/ profiled: Lawrence Oh, Assistant District Attorney, Bureau Chief, Rackets Division. Also includes comments by Michael 
Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division.  Segment Producer: Lisa Freed.  (3) “Deadly Surgery” - the successful pursuance of a 
grand jury indictment of a doctor who performed a liposuction procedure on a former model, resulting in her death.  
Narrator / profiled: Michael Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division.  Segment Producer: Susan Mallie. 

 
06/11/13 BROOKLYN DA - the third broadcast of a six-part news documentary series focusing on an eclectic group of men and 

women in the Kings County (Brooklyn, NY) District Attorney’s Office and their lives inside and outside of the courtroom.  
Tonight’s topics include: (1) “Art Theft” - the conclusion of the high-tech art heist sting, subsequent arrest and eventual 
indictment of an alleged art thief.  Narrator / profiled: Lawrence Oh, Assistant District Attorney, Bureau Chief, Rackets 
Division. Also includes comments by Michael Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division; and Detective Investigator Patrick 
Lanigan.  Segment Producer: Lisa Freed.  (2) “Guatemalan Fire Tragedy” - the case against, and ultimate conviction of an 
arsonist who set fire to a Brooklyn tenement, resulting in the death of five people.  Narrator / profiled: Howard Jackson, 
Assistant District Attorney, Homicide Bureau.  Segment Producers: Alec Sirken, Taigi Smith. 

 
06/22/13 BROOKLYN DA - the fourth broadcast of a six-part news documentary series focusing on an eclectic group of men and 

women in the Kings County (Brooklyn, NY) District Attorney’s Office and their lives inside and outside of the courtroom.  
Tonight’s topics include: (1) “Bones” - details of the investigation into an illegal bone and body tissue harvesting business 
in which one of the victims was famed journalist, television personality and broadcaster Alistair Cooke.  Narrators/profiled: 
Patricia McNeill, Executive Assistant District Attorney, Rackets Division; and Josh Hanshaft, Executive Assistant District 
Attorney, Rackets Division.  Also includes comments by Michael Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division.  Segment producers: 
Kim Kennedy, Susan Mallie.  (2) “My Dead Mother” - the case of a man who impersonated his dead mother to avoid losing 
a multi-million dollar home and access to his mother’s income.  Narrators/profiled: Joe Alexis, Assistant District Attorney; 
and Richard Farrell, Assistant District Attorney.  Also includes comments by Tom Farley, Detective Investigator, Brooklyn 
DA; and Judge Vincent M. Del Giudice.  Segment Producer: Ruth Chenetz.  (3) “EPIC - John’s School” - a look at two 
programs offered by the Brooklyn DA’s office: The Ending Prostitution In Communities (EPIC) program is a six-week 
alternative to incarceration program designed for adults arrested for prostitution-related offenses; and Project Respect (John 
School) is an alternative to incarceration program designed for first time offenders arrested for patronizing a prostitute.  
Narrators: William Petty, Supervising Detective Investigator, Kings County DA’s Office; Rhonnie Jaus, Chief, Sex Crimes 
and Crimes Against Children Division; Alison Trenk, Social Worker, Brooklyn DA; and Rosetta Menifee, Presenter, 
Brooklyn DA.  Segment Producer: Taigi Smith. 

 
06/29/13 BROOKLYN DA - the fifth broadcast of a six-part documentary series focusing on an eclectic group of men and women in 

the Kings County (Brooklyn, NY) District Attorney’s Office and their lives inside and outside of the courtroom. Tonights 
topics include: (1) “Bones” - the conclusion of the investigation into an illegal bone and body tissue harvesting business in 
which one of the victims was famed journalist, television personality and broadcaster Alistair Cooke.  Narrators/profiled: 
Patricia McNeill, Executive District Attorney, Rackets Division; and Josh Hanshaft, Executive Assistant District Attorney, 
Rackets Division. Also included comments by Michael Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division. Segment producers: Kim 
Kennedy, Susan Mallie. (2) “Elevator Crush” - a prosecutor seeks justice for a woman almost killed and left maimed by a 
Christmas day elevator disaster at a Brooklyn hospital. Narrator/profiled: Lawrence Oh, Assistant District Attorney, Bureau 
Chief, Rackets Division. Segment producer: Lisa Freed. (3) “Vecchione Profile” - Michael Vecchione, chief of the Rackets 
Division, addresses the allegations of misconduct that are forcing him to defend his reputation.  Narrator/profiled: Michael 
Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division.  Segment producer: Liza Finley. 
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CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 
 
06/30/13 “What’s So Funny About Religion” - This program features a variety of voices from various religious traditions, and the 

humor often hidden within religion, faith and conversation.  (1) Lewis Black, a well-known comedian, playwright and 
contributor on “The Daily Show”, speaks of his relationship with organized religion and why some matters of faith figure 
into his work.  (2) Since 2007, Reverend Susan Sparks has served as Senior Minister at Madison Avenue Baptist Church in 
New York City. Before attending seminary, Susan worked as a corporate trial lawyer and studied the art of stand-up in order 
to help her connect better with juries. She has since left the corporate life for the call of ministry, but still performs in 
comedy clubs.  (3) Father Jim Martin, SJ, a Jesuit Priest, book author, contributing editor at America magazine, and official 
chaplain of “The Colbert Report” on Comedy Central, uses his comic sensibility to spread the gospel.  (4) Matt Weber is 
seen once a week as creator and host of “Word with Weber” on Catholic TV, an international TV network based in 
Watertown, Massachusetts.  Part of a new generation of Catholics, Weber models himself after CBS legend Andy Rooney, 
and in a few short minutes, delivers a quirky and humorous take on life as a twenty-something Catholic.  (5) Azhar Usman, a 
Muslim born and raised in Skokie, Illinois, and Mo Amer, an Arab American of Palestinian descent, discuss why Muslim-
Arab comedy is finally coming into its own.  The two toured as part of the Muslim-Arab comedy tour “Allah Made Me 
Funny” with comedian Preacher Moss. They use humor to talk about life as a religious and ethnic minority in America.  
(Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Kathleen Fieffe.  Director & Executive 
Producer: John P. Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of Churches; The Islamic Society of North 
America; New York Board of Rabbis; A Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 
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